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Abstract 
 

Thinking Through Fear in Film and Haunts 
 

by 
 

Eliot Bessette 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Film and Media 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Linda Williams, Chair 
 
 
My dissertation advances a new methodology for studying horror cinema, which I call “thinking 
through fear.” This concept designates two mutually reinforcing approaches. First, I contend we 
can employ fear as an aid to thought or even a mode of thought. Second, we can figure things out 
about the structure and phenomenology of fear. If we treat the emotion as a meaningful and 
scrutable response to our environment rather than a crude reaction that is antithetical to higher 
thinking, we may find in fear a hidden intelligence. Film and haunts (immersive theatrical 
haunted house attractions) afford safe, aesthetically potent opportunities to experience fear and 
think through it; because fear is central to human nature, film and haunts are irreplaceable sites 
for studying emotions and ourselves.  
 
In Chapter 1, I define what it means to think through fear, and I challenge the long philosophical 
history from Aristotle to Bertrand Russell that opposes fear to thought. I examine the intimate 
connection between various film styles (“high,” “low,” showing, concealing) and the 
corresponding types of fear generated. Lastly, I demonstrate how thinking through fear charts a 
path forward in horror studies that does not rely on subsurface interpretations of texts. 
 
In Chapter 2, I think through fear with The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974) and argue the film 
systematically depicts how strong emotion influences perception. I call this technique “emotional 
POV,” which can operate whether or not we share anyone’s literal or “optical POV.” There are 
three cases of emotional POV: Sally’s fear, Pam’s horror (as distinct from fear), and 
Leatherface’s anger. The contrast of fear with horror and anger demonstrates the applicability of 
the “thinking through fear” methodology to other emotions. 
 
In Chapter 3, I dispute the predominant assumption in horror studies that we empathize with 
characters’ fear. I argue instead, through an analysis of Halloween (1978), that in response to 
horror films we most often fear non-empathetically, and we only empathize with characters’ fear 
in non-horror films, such as Saving Private Ryan (1998); we may empathize during horror films, 
but only with non-fear emotions, like love in The Babadook (2014). Lastly—with reference to M 
(1931) and Midsommar (2019)—I raise ethical problems with empathy, and in its place I propose 
compassion. 
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In Chapter 4, I investigate how thinking through fear changes when we move from film to 
haunts, especially “extreme haunts,” which incorporate aggressive physicality. I offer a brief 
history of frightening immersive entertainment spaces from the eighteenth century to the present. 
I consider the phenomenological shifts in fear when our entire bodies and every sense could be 
engaged. I argue extreme haunts have a different relationship to pleasure than almost any other 
fear-based art form, since the most extreme elements are categorically displeasurable. I conclude 
with a discussion of the co-optation of haunts by evangelical Christianity into “Hell Houses,” 
which frighteningly dramatize sin and damnation. Throughout, I draw on my firsthand 
experience of dozens of haunts and Hell Houses spanning ten states. 
 
In the Conclusion, I argue fear itself can be an expression of freedom, and its dissolution can 
promote further experiences of freedom. 
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Chapter 1: Thinking Through the Emotion of Fear 
 
“The meaning of fear seemed too obvious to deserve inquiry.” 
 

Paul Tillich1 
 
I. What Philosophers Talk About When They Talk About Fear 

Fear, it is commonly supposed, obstructs thought, and rational thought can in turn 
conquer irrational fear. The history of Western thought from antiquity redounds with examples 
of this conflict. Here is a sampling of representative remarks: 

Cicero (ca. 45 BC): “And just as it is by nature that we reach out after the good, so also it 
is by nature that we withdraw from the bad. A withdrawing which is in accordance with reason is 
termed ‘caution,’ and this, as they understand it, is found only in the wise person; while the name 
‘fear’ is applied to a withdrawing that is apart from reason and that involves a lowly and 
effeminate swooning. Thus fear is caution that has turned away from reason.”2 

Montaigne (1580): “Men who have suffered a good mauling in a military engagement, all 
wounded and bloody as they are, can be brought back to the attack the following day; but men 
who have tasted real fear cannot be brought even to look at the enemy again. People with a 
pressing fear of losing their property or of being driven into exile or enslaved also lose all desire 
to eat, drink or sleep, whereas those who are actually impoverished, banished or enslaved often 
enjoy life as much as anyone else. And many people, unable to withstand the stabbing pains of 
fear, have hanged themselves, drowned themselves or jumped to their deaths, showing us that 
fear is even more importunate and unbearable than death.”3 

Burke (1757): “No passion so effectually robs the mind of all its powers of acting and 
reasoning as fear. For fear being an apprehension of pain or death, it operates in a manner that 
resembles actual pain.”4 

Bertrand Russell (1951): “It is necessary first of all to distinguish between fear as an 
emotion and rational apprehension of danger as a piece of knowledge. It would be foolish to be 
unaware of dangers when they exist, but it is very seldom that a danger can be dealt with as 
adequately by fear as by rational apprehension. Fear is a reaction which we share with the 
animals. It is crude and slapdash. Sometimes it serves the purposes of self-preservation, but 
sometimes it does quite the opposite. The man who is not mastered by fear is much better able to 
think out what kind of action will minimize the danger. Fear frequently prevents people from 
admitting the danger which in fact they are fearing, and therefore causes them not to take 
precautions that wisdom would advise.”5 

These philosophers, spanning the history of Western letters, are united in the belief that 
fear is opposed to thought because fear evacuates or confuses the mind. Thought—especially as 
exemplified in reason, rationality, ratio—can be degraded or dragged down by fear. One can use 
reason, or one can experience fear, but not both at the same time. Cicero and Russell 
acknowledge that fear can be a response to a genuine threat that calls for action, but they believe 

 
1 Tillich, The Courage to Be, 34. 
2 Cicero, Cicero on the Emotions: Tusculan Disputations 3 and 4, 44 (Book 4 §13). 
3 Montaigne, “On Fear,” 83. 
4 Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful, 47 (Part 2, Section 2). 
5 Russell, “Life Without Fear,” 693. 
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fear is essentially never the best way to handle the threat. Both would prefer an equanimous 
approach that is bled dry of confounding emotions—more stoical behavior, in other words. All 
four writers agree that fear is deleterious to the fearer. For Russell, the emotion can exacerbate a 
danger. For Burke, fear hurts. For Montaigne, it can kill. Such a grim picture is hardly unique to 
these thinkers.  

Not everyone elevates thought above fear, however. One alternative to these conceptions 
is to flip the poles of fear and thought—that is, to affirm they are opposed, but to elevate fear 
such that it could be degraded or dragged down by thought or reason. Such an inversion typically 
occurs in the context of holy terror. Consider Kierkegaard. In his examination of Abraham’s 
emotions at the prospect of sacrificing his son Isaac, Kierkegaard takes the patriarch’s fear as 
something above or outside of reason. The domain of human behavior that is reasonable, 
universal, and ethical—which would demand Abraham not murder his child—is precisely the 
realm Abraham had to forgo to please God. Instead, he had to catapult himself beyond, into the 
domain of the absurd, individual, and paradoxical.6 Through that supersession of reason, which 
Kierkegaard terms “the teleological suspension of the ethical,” Abraham abandoned any hope of 
accounting for his actions. He could not have offered an ethical rationale for his action to any 
other person, least of all his son or wife, because he was operating not in the ethical domain, but 
in the domain of faith.7 This Biblical narrative is subtended by an emotion, fear. When Abraham 
was ready to strike Isaac, an angel appeared to him: “‘Do not lay a hand on the boy,’ he said. ‘Do 
not do anything to him. Now I know that you fear God, because you have not withheld from me 
your son, your only son.’”8 Abraham’s fear is a proof of and consequence of his faith, and his 
faith stands above his reason. His emotion does not corrode his thinking, as Cicero or Russell 
might have it. At the same time it is not in line with thought and reason. Instead of being rational 
or sub-rational, Abraham’s fear is supra-rational. 

The closest leveling of fear and thought one can find is the occasional recognition that 
knowledge is a pretext for certain fears insofar as knowledge can sensitize someone to 
nonobvious harbingers of danger. To take examples from Freud: 

The savage, for instance, will recoil before a footprint in the woods, meaningless to the 
uninstructed, which reveals to him the proximity of an animal of prey; the experienced 
sailor will notice a little cloud, which tells him of a coming hurricane, with terror, while 
to the passenger it seems insignificant.9 

Nevertheless, Freud adds that knowledge can just as readily eliminate fear, such as with solar 
eclipses, which may frighten the “savage” subject but not the scientifically educated Western 
subject, whose knowledge of astronomy defangs the apparent sign of danger. And, anticipating 
Russell, Freud affirms that fear is deleterious for problem-solving. So here, too, fear and thought 
diverge and return to their antagonism.10 

Philosophers have dealt with various aspects of fear apart from its relationship to thought, 
and these, too, make piecemeal contributions toward a philosophy of fear. There is the 
intentional object of fear (that is, what the fear is of or about). For Aristotle, “Fear may be 
defined as a pain or disturbance due to a mental picture of some destructive or painful evil in the 

 
6 Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, 83-85. 
7 Kierkegaard, Fear and Trembling, 88-95. 
8 Genesis 22:12, New International Version.  
9 Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis, 341 (Lecture XXV). 
10 Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis, 341 (Lecture XXV). 
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future.”11 This definition and his subsequent elaboration supply several necessary and sufficient 
conditions for fear, among them: 1) Fear, as a pain or disturbance, is negatively valenced; 2) Fear 
must take an intentional object; 3) Fear’s intentional object is mental content, not physical 
danger in the world; 4) What makes mental content fearful rather than disgusting or infuriating is 
the presumed destructiveness or painfulness of its referent; and 5) Fear is oriented toward the 
future, not the present or the past. While many subsequent thinkers dispute the third through fifth 
points, nearly everyone agrees that fear is a negative emotion, and most agree that fear is always 
of something (and without the of something we must find another term, like “anxiety”).12 

There is the political utility of fear. In his infamous dictum, Machiavelli declared that for 
the effective ruler, “it is much safer to be feared than loved.”13 That’s because of the 
manipulability of subjects’ fear in contrast to their love: “Since men decide for themselves whom 
they love, and rulers decide whom they fear, a wise ruler should rely on the emotion he can 
control.”14 On Machiavelli’s view, love is given, while fear is inflicted. (The intentional objects 
of love and fear that concern Machiavelli here are people, not objects or animals or situations.) 
To such a descriptive claim, of course, the reader can freely append normative claims about the 
permissibility of engendering fear.15 

There is fear’s relationship to free will. According to Hobbes, “Fear and liberty are 
consistent; as when a man throweth his goods into the sea for fear the ship should sink, he doth it 
nevertheless very willingly, and may refuse to do it if he will.”16 This has legal implications for 
the Hobbesian subject: e.g. contracts undertaken when the signatory is afraid aren’t vitiated by 
the emotion since fear and free will are compatible. This view sits ill with the Machiavellian 
conception of fear inflicted by an outside entity (the state or the prince). Still, one might take a 
compatibilist perspective that a citizenry can retain responsibility in spite of fears that are 
inflicted upon it.17 

And there are the causes and cures of fear. Rousseau is plainspoken on the subject: 
“Children raised in clean houses where no spiders are tolerated are afraid of spiders, and this fear 
often stays with them when grown. I have never seen a peasant, man, woman, or child, afraid of 
spiders.”18 He believes a great many fears are both learned and deleterious, and that a chief cause 
of childhood fears is a dearth of exposure. As a remedy, Rousseau advocates that parents use 
exposure therapy with their children. It should be prophylactic if possible, curative if necessary. 

 
11 Aristotle, Rhetoric, 69 (Book II, Chapter V). This is among the commonest issues in the 
philosophy of fear. 
12 Other prominent treatments of this topic are found in Augustine and Anscombe. See 
Augustine, Eighty-Three Different Questions, 62-63 (Question 33); and Anscombe, Intention, 16 
(§10). 
13 Machiavelli, The Prince, 51 (Chapter XVII). 
14 Machiavelli, The Prince, 53 (Chapter XVII). 
15 Other prominent treatments of this topic are found in Plato and Nussbaum. See Plato, 
Republic, Books III, VIII, and IX; and Nussbaum, The Monarchy of Fear. 
16 Hobbes, Leviathan, 137 (Chapter XXI, “Fear and Liberty Consistent”). 
17 Other prominent treatments of this topic are found in Aquinas and Darwin. See Aquinas, 
Summa Theologica, Volume 1, 775 (I-II Q. 44 art. 4), and Summa Theologica, Volume 2, 1722 
(II-II Q. 125 art. 4); and Darwin, The Descent of Man, Chapter III. 
18 Rousseau, Emile, 63. 
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In this way fears may be prevented or defeated, and “with a slow and carefully arranged 
gradation man and child are made intrepid in everything.”19 

I offer this flyover history of the philosophy of fear to suggest two things. First, there are 
numerous aspects of fear to be analyzed, yet relevant commentary can only be found with much 
hunting. Discussions of fear are infrequent and half-buried, like truffles in a forest. There are no 
anthologies on the philosophy of fear, and few philosophers have given more than glancing 
consideration to the emotion. Only a handful of contemporary works have developed studies of 
fear in an analytic-philosophical key.20 For every author I’ve mentioned except for Aquinas, 
Freud, and Nussbaum, fear is an ancillary topic and sometimes almost a throwaway subject. 
Moreover, philosophers have seldom developed their models of fear in sustained response to 
previous writing on the subject. Again, the exception is Aquinas, who deserves credit for 
aggregating so many Greco-Roman and Biblical sources on fear. He is in fact the nearest thing 
we have to an anthology on the philosophy of fear, at least through the thirteenth century. Apart 
from the history of philosophy, contemporary pop-scientific and pop-sociological books 
increasingly synthesize our social-scientific, psychological, and neuroscientific findings on fear 
as well, but despite their merits and insights, they tend not to engage with deep conceptual work 
on the emotion.21 

The second point to glean from this philosophical tour, and the more crucial one for my 
purposes, is the paucity of writing on what it feels like to be afraid. The phenomenology of fear 
remains almost totally unilluminated. This is shocking. So much of human experience, from the 
grandest scale to the most personal, from love to war, from survival to domination, is a story of 
fear. Who feared what or whom? and How successfully did they deal with their fear? are 
foundational questions for human history and prehistory, to say nothing of art. Yet there is next 
to no formal philosophical explication of this natural phenomenon, apart from glimmers of self-
perception in Burke. Definitional formulations, like Cicero’s “caution that has turned away from 
reason,” just push the question one step back, for we can ask what it feels like to be unreasonably 
cautious. Indeed, we might twist Tillich’s assessment “the meaning of fear seemed too obvious 
to deserve inquiry” to “the feeling of fear seemed too obvious to deserve inquiry.” 

To ask Machiavellian questions about the uses of fear is to stand outside fear. It is to 
comment on the effects of fear while unperturbed by it. That is to say: it is to think while 
unafraid. So, too, for Hobbes on seafaring and Rousseau on spiders. At the center of each 
account of fear is a void where we should find the feeling of fear. This void is the effect of the 
authors’ twin beliefs that 1) fear is deleterious, and 2) fear is inimical to thought. Every writer 
thus far mentioned, with the exception of Hobbes and Kierkegaard, ascribes to fear the property 
of weakening or harming or endangering or killing the person who is afraid. Cicero is most 
strident on this point, insisting that all emotions, including ostensibly pleasurable ones, are toxic 

 
19 Rousseau, Emile, 64. Other prominent treatments of this topic are found in William James and 
Freud. See James, The Principles of Psychology, Volume II, Chapter XXV; and Freud, “Little 
Hans” and “The Wolfman.” 
20 Noteworthy in this respect are Robert Gordon’s “Fear,” Wayne Davis’s “The Varieties of 
Fear,” John Morreall’s “Fear Without Belief,” and Amélie Rorty’s “Fearing Death.” 
21 Noteworthy among these are Joanna Bourke’s Fear: A Cultural History, Joseph LeDoux’s 
Anxious: Using the Brain to Understand and Treat Fear and Anxiety, Margee Kerr’s Scream: 
Chilling Adventures in the Science of Fear, and Jeff Wise’s Extreme Fear: The Science of Your 
Mind in Danger. 
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and inconducive to wisdom and the good life.22 Even Kierkegaard is happy to concede that 
Abraham’s holy fear did him no psychological or social favors. Given the belief that fear is 
deleterious, it would make sense from a self-preservative point of view that these philosophers 
would wish to stand outside fear when writing about it, as they would wish to stand outside a fire 
when writing about it. Additionally, most of our authors assert an incompatibility between fear 
and thought—as we have seen, typically framed such that fear destroys thought or “is apart from 
reason.” Given the belief that fear is inimical to thought, one would have no cause to direct one’s 
thought toward fear—or, better put, into fear—just as one would have no cause to send 
measuring equipment into a black hole. Upon noticing this emptiness, so consistent among 
philosophers who canvas such vistas of human experience, subsequent readers are apt to assume 
there is no there there. Through a negative feedback loop, the absence of writing from a position 
of fear reinforces itself. 

But what would happen if we rejected those twin beliefs? Risking the pain stipulated by 
Burke and the death recounted by Montaigne, what if we willingly frightened ourselves? 
Hazarding fruitless expenditures of time and energy and cogitation, what if we sent our thoughts 
into fear and fear into our thoughts? How might our analysis of the emotion change, and what 
new insights might emerge, thinking from a position of fear? 

One can do this and live to tell the tale. In her book Scream, sociologist Margee Kerr 
inflicted upon herself various regulated forms of fear, from riding roller coasters, to walking 
(while in a harness) along the side of a tower, to spending a night (in the company of security 
guards) in a derelict jail, to visiting haunted house attractions. Kerr often writes compellingly 
about her first-personal sensations during these episodes, but for her these activities are merely 
springboards for discussions of the sociological, psychological, and neurological research into 
fear. In Scream, the empirical data preexist and are unaltered by these encounters. Kerr does not 
treat her adventures themselves as sources of experiential data (or, as I will argue later, 
philosophical grist) pertaining to fear. 

I contend that the philosophy of fear needs more field research into the emotion. To allay 
the most acute worries about the possible harms of fear, we should recall Aristotle’s claim that 
the object of fear is mental content.23 Mental content needn’t be of actual or even possible threats 
in the world. Instead, we can find fearful fuel in fiction and, as Kerr did, in carefully calibrated 
encounters with fearful entertainments. We can learn more about the feeling of fear by fearing 
attentively and safely. Two of the richest untapped sources for emotional inquiry are horror films 
and haunted house attractions, or “haunts.” 
 
II. Two Ways of Thinking Through Fear 
 My central contention is that “thinking through fear” will contribute to our understanding 
of fear, our understanding of art, and our understanding of ourselves. By “thinking through fear” 
I mean two things. First, fear can be an aid to thought or even a mode of thought. Fear can be a 

 
22 Cicero, Cicero on the Emotions: Tusculan Disputations 3 and 4, 52 (Book 4 §§36-37). 
23 Much later, this distinction between the reality of a thought and the reality of the referent of a 
thought will be crucial for Descartes’s “Third Meditation” and, later still, for Noël Carroll’s 
Philosophy of Horror. In an Aristotelian manner, Carroll posits that when we watch horror films, 
the intentional object of our spectatorial emotion of “art-horror” is mental content. This 
maneuver allows him to resolve a philosophical quandary about audience belief and the grounds 
for emotions that I discuss later in this chapter. See Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 29-30. 
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lens through which we think. In addition to imparting its subjective sensations, fear is a way of 
experiencing the world—or, rather, a cluster of ways of experiencing the world, since, as I argue 
later, fear is not a unitary sensation but a family of emotional responses. Fear can be a special 
form of attunement to one’s surroundings. It can be a suspicious pattern of thinking. In a trivial 
sense, anyone who is afraid is automatically thinking through fear, since they’re both thinking 
and afraid. But to firm up the concept, I’ll say that “thinking through fear” necessitates some 
reflection or introspective awareness, either during or after the emotion. We have to pay attention 
to “catch” how fear shades our perceptions or elicits novel thoughts.  

This first mode of thinking through fear is temporally flexible. If someone watches a 
horror film and is afraid during a certain scene, they have an opportunity to think through fear in 
that moment.24 But the attentional effort to philosophize one’s own emotional constitution while 
watching a film can draw focus away from other tasks like following the plot. So instead, after 
the feeling has faded, they might think through fear by using the memory of fear and its effects 
on their perception. Fear can continue to spark thoughts long after the film and the active 
emotional experience are over.25 To think through fear after the fact, however, will usually entail 
recalling with some vividness the present-tense experience of fear. This is not unlike the point 
Freud makes that our thoughts after we dream, which he calls “secondary revision,” count as part 
of the dream to be interpreted. The secondary revision to the dream experience includes 
“interpolations and additions” which arise from the same psychic mechanisms as the dream.26 
After we fear, we can interpolate or add to our fear experience, and this, too, can be material for 
thinking through fear. Hereafter I won’t distinguish between thinking-through-fear-during-fear 
and thinking-through-fear-after-fear. The present-tense experience of fear is transient, and there 
may be no clear point when the emotion has ended. Furthermore, I see no reason in principle 
why fear accessed in memory cannot offer the same insights as fear experienced directly. 

The second sense of thinking through fear complements the first. Simply put, we can 
learn or figure things out about fear. In this sense, thinking through fear is grammatically 
identical to thinking it through. Fear is susceptible to our attempts at rationalization. It is not a 
black hole or a black box. Our efforts to direct our thoughts toward fear are not doomed to 
failure. Although the boundaries of fear are too fuzzy to admit of a total, neat systematization, 
we can think through it (think it through) as we can any other complex human phenomenon: with 
creativity in our questions and with an eye for various sites of information. The philosophical 
reflections on fear glossed to this point were primarily thinking through fear in this second 
sense—though one gets the impression, reading Burke, that he was such a keen observer of his 
own emotional reactions amidst the sublime that he was likely thinking through fear in the first 

 
24 The arguments in this section apply to haunts as well. Broadly speaking, haunts can induce 
fearful reactions comparable to cinema’s as well as varieties of fear cinema can’t elicit. 
Exploring what makes haunts different from films and what feelings they are uniquely capable of 
engendering are topics I save for the final chapter. 
25 Horror scholarship doesn’t often consider the finite duration of a feeling of fear. Criticism 
tends to treat fear as though it were instantaneous (a moment of fear) or altogether atemporal (a 
frightening film, existing outside of time). An important exception to this tendency is William 
Paul, who discusses the significance of the final jump scare in Carrie (1976). Since it comes 
right at the end of the film, he recounts, the emotional reaction reverberated even after the 
screening concluded. See Paul, Laughing Screaming, 409-410.  
26 Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, 494. 
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sense, too. Burke notwithstanding, a criticism I raised in the previous section could be rephrased 
as the philosophy of fear has thought through fear in this second sense only. But even those 
instances are removed from the root experiences of fear and lack thick description of the 
emotion’s experiential core. Thinking fear through necessitates reflection not just on its 
structural characteristics, but also its phenomenology. 

These two modes of thinking through fear feed back into one another and can occur 
simultaneously. When we think through fear by using it as a lens or tool for thought, we also 
have an opportunity to observe phenomenological or philosophical facts about fear. And as we 
recall fear in memory to figure things out about it, we might rekindle the emotion sufficiently to 
once more use it as a lens or tool. It’s possible to think through fear in either sense when we are 
frightened in real-life circumstances. I’ve tried it myself. But depending on the type of threat, 
this may be difficult and unwise. (We could tell a facetious evolutionary-psychological story 
about two tribes of cavemen, one of which was prone to philosophize when confronted with 
saber-toothed tigers, the other of which was prone to run or throw spears.) Cinema and haunts 
don’t grant us special access to fear. They grant us the freedom from needing to respond to a 
threat in any way other than experiencing it. They also offer us the experience of fear on 
demand, something that only makes sense after human civilization has had some success in 
removing daily threats to life in large swaths of the world.27 

Whatever their social circumstances, virtually everyone is afraid sometimes, so virtually 
everyone knows what fear feels like.28 This is significant because it places introspective research 
into fear within range of virtually everyone. In this way, fear is unlike other phenomena of 
human life like panic attacks or out-of-body experiences, which not all people undergo. 
Moreover, there’s no doubting when we’re afraid. We experience fear with the same Cartesian 
certainty with which we experience thought, and no future scientific discovery seems capable of 
unseating it. As Sam Harris observes, 

 
27 Fear-based entertainments are not altogether absent from countries where violence is a 
prevalent feature of daily life. For example, in Mexico, where there are high rates of drug-related 
gang violence, horror films are relatively popular. Major Mexican releases include Alucarda 
(1977), Santa Sangre (1989), and Cronos (1993). In Colombia, which has been afflicted for 
decades with a raft of kidnappings, there have been haunted tours conducted in a major cemetery 
in the capital, Bogotá. The experience, replete with jump scares and frightening narration, 
functions as a form of cultural mourning for civilians murdered in drug-related incidents. See 
Kerr, Scream, 181, 188-189. 
28 The extraordinarily rare exceptions include patients with damaged amygdalae (the brain region 
responsible for threat recognition, among other things). Confronted with an objective threat like 
an assailant brandishing a weapon, these patients do not report phenomenological aspects of fear, 
nor do they exhibit behavioral signs of fear. For a discussion of one such person, known as 
“S.M.,” see Feinstein et al., “The Human Amygdala and the Induction and Experience of Fear.” 
This condition is so uncommon because damage to the amygdala, which is surrounded by 
evolutionarily younger brain tissue, is nearly always associated with death, owing to the 
difficulty of impairing it while leaving other cortices intact; i.e., a gunshot could not possibly 
impact the amygdala without destroying other brain tissue. S.M.’s unique state results from 
Urbach-Wiethe disease, a rare neurological disorder that causes selective calcification to brain 
tissue, in her case the amygdala. She and people with similar conditions will of necessity be 
unable to think through fear.  
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Even fear, which is now dependably linked to a variety of physiological and behavioral 
measures—increased startle response, rising cortisol, increased skin conductance, etc.—
cannot be taken off the gold standard of self-report. Imagine what would happen if 
subjective ratings of fear ever broke free of such “independent” measures: if, say, 50 
percent of subjects claimed to feel no fear when their cortisol levels rose and to feel terror 
when they fell. These measures would cease to be of any use at all in the study of fear.29 

For the identification of emotions, first-personal subjective experience filtered through language 
is the ultimate arbiter. That’s not to say it’s the only possible means of inferring an emotion. 
Measurements of brain-region activity or levels of neurotransmitters can offer clues for guessing 
a person’s broad class of phenomenological experience. So can someone’s facial expression, 
intonation, and body language. But signs on the outside of the body or inside of the cranium 
must be judged against the standard of first-personal self-report. If someone thinks they’re afraid, 
they are.30 
 Even if the buck stops with mental content, the body can still be highly influential to our 
emotional perception. In an influential theorization of emotion and corporeality, Jane Gallop 
advocates a program of “thinking through the body.” Gallop distinguishes two meanings of the 
phrase, though both of hers correspond to my first sense of “thinking through fear.”31 In her first 
sense, we attempt “to render [the body] transparent and get beyond it, to dominate it by reducing 
it to the mind’s idealizing categories.”32 This method she sees as predominantly Western, 
rationalist, and male. In her second method, conversely, we undertake an “attentive encounter” 
with ourselves to “treat the body as a site of knowledge, a medium for thought.”33 This is more 
closely allied with what she takes to be female self-identification with the body (and perhaps 
intuition). Gallop believes that honest attempts to philosophize our physicality—Sade is held up 
as a paragon—will inevitably prove the body to be the master in spite of our attempts to master 
it. I will favor the intellectual side as I think through fear, though I don’t conceive of this as a 
denial or domination of the unruly body. Involuntary gasps, palpitating hearts, and goosebumps 
are part of the fun of watching horror films. In my writing, I intend to let the mind and body 
speak together when possible. This will become especially salient in my discussion of haunts.  
 At this point, a case study will help to flesh out what thinking through fear can do. 
Midway through the 2010 film Insidious, protagonists Josh and Renai sit down with a medium 

 
29 Harris, The End of Faith, 290n22. 
30 I understand this to be true for broad categories of feeling. Suppose I say, “I’m afraid,” and 
I’m a non-lying competent language user. Then I am afraid. It might be possible to convince me 
there are finer gradations in the fear family of emotional words to better capture what I’m 
experiencing: perhaps you offer “dread” as an alternative, and I agree that hits the mark even 
better. But you could not convince me I’m only hungry and not afraid. If I feel vaguely 
uncomfortable because I haven’t eaten, but I mentally interpret those physiological symptoms as 
fear reactions, then I am afraid. It’s also possible that a different and unacknowledged emotion 
underwrites the manifest emotion. Perhaps my feeling of fear springs ultimately from buried 
anger, or vice versa. But you still couldn’t tell me I’m not afraid; by interpreting myself as being 
afraid, I am afraid, whatever underlying causes might be adduced. 
31 Without announcing it as such, she also thinks through the body in my second sense, thinking 
it through with Sade and Lacan. 
32 Gallop, Thinking Through the Body, 3-4. 
33 Gallop, Thinking Through the Body, 4, 3. 
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for a séance. Josh, the last skeptical holdout, has seen the clear danger posed to his family, but he 
is unconvinced of its supernatural quality. In short order, however, their formerly catatonic son 
teleports across the room, heaves objects and adults with superhuman strength, and summons not 
only a butchered ghost family but also a hulking ghoul with a rotting face who nearly eats Renai. 
Thus the otherworldly and insidious nature of the threat is demonstrated conclusively to the 
audience and to every character in the film. 

Afterwards, Josh, Renai, and the medium sit down with Josh’s mother. She presents Josh 
with several previously unrevealed photographs from his childhood. As he and Renai flip 
through each one, they and the audience see that Josh was shadowed by a supernatural 
malignancy as a child. In each photograph a witch, one of the chief monsters of Insidious, 
appears closer and closer to young Josh—at first far in the background, then in the same room as 
him, then nearly touching him. Josh has no recollection of these encounters. This scene is 
frightening for the audience and the characters, as evidenced by Renai’s reactions: her cheek 
muscles twitch, her eyebrows rise, and she draws her hand to cover her mouth. 

What’s philosophically striking is that the scary revelation doesn’t betoken an active 
threat to the characters or a change in the future level of threat. They already know they’re in 
mortal danger, as proven during the séance, and the photographs don’t alter that assessment. 
Nothing happens to them while inspecting the pictures other than learning about the past. But 
even that begs qualification, for Josh and Renai knew Josh survived childhood physically 
unscathed. That knowledge is not altered by the photographs, so they’ve learned nothing new in 
that respect. Yet Josh is freshly afraid. This leaves us to conclude the photographs cause them to 
fear the past when the outcome is already known.34 

As an occasion for thinking through fear, the photograph scene is a pristine case in that it 
forecloses other explanatory avenues of how the emotion operates. The characters’ new fear 
can’t be about the future because the level of future danger is unchanged by the photographs. It 
can’t be about the present because there is no imminent danger in the room, and the information 
concerns decades-old events. And it won’t do to say Josh’s fear is directed towards a present-
tense recollection or possible future-tense repetition of a past trauma. In the first place, Josh says 
he can’t remember the hauntings, and indeed his younger self never saw the witch behind him. 
Even if viewing the photographs somehow represented a traumatic recollection for him, it 
couldn’t explain his wife’s fear since she had never experienced those events before. Moreover, 
audience members who are frightened by the scene couldn’t have their fear states explained by a 
trauma model. The audience is frightened by an event that occurred in the past with respect to the 
narrative present. The characters are frightened by an event in their past whose outcome they 
knew. 

This apparent fact of the characters’ emotion contradicts a longstanding assumption in the 
philosophy of fear: that fear takes as its object something in the present (spiders, for Rousseau) 
or future (the next battle after a loss, for Montaigne). But since many philosophers also stress the 
significance of the unknown as the source of fear (whether a ship will sink, for Hobbes), it’s a 
small step to the corollary that people can fear events in the past when the outcome is unknown. 
Suppose a parent has stayed up all night fearfully waiting for the return of their teenager who had 
left for a party. The parent’s fear attaches to a possibly realized outcome in the past. By morning, 
presumably, either something bad has already happened to their child, or something bad has not 

 
34 This raises fascinating questions about the articulability of fear. What is Renai to say: “I’m 
afraid that something hurt my husband, and I know nothing did”? 
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happened and will not. Unawareness of the outcome permits the fear, and the revelation of the 
outcome will extinguish the fear. If the child comes home at 7:00 a.m., explaining they passed 
out drunk at a friend’s house but are unhurt, the parent may be angry but will no longer be afraid. 
Conversely, if a police offer visits to report the child has died in a drunk driving accident, the 
parent will be devastated but will no longer be afraid. Discovering the past outcome and still 
being afraid of the past is essentially impossible in this scenario. 

With Insidious, however, we can see what it would be like to fear the past when the past 
is known, in spite of our intuitions that this is infeasible. We do so by thinking through fear. In 
the second sense of thinking through fear, we can figure things out about the characters’ fear like 
its temporal structure, its disconnection from current dangers, and so forth. In the first sense of 
thinking through fear, we can experience ourselves that it’s possible to fear the past in this 
manner, which we learn as we witness the characters undergoing similar sensations. Insidious 
offers us an opportunity for phenomenological, philosophical, and personal discovery if we’re 
sufficiently attentive to the details of what we’re feeling and what elicited the feeling. 

There is, lastly, an alternate philosophical account of what we can learn from fear in this 
scene if we shift emphasis from what Josh correctly believed about the outcome of his past to 
what he incorrectly believed about the circumstances prior to that outcome. Epistemologically 
speaking, we could characterize the Insidious scene as a Gettier case. Edmund Gettier is credited 
with discovering a class of “justified true belief”—a definition of knowledge with roots reaching 
back to Plato—that many commentators agree is not knowledge. Gettier’s primary examples are 
a justified true belief based on a justified false belief, and a justified true belief phrased as a 
disjunction where a false disjunct is believed and a true disjunct is disbelieved. The latter case 
could apply to Insidious. Prior to seeing the photographs, Josh might have believed something 
like “Either I was not visited by a witch as a child, or I was visited by a witch in a way that didn’t 
harm me and left no evidence I was aware of.” That proposition is one Josh would have believed 
because he believed the first disjunct, that he was not visited by a witch as a child. The 
proposition is true because the second disjunct is in fact true: Josh was visited by a witch in a 
way that didn’t harm him and left no evidence he was aware of. The proposition is justified 
because Josh based his belief upon the background condition that people (even in his diegetic 
world) don’t ordinarily encounter witches and upon the absence of evidence that he had 
encountered a witch. Yet we could fairly say this justified true belief does not amount to 
knowledge.35 Considered in this light, Josh didn’t know his own past in a meaningful way 
because he didn’t know the (creepy though inert) circumstances prior to the known outcome of 
his surviving unscathed. This serves to show that apart from the brute experiential feeling of fear, 
the conceptual thinking we do with it and the philosophical emphases we put to it can yield 
different outcomes. Fearing a Gettier case of the unknown past is just as novel an outcome of 
thinking through fear as fearing the known past. 

Fear is not the only emotion we can think through. In the second chapter, in addition to 
fear, I offer a comparative study of thinking through horror and thinking through anger. But fear 
does have unique properties to recommend it for this sort of investigation. It’s an emotion that 
has supported a whole cross-media genre, horror, dedicated to exploring it. (Later I spell out my 
reasons for claiming that horror films engender fear more than horror.) The horror genre engages 
multiple sensory channels, which offer a panoply of modes of thinking through fear. We can 
readily imagine scary sights, scary sounds, and even scary touches (which are crucial for haunts). 

 
35 Gettier, “Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?,” 121-123. 
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But not all emotions are inducible in these ways. What is an envy-provoking sound? What is a 
sadness-instilling touch? Fear has the additional advantage of being communicable either 
through frightening figures or frightened figures: we can become afraid from looking at a 
monster or looking at someone who is looking at a monster. Often, as Carl Plantinga notes, we 
get a complete picture of an emotional scene through a shot/reverse-shot structure of an emoting 
face and then the cause of the emotion, or vice versa. With either ordering, we may “catch” the 
emotion merely by witnessing its expression through someone else’s facial expression, tone of 
voice, and body language.36 This is known as “emotional contagion.”37 Fear is particularly 
transmissible in this way, but horror films enjoy many ways of engendering fear, from the 
automatic and visceral to the methodical and cerebral. 

I intend for my work to be compatible with what we know about fear from quantitative 
and experimental research, and I will have occasion in the third chapter to engage psychological 
work on empathy since it blends into philosophical considerations. Throughout the dissertation, 
however, my scholarly orientation owes much to the work of cognitive or analytic-philosophical 
film theorists like David Bordwell, Noël Carroll, Paisley Livingston, and Murray Smith.38 Their 
concerns and first principles (and, to some degree, my own) further overlap with those of 
researchers like Arthur Shimamura and Ed S. Tan, who employ the methods of the social and 
cognitive sciences to investigate film perception. A strong form of cognitivism, which I don’t 
adopt, would be to conduct experimental work on film perception: tracking eye movements, 
running fMRIs, developing computer programs to calculate symmetry within images, and the 
like.39 A weaker form of cognitivism, which I do adopt, expects scholars not to violate our best 
current models from linguistics, biology, anatomy, psychology, and the cognitive sciences 
without good reason. Weak cognitivism requires a passable understanding of whichever of these 
fields are germane to the questions at hand and a working theory of how the sciences and 
humanities should or should not interact. Cognitive film studies does not demand paying 
obeisance to the sciences. Unexamined philosophical assumptions, avoidably silly experimental 
designs, and unjustified extrapolations from data afflict some scientific discussions of the arts, 
and there humanists can offer our expertise as challenge or corrective.40 

However, for the most part I will not engage with the scientific literature on fear in this 
dissertation. To be sure, there are many facts about fear that we could only learn through 
experimental inquiry: the precise degree to which “negative emotions” like fear and anger are 

 
36 Plantinga, “The Scene of Empathy and the Human Face on Film,” 241-244. 
37 The term was first introduced in psychology and has since drawn the interest of philosophers 
and film scholars. For an early psychological theorization, see Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson, 
“Emotional Contagion.” For an application to film studies, see Coplan, “Catching Characters’ 
Emotions: Emotional Contagion Responses to Narrative Fiction Film.” 
38 For foundational efforts in the analytic philosophy of film, see Carroll’s Mystifying Movies: 
Fads and Fallacies in Contemporary Film Theory (1988), Bordwell’s and Carroll’s Post-Theory: 
Reconstructing Film Studies (1996), and Richard Allen’s and Murray Smith’s Film Theory and 
Philosophy (1997). 
39 Eye tracking and fMRI studies are numerous. The symmetry-measuring computer program 
was introduced by Jakob Suchan, Muhel Bhatt, Rocio Varela, and Johanna Arens during their 
presentation at the 2017 conference of the Society for Cognitive Studies of the Moving Image. 
40 For examples of such challenge and corrective, see John Hyman’s “Art and Neuroscience” and 
Alva Noë’s Strange Tools, especially 57-71, 93-98, and 120-133. 
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“contagious” from person to person,41 the role of the hippocampus in encoding emotionally 
charged memories,42 and specific innate threat triggers for the amygdala like upside-down 
triangles.43 But there are also experiential facts to learn about fear, and those can only be learned 
experientially. Frank Jackson offers a thought experiment, typically called “Mary’s Room,” to 
illustrate an analogous point. Jackson asks us to imagine a neurophysiologist, Mary, who has 
lived her entire life in a perfectly black-and-white room. She has read everything there is to read 
about the ocular machinery and neural processing of color perception and the electromagnetic 
properties of visible light, but she has never seen the color blue. Then one day she leaves her 
room and sees the sky. Jackson argues that she learns something new about blue—experiential 
facts about blue, or the qualia of blueness—that she could not have ascertained through all the 
books on color perception.44 Jackson extends the point to other modes of subjective experience: 

Tell me everything physical there is to tell about what is going on in a living brain, the 
kind of states, their functional role, their relation to what goes on at other times and in 
other brains, and so on and so forth, and be I as clever as can be in fitting it all together, 
you won't have told me about the hurtfulness of pains, the itchiness of itches, pangs of 
jealousy, or about the characteristic experience of tasting a lemon, smelling a rose, 
hearing a loud noise or seeing the sky.45 

So, too, with the fearfulness of fear.46 We must fear to know fear fully. Being afraid and paying 
close attention to fear is irreplaceable research on the emotion.  

The experiential, philosophical, and phenomenological methodology I adopt for this 
dissertation is designed to contribute to an interdisciplinary picture of fear. Just as the humanities 
can’t say everything there is to say about fear, the sciences can’t either. The kinds of questions 
science can properly ask limit the answers it can provide. Murray Smith affirms as much with his 
call for a “cooperative naturalism” in aesthetics. By that he means an investigative amity 
between the sciences and humanities, with cross-pollination of insights. Both domains of inquiry 
can approach the same topics—such as spectatorial emotion or the influence of culture on 
meaning-making—from different directions and with the tools and questions appropriate to each 
domain. Smith distinguishes “cooperative naturalism” from “replacement naturalism,” a view 
wherein the sciences are destined, given enough time, to supplant humanistic methods and to do 
at least as good a job.47 Smith rejects replacement naturalism, as do I. Yet his primary interest is 
in spreading the insights of the sciences to the humanities. My central efforts are in the opposite 

 
41 Fear and anger are both highly “contagious” emotions. See the discussion in Kelly, Iannone, 
and McCarty, “Emotional Contagion of Anger is Automatic,” 183-184. The authors propose an 
evolutionary-psychological reason for this: there would be exigent survival advantages to 
galvanizing one’s tribe with anger or and alerting one’s tribe with fear, whereas spreading 
happiness or surprise would have been less pressing. 
42 LeDoux, “Coming to Terms with Fear,” 2873. 
43 “Even a simple, context-free, downward-pointing V can trigger threat centers in the brain,” 
presumably owing to its resemblance to predators’ teeth. See Kerr, Scream, 44n. 
44 Jackson, “Epiphenomenal Qualia,” 130. 
45 Jackson, “Epiphenomenal Qualia,” 127. 
46 Even for the reader who would reject Jackson’s conclusions—including Jackson himself, later 
in life—there is no alternative at present or in the foreseeable future to the kind of methodology I 
propose. 
47 Smith, Film, Art, and the Third Culture, 2-3. 
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direction: to demonstrate the efficacy and necessity of the humanities for topics of disciplinary 
convergence.48 
 There are select examples of film scholars who have frightened themselves with horror 
films and then reflected on how that emotion related to thought. Noël Carroll proposes cognition 
at the center of his definition of “art-horror,” the emotion he claims defines the horror genre 
across media forms. For Carroll, a thought (that a monster is impure and threatening) causes a 
viewer’s emotions of fear and disgust. Those two emotions conjoined and directed at a fictional 
entity make art-horror.49 His model, which he calls a “cognitive/evaluative theory” of the 
emotions, has been influential in subsequent scholarship.50 Carroll spends some time thinking 
through art-horror (and thereby fear, as a requisite component) in the sense of figuring it out, and 
he underscores the variety of physical reactions that can accompany fear.51 

Cynthia Freeland discusses an emotion Carroll mentions but doesn’t develop, “art-dread.” 
She characterizes it as a species of inchoate fear directed at a vague and overpowering force. Art-
dread compels audiences to think about grim existential threats of meaninglessness, evil, and 
contingency. At the same time, Freeland emphasizes our cognitive failures in the face of these 
problems. Indeed, part of the pleasure of art-dread for her is the frustration of our attempts at 
sense-making, when our mental efforts fail trying to comprehend the incomprehensible.52 
Freeland channels Burke in these passages. He stresses the role played by “obscurity,” “power,” 
“vastness,” and “infinity” in eliciting a feeling of the sublime, a painful (yet also potentially 
pleasurable) fear reaction that makes us feel weak.53 For Freeland, art-dread overpowers us in 
such a way that it’s impossible to use fear as a tool for thought. Our thoughts simply founder. 

Julian Hanich has done the best and most systematic work on fear in horror studies. 
Culminating in his 2010 book Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, Hanich’s 
research keenly explores the phenomenology of spectators’ emotional experience. His main goal 
is a thorough typology of cinematic fear, and he treats fear as a capacious term that comprises 
discriminable states like “direct horror,” “suggested horror,” “cinematic shock,” “cinematic 
dread,” and “cinematic terror.”54 I’m not as invested as Hanich in making distinctions among 
species of fear, though his terminological divisions often usefully shed light on felt qualities of 
fear, among them, “lived-body constriction and expansion, movements of immersion into and 
extrication out of the filmic world as well as pointed and extended experiences of time.”55 My 
focus is more on the philosophical implications and implementations of these phenomenologies. 
But Hanich, like Carroll, is an inspiration for my work. 

 
48 I also differ from Smith in my propensity to delineate islands of humanistic inquiry that are not 
readily attainable from an empirical direction, particularly islands having to do with moral and 
aesthetic value. That is to say, I believe in cooperation and investigative overlap, but I also 
believe there are limits to them. 
49 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 27. 
50 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 27. 
51 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 25-26. 
52 Freeland, “Horror and Art-Dread,” 189-193, 203. 
53 Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful, 47-48, 53, 59-60, 107-109 
(Part 2, Sections 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8; and Part 4, Section 6). 
54 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 37. 
55 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 24. 
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 Another admirer of Hanich’s is Xavier Aldana Reyes, who considers three experiential 
levels of fear—representational, emotional, and somatic—the first two of which intimately 
involve viewers’ thoughts, the third of which is largely sub-rational or pre-rational. He claims 
that to understand any level of fear, horror scholars need to attend better to “the body, especially 
the moment of visceral contact between the viewer’s and the character’s.”56 But Aldana Reyes is 
a phenomenologist through and through, so he argues that any insight into the body requires 
close attention to its relationality to mental events—or, to put the point in Vivian Sobchack’s 
language, “meaning thus constituted as both a carnal matter and a conscious meaning that 
emerge simultaneously (if in various ratios) from the single system of flesh and consciousness 
that is the lived body.”57 For this reason, despite his interest in corporeality, Aldana Reyes 
affirms the horror genre inherently entails thinking through fear: “All Horror could be said to 
instigate self-reflection insofar as the genre premises its products as experiences in fear and, 
often, challenges promising to test our limits.”58 I read the first half of this claim as a fairly 
straightforward articulation of the “lens” or “tool” mode of thinking through fear, waiting to be 
fleshed out with case studies. The second half of the claim, about limit-testing, raises a vital 
point about differences in preference or susceptibility among viewers. I need to address this for 
my project not to be confined to my personal thoughts and emotional reactions. 

Let’s consider several groupings of horror films that a viewer might think about when 
making a choice of screening. There are the lighthearted affairs of James Whale or William 
Castle. If that’s too mild, a viewer might opt for the thrills of Robert Wise or Takashi Shimizu. If 
that’s too mild, there are the grotesqueries of David Cronenberg or Sam Raimi. If that’s too mild, 
there are the savage intensities of Ruggero Deodato or Alexandre Aja. Beyond that, there’s not 
much runway left: only the bravest, most hardened, or most masochistic seek the outermost 
stretch of the genre, notorious for its unwatchability, like Kôji Shiraishi’s Grotesque 
(Gurotesuku, 2009) and Srdjan Spasojevic’s A Serbian Film (Srpski film, 2010). Although these 
groupings are rough and subjective, there’s an undeniable difference between watching Bride of 
Frankenstein (1935) and Cannibal Holocaust (1980). 

What’s notable is that these groupings don’t demonstrate a steady increase in fear. They 
demonstrate a steady increase in intensity and gore. Relative levels of intensity and gore are very 
easy to predict from film ratings, trailers, a director’s body of work, and previous entries in a 
franchise, if applicable. There’s seldom disagreement among audiences over how intense or gory 
a film is. Yet there’s ample disagreement over how frightening films are.59 Many people report 
being terrified by Paranormal Activity (2007), while it had little effect on me. Yet I was far more 
frightened by Insidious than any friend I saw it with. Add to that individual people’s 
psychological makeups and susceptibilities: I’m not afraid of clowns, but I am afraid of spiders, 
and this inevitably impacts how I view It (1990) and Arachnophobia (1990). Furthermore, 

 
56 Aldana Reyes, Horror Film and Affect, 3. 
57 Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts, 73. This is a quite different way to construe Gallop’s phrase 
“thinking through the body.” 
58 Aldana Reyes, Horror Film and Affect, 123. 
59 There is some correlation between scariness and intensity/gore, especially if a film’s scares 
involve gore. If the body-horror effects in Videodrome (1983) fail to impact the viewer, much of 
its emotional power evaporates. But it’s clear enough that scariness and intensity/gore don’t track 
perfectly. The same goes for the scariness of a scary film and the quality of a scary film. 
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Steven Jay Schneider observes that scholarship has not assimilated the plain fact that many 
horror films lose their efficacy with the passage of years: 

I have no wish to cast doubt here on claims to the effect that horror films from earlier 
decades—whether the classics of German Expressionism (e.g., The Cabinet of Dr. 
Caligari [1919], Nosferatu [1922]), the Universal monster movies (e.g., Dracula [1931], 
Frankenstein [1931], The Wolf Man [1941]), or the Hammer and AIP cycles of the 
1950s—were, during their time and perhaps for a period thereafter, actually capable of 
engendering horror in a significant number of viewers. But who would even attempt to 
make a case for their potency today? Despite these films’ various and numerous aesthetic 
virtues, it seems impossible to deny that “the traditional/canonical monsters no longer 
frighten audiences the way they once did.”60 

(I would demur on Nosferatu but affirm the general sentiment.) Given all this, we have to 
acknowledge there can be significant variance in how frightening a film is deemed by people in 
one time and people across times. 

On the other hand, there are enduring and broadly agreed-upon pinnacles of fear: The 
Exorcist (1973), The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974), and The Omen (1976) have proven 
capable of terrifying generations of moviegoers, and The Blair Witch Project (1999), The 
Descent (2005), and The Babadook (2014) have consistently rattled contemporary audiences. 
Individual moments even gain notoriety: the chest-burster in Alien (1979), the hospital in The 
Exorcist III (1990), and Winky’s diner in Mulholland Dr. (2001). The proliferation of online lists 
of the “100 Scariest Movies” or “50 Scariest Scenes” consistently turn up the same titles again 
and again.61 This doesn’t settle the issue of which films are the scariest, but it does demonstrate 
widespread agreement among horror fans and critics. These films may not retain their power 
forever, but it’s telling that they’re capable of frightening so many, even on repeat viewings. 

So there is meaningful variation in what frightens people and also meaningful 
convergence in what frightens people. Any discussion of fear in film has to hold these 
observations in balance. How, then, to proceed? For the remainder of this dissertation, I will take 
as a starting point what I am surest of: my own fear responses. The scene readings and 
philosophical characterizations I offer will be based first on my own reactions to horror films. 
Yet I don’t intend for these pages simply to be a record of my private emotions, so I have 
omitted idiosyncratic and unsharable viewing experiences. For example, while watching The 
Haunting (1963) at my parents’ house years ago, my late grandmother, then in cognitive decline, 
called my father because she mistakenly believed men in dark suits were coming to harm her. 
My viewing experience was powerfully influenced by the ironic timing, and it led me to think 
through fear differently, though I doubt anyone else could extrapolate from my experience.  

As another safeguard against solipsistic readings, I have selected films that I believe are 
likely to affect a wide audience today. Following Noël Carroll, I primarily study “occurrent” 
emotional states rather than “dispositional” or ambient ones—that is, a present-tense sensation of 

 
60 Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 144. 
61 One of the best-respected resources is They Shoot Zombies, Don’t They?, an annually updated 
site that has weighted and incorporated thousands of lists into one of the most definitive rankings 
of the 1000 best horror films. All of the six films I propose as canonically scary rank in the top 
fifty in the 2020 edition except for The Babadook, which ranks in the top 150. The Exorcist tops 
the list. See They Shoot Zombies, Don’t They?, last modified May 15, 2020, 
http://theyshootzombies.com. 
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fear rather than a tendency to be frightened by something or a permanent background thrum of 
anxiety.62 Accordingly, the only film to which I give chapter-length consideration is The Texas 
Chain Saw Massacre, one of the most canonically frightening films and one likely to elicit 
occurrent fear even today. My other arguments don’t lean heavily on individual films or, in the 
final chapter, on individual haunts.  

Nevertheless, some adamantine viewers will watch The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 
unperturbed. Those individuals will just have reduced opportunities for thinking through fear. I 
wouldn’t say they can’t think through fear, just that they can’t as richly as someone feeling 
occurrent fear. For those viewers who have no emotional reaction to a given scene or film, 
several appraisals are still available: this still scares many people (for works judged to be 
personally ineffective), this used to scare people (for works judged to be dated), or this was 
meant to scare people (for works judged to be failures). In each of those cases, there is a thin 
sense of thinking through fear still available; there is something about fear to be learned from 
watching The Mummy’s Hand (1940) in the 21st century. Yet I do take Schneider’s remarks 
about emotional efficacy to heart, so I mostly limit myself to films released in or after 1968 to 
ensure a higher likelihood that even today they can elicit strong emotions and afford rich 
opportunities for thinking through fear.63 

In spite of the historical limitations I impose, there are scholars who would dispute that 
cinema elicits emotions at all, much less a substantial amount of fear. I address these concerns in 
the following section. 
 
III. Films Can Elicit Fear 
 Films can elicit emotions: surely there’s nothing more intuitively obvious to say about 
film spectatorship? Anyone who has seen an effective horror film—as well as the numberless 
audience members who won’t watch horror films because they scare too easily—could confirm 
this. Yet the claim is in fact open to challenges from several directions. One philosophically 
absolutist challenge maintains that films never elicit any emotions, and that the sensations we 
feel in response to cinema merit a term categorically distinct from “emotion.” A second, less 
extreme challenge would grant that films can elicit emotions but deny that horror films regularly 
elicit fear. If either claim is right, I don’t have a leg to stand on. There will be no opportunity or 
insufficient opportunity to think through fear if cinema can’t elicit fear or only rarely does so. 
 The absolutist position that films don’t elicit emotions traces back to a pair of articles 
from aesthetician Kendall Walton, “Fearing Fictions” and “How Remote Are Fictional Worlds 
from the Real World?” Walton’s foundational assumption is that fear entails belief, specifically 
belief in a threat of possible harm or misfortune to oneself: actually being stabbed by a killer or 

 
62 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 24. 
63 This year is convenient for a few reasons, but it marks no sharp discontinuity in cinema 
history. It was a milestone year of visceral American horror with Night of the Living Dead and 
Rosemary’s Baby, subgenre-defining British folk horror with Witchfinder General, and surreal 
European art-house horror with Hour of the Wolf. The Vietnam War, argued by many scholars to 
have a massive impact on the depiction of violence in American cinema, was at its peak. And 
1968 saw the implementation of the MPAA ratings system, which supplanted the American 
industrial self-censorship of the Hayes Code. Schneider, writing in 2004, takes as his cutoff point 
1960, the year of Psycho, Peeping Tom, and Eyes Without a Face (Les yeux sans visage). See 
Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 139. 
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bitten by a vampire.64 Walton offers as a stand-in for all horror cinema a slime monster bearing 
down on the camera/viewer. Adults understand that horror film slime monsters can’t hurt them, 
even if the cinematography implies otherwise. Because the audience lacks belief in a real threat, 
they cannot experience fear. Apart from a few outlier cases, no one has ever experienced real 
fear from watching a film.65 

Instead of fear, Walton says we experience “quasi-fear.” Though sharing a number of 
physiological reactions with real fear, such as quickened heart rate or tensed muscles, quasi-fear 
is not fear. Nor is it an attenuated form of fear. Nor is it an emotion of any sort.66 Quasi-fear is a 
physical and mental sensation that lacks the psychological component of belief in a possible 
threat. Quasi-fear arises from the ordinary form of spectatorial engagement, which for Walton is 
a game of make-believe viewers play with the film, projecting themselves into the narrative. 
Imagining a spectator exclaim of a slime monster, “Yikes, here it comes! Watch out!” Walton 
argues that the viewer “takes it to be make-believe that the slime is headed toward him; it shows 
that he regards himself as coexisting with the slime in a make-believe world.”67 The viewer does 
not fear the slime but quasi-fears the slime. At a deep level, Walton’s concern is with the 
conceivability of a causal bridge between our world and fictional worlds.68 
 Stated thus, Walton’s position seems rather extreme indeed. Yet it endeavors to account 
for genuine peculiarities about our responses to fiction. Many of our emotional reactions to films 
are attenuated from our reactions to actual events. As many fear theorists have remarked, during 
horror films we don’t sprint out of the theater or call the police, as we would in a situation of 
authentic danger. Likewise, our reactions to fiction can feel different from analogous emotions in 
real life. A viewer may shudder while watching The Shining (1980), but there’s a felt difference 
between that reaction and the fear felt walking alone at night in an unfamiliar neighborhood.  
 This quasi-fear solution is untenable, however, for a variety of reasons. First, as Noël 
Carroll points out, quasi-fear fails because it misrepresents personal experience. As Carroll 

 
64 Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 6-7. 
65 The exceptions Walton offers are (1) when an infirm viewer fears a sudden jolt may trigger a 
heart attack, (2) when children may wonder whether there are real-world monsters like the 
monster depicted on screen, even if they know the on-screen entity itself cannot harm them, and 
(3) when a viewer is genuinely confused as to the nonfiction/fiction status of the text. See 
Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 9-10; and Walton, “How Remote are Fictional Worlds from the Real 
World?,” 21. 
66 Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 6, 16. 
67 Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 19. 
68 Walton’s solution is to say that when a spectator, “Charles,” watches a fictional film, he 
generates a supra-fictional world which incorporates the text of the film and the make-believe 
assertions he makes while watching. Into this world Charles imaginatively projects a make-
believe doppelgänger of himself, metaphysically comparable to the fictional or make-believe 
characters depicted. That fictional self, face to face with the slime, feels real fear. The real 
Charles, processing and integrating the imagined experiences of the make-believe double, feels 
analogous quasi-feelings like quasi-fear (which is the same as make-believe fear). The real 
feelings of the make-believe self are what generate make-believe feelings of the real self. Our 
real selves can never feel fear because we always and only access our fictionally engendered 
responses through this intermediary. See Walton, “How Remote Are Fictional Worlds from the 
Real World?,” 19-21; and Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 17-19. 
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writes, “I, at least, recall being genuinely horrified by the film [The Exorcist]. I don’t think I was 
pretending…Walton’s theory appears to throw out the phenomenology of the state for the sake of 
logic.”69 I could say the same of myself for The Exorcist and scores of other films. Carroll’s and 
my dissent on this point already raise trouble for Walton since he says no adult should ever feel 
fear from a film. Carroll further offers two conceptual disanalogies between make-believing and 
viewing a horror film. First, we can’t will ourselves out of quasi-emotional make-believing as 
readily as we can out of other make-believe scenarios. We can tell ourselves “it’s only a movie,” 
but that typically doesn’t cause our emotions to evaporate the way we can snap ourselves out of a 
daydream. Second, we aren’t even aware we’re playing a game of make-believe during or after 
watching a film, whereas we are aware of doing so during or after a daydream.70 Our 
engagements with fiction are unlike other forms of make-believe. 
 It’s clear from Walton’s descriptions that he lacks a plausible candidate for a frightening 
film. His central example, a slime monster, is not a neutral or representative horror film monster 
any more than “reclining male nude” is neutral or representative painting. The slime monster, we 
might note, has the quality of obviously not existing in our reality, and it smacks of campy 50s 
drive-in fare. Yet this can’t be excused as a product of the essay’s era. Writing in 1978, Walton 
overlooked genuinely unnerving supernatural films like Night of the Living Dead (1968), 
disturbing sci-fi horror like Shivers (1975), as well as upsetting naturalistic horror like Last 
House on the Left (1972). That last work in particular, featuring human rapists and murderers as 
the “monsters,” is just the sort of film that might make adults fear real-world analogues to the 
cinematic characters. 

Walton distinguishes make-believe “fear of the slime that is depicted” and “fear of the 
depiction of the slime.”71 He believes films virtually always elicit the former and almost never 
elicit the latter. But this, too, is an erroneous distinction. Horror films routinely create fear of the 
depiction or of the films themselves. When a viewer senses tension building and expects a jump 
scare, the primary object of fear is not the monster itself, but the audiovisually jarring way the 
monster is introduced into the frame. (As a demonstration of this, imagine how much less 
frightening it would be if the same monster were brought into the shot in the most gradual and 
unalarming manner.) Sometimes graphic tension itself can cause or amplify our fear, such as the 
unbalanced framing in Sinister (2012) (Figure 1.1), which becomes balanced when a ghost child 
fills the other half of the image (Figure 1.2). We can fear before there is a monster to fear. Other 
scholars insist on cinematographic contributions as necessary components of horror film threats. 
According to Aldana Reyes, “fear is not purely generated by the categories and conventions the 
figure of the monster challenges or the form of ‘otherness’ it embodies, but is a result of the 
cinematic techniques used to turn representation into actual instances of threat.”72 For Aldana 
Reyes, the emotion-generating material in horror cinema must involve “cinematic techniques” 
which translate diegetic figures into audience emotions. This corresponds to Walton’s category 
“fear of the depiction of the slime.” 
 

 
69 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 74. 
70 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 74-75. 
71 Walton, “Fearing Fictions,” 10. 
72 Aldana Reyes, Horror Film and Affect, 50. 
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Figure 1.1 An Unbalanced Frame in Sinister 

 

 
Figure 1.2 A Balanced Frame in Sinister 

 
Lastly, Walton’s concern with the possibility of causal connections between worlds is 

misplaced with respect to audience emotional responses. It interposes a philosophical difficulty 
where there was none. Asking whether Nosferatu the Vampyre (Nosferatu: Phantom der Nacht, 
1979) can affect my world is not at all the same as asking whether the Schrodinger’s-cat-is-dead 
world can affect the Schrodinger’s-cat-is-alive world once the box is opened. We can dispense 
with any hand-wringing about causal chasms with the observation that Werner Herzog’s film 
exists in my world: I live in a world with the images and sounds and ideas that constitute 
Nosferatu the Vampyre. Those cinematic images and sounds and ideas can affect my mind and 
body like any other, and they can do so by engendering emotions. It would be astounding if they 
couldn’t, if somehow I were magically inoculated against emotions just when I was consuming 
fictions which appear, pretheoretically, designed to elicit emotions. This is a case where folk 
psychology is correct. Films can elicit emotions, and that includes fear. 

The remaining step is to argue that cinema can elicit sufficient amounts of fear for 
thinking through fear. It might be objected that most fear elicited by film differs experientially 
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from “real fear,” so it still needs some strong caveat or qualifier. After all, Walton is onto 
something when he observes horror film viewers don’t react like people threatened in the real 
world. But fear is tremendously complicated and multifarious, spanning our most evolutionarily 
ancient impulses of self-preservation to our most cognitively elaborate and culturally inflected 
practices and reflections—whether existential, interpersonal, political, or other. To see why 
bright lines sectioning off parts of fear won’t work, let’s consider several “real life” instances of 
being afraid: 

(1) Someone is chased by a mad dog. 
(2) Someone walks through an unfamiliar neighborhood at night. 
(3) Someone contemplates death. 
(4) Someone contemplates the earth’s climate in the year 2500. 
(5) Someone is trapped in an abusive household. 
(6) Someone sees a picture of a spider in a biology textbook. 
(7) Someone mistrusts their child’s new boyfriend or girlfriend. 
(8) Someone rides a roller coaster. 

These eight examples are all loosely related: they all involve an emotional reaction to an 
assumed threat or feeling of imperilment. But they differ in many ways. Some pertain to actual 
threats, while others are harmless ideas. Some are about the inevitable, while others are about the 
evitable. Some invite action to ameliorate or forestall, while others invite no action. Some are 
about oneself, while others are about loved ones. Some are urgent and “hot,” while others are 
ambient and “cool.” Some are blended with disgust or other emotions, while others are 
emotionally distilled. Some are elective, while others are undergone unwillingly. Some are fun, 
while others are not. Yet in every case we can say “someone is afraid.”73 In every case there is 
fear. We can imagine how further disparate the fear reactions would be if we placed different 
“someones” in the same situation, or the same “someone” in the same situation at different times 
in their life. 

The question is what reason, if any, we have to exclude from this list 
(9) Someone watches a horror film. 
(10) Someone goes through a haunt. 

Those situations also involve an emotional reaction to an assumed threat or feeling of 
imperilment, at least as much as the picture of the spider or the roller coaster ride do. It is true of 
horror films, haunts, and their attendant emotions that some are about the inevitable, while others 
are about the evitable.74 Some invite action to ameliorate or forestall, while others do not.75 Some 

 
73 I set aside the polite locution “I’m afraid that [I can’t make it to your wedding, e.g.]” because 
while the phrase might feign fear, it does not actually involve fear. 
74 Something can be “inevitable” relative to a viewer’s expectations either in a loose sense, 
because you’re all but certain a character is going to die, or in a strict sense, because you’ve 
already seen the film and know what will happen. Both of these issues falls under the rubric of 
“the paradox of suspense.” For an excellent treatment of the paradox that is applicable to fear, 
see Aaron Smuts’s “The Desire-Frustration Theory of Suspense.” 
75 We can pause a film, leave a movie theater, cry “uncle” and ask to leave during a haunt, or 
defensively hold up our hands in front of our faces. On the gendered valences to covering one’s 
eyes during horror films, see Linda Williams, “Discipline and Fun,” 367-372. 
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are about oneself, while others are about other people.76 Some are urgent and “hot,” while others 
are ambient and “cool.”77 Some are blended with disgust or other emotions, while others are 
emotionally distilled.78 Some are fun, while others are not.79 We may conclude horror films and 
haunts elicit “real fear.” Such a classification would be uncontroversial in the cognitive sciences, 
where subjects are sometimes exposed to horror films or even haunts to measure their fear 
response (not their make-believe fear response or art-horror response).80  

In thinking this way, I break with Carroll and other scholars who sharply differentiate 
fictionally engendered emotions, like art-horror, from naturally engendered emotions, like 
“natural horror.”81 For Carroll, natural horror is not a close cousin to art-horror. Concentration 
camps elicit natural horror, which Carroll takes to be an aghast response to human cruelty in the 
world or the implacable apathy of the universe toward human aims and well-being. By contrast, 
the pod people in Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) elicit art-horror, a fun and pleasurable 
feeling of fear and disgust.82 Natural horror and art-horror are incommensurable for Carroll, and 
his system makes it seem as though naturally engendered emotions bear little relation to 

 
76 Most accounts of horror spectatorship have presumed that our emotional reactions derive from 
our identification with characters. Our fear is fear for them. But I agree with Julian Hanich that 
this standard view is only partially correct. We predominantly fear for ourselves. We fear how 
the film will make us feel emotionally and physiologically. We fear fear itself. See Hanich, 
“Judge Dread: What We Are Afraid of When We Are Scared at the Movies,” especially 33-38. 
77 Hanich theorizes a variety of emotional states to cover this range. For instance, in his system 
there is direct horror, “a frightening, engrossing and potentially overwhelming confrontation 
with vivid sound-supported moving-images of threatening acts of violence or a dangerous 
monster.” Opposite that is cinematic dread, “an intense, but quiet anticipatory type of cinematic 
fear…[that] lasts until it gives way to shock or horror or disappears otherwise.” See Hanich, 
Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 82, 156. 
78 Even if Carrollian “art-horror” will not suffice as the definitive emotion of the genre, as I 
argue below, Carroll is certainly right that fear can blend with disgust. Fear can also exist by 
itself. 
79 Certain horror films leave people feeling energized and thrilled upon leaving the theater. 
Others are exercises in bad vibes. For discussions of the latter, see Cynthia Freeland’s “Realist 
Horror” (for a cogent assessment of Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer [1986]) and Steve Jones’s 
Torture Porn: Popular Horror After Saw. 
80 In the study mentioned in footnote 28, scientists exposed S.M., the subject who can’t 
experience fear because of a damaged amygdala, to a haunt, scary film clips, and pet-store 
snakes and tarantulas. The haunt she visited was the Waverly Hills Sanatorium Haunted House 
in Louisville. Scenes chosen for the study came from The Ring (2002, presumably, though it may 
have been the Japanese original), The Blair Witch Project (1999), CSI: Crime Scene 
Investigation (2000-2015), The English Patient (1996), Se7en (1995), Cry Freedom (1987), 
Arachnophobia (1990), Halloween (1978, presumably, though it may have been the remake), 
The Shining (1980), and The Silence of the Lambs (1991). The experimenters rightly recognize 
that the horror genre does not have a monopoly on fear, as I discuss below. See Feinstein et al., 
“The Human Amygdala and the Induction and Experience of Fear,” Table S2. 
81 His account of natural horror is similar to Robert Solomon’s account of horror, which I discuss 
at length in the following chapter. 
82 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 12-13. 
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fictionally engendered emotions. But as I’ve argued, we cannot cordon off any species of fear. 
Carroll’s genre conception also overemphasizes disgust and, as many scholars have noted, has a 
serious problem in its commitment to supernatural monsters. By stipulating naturalistic killers 
cannot engender art-horror, Carroll dubiously excludes Psycho (1960), The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre, and Scream (1996) from the horror genre.83  

In lieu of Carroll’s art-horror program, there are two ways of conceptualizing the horror 
genre that I want to raise. The first, advocated by Steven Jay Schneider, is to think of the genre 
as eliciting a cluster of affiliated emotions, from fear to horror to disgust, none of which is 
essential to the genre. In this view, 

Perhaps the film’s primary affective aim is to repulse or mortify viewers, as in the splatter 
subgenre; to impress them with creative and original effects work, as in so many science 
fiction/horror hybrids; to titillate them with nudity and sexualized violence, like the 
slasher film; to generate feelings of suspense or anxiety, as in the horror-thriller; and so 
on.84 

Schneider treats emotions as well-defined categories but “horror cinema,” which features an 
array of individually inessential emotions, to be a looser Wittgensteinian family. That is to say, 
Frankenstein, Psycho, and Hostel (2005) each have distinct emotional goals, and Frankenstein’s 
may not overlap with Hostel’s at all. But the members of the family all share traits with some 
other members of the family, which is what binds them together.85 On this view, a horror film 
that isn’t scary may not be a failure because it may not have tried to be scary; it might instead be 
a success in its attempt to disgust. 
 The second perspective is that horror films are defined by their attempt to elicit 
significant amounts of fear.86 (A non-horror film may attempt to elicit fear during one scene, but 

 
83 For criticism along these lines, see Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 
136-139; and Brinkema, The Forms of the Affects, 134-137. Carroll himself claims not to violate 
ordinary people’s intuitions of what should and shouldn’t count as part of the genre in The 
Philosophy of Horror, 13. 
84 Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 139. 
85 See Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 27-31 (§§65-77). 
86 There’s considerable debate over how to account for shock or the startle response in horror 
films. Carroll acknowledges the prevalence of startles but says of a certain jump scare in a stage 
drama, “This variety of shock does not seem to me to be an emotion at all, but rather a reflex”; 
still, he says the same theatrical moment employs “a well-known scare tactic” (The Philosophy 
of Horror, 36). Hanich, however, argues that such a shock, experienced in the context of horror 
cinema, is an emotion and a kind of fear. He writes of the startle response, “I regard it as a 
variant of fear, because just like other types of fear it responds to an object regarded as 
threatening. In contrast to other kinds of fear, however, it is an extremely brief, highly 
compressed response to a sudden, unexpected, rupturing threat” (Cinematic Emotion in Horror 
Films and Thrillers, 128). Aldana Reyes concurs that a startle is a type of fear (Horror Film and 
Affect, 151-154). If shocks or startles are taken as non-emotional adjuncts of fear, then according 
to the fear-centric model of the horror genre, they play an important but subsidiary role. But if 
they’re taken as species of fear, then the model is even more powerful because it subsumes yet 
another significant element of the genre’s sensational arsenal. To offer two marks in favor of 
Hanich’s and Aldana Reyes’s startle-as-fear approach: first, the recurring language of “scares” is 
telling. Carroll comments that a shock employs “a well-known scare tactic,” and the common 
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that’s insufficient for genre membership.) This view seems to be shared by many horror fans, 
whose desires for fear are acknowledged by the language of horror film taglines. The original 
poster for Jaws (1975) announces, “The terrifying motion picture from the terrifying No. 1 best 
seller.” Alien warns, “In space no one can hear you scream.” The Thing (1982) guarantees “The 
ultimate in alien terror.” Many more horror taglines indirectly suggest fear, such as Halloween’s 
(1978) “The Night He Came Home!” coupled with an image of a hand wielding a butcher knife 
next to a foreboding jack-o’-lantern. This marketing rhetoric promises “terror,” which is an 
intense form of fear.87 The film industry, trying to entice likely audience members, understands 
that fear is what people want. There aren’t comparable promises of disgust. 
 Another line of support for the fear-based genre definition is the way contemporaneous 
reviews of horror films across decades have used the amount and aesthetic sophistication of fear 
as central criteria for quality and genre membership. There’s a surprisingly consistent history of 
critics complaining that Dracula adaptations are inadequately frightening. The Chicago Daily 
Tribune said of Tod Browning’s inaugural Dracula (1931):  

The subject is grewsome enough, isn’t it? The picture’s fairly eerie, too—though not, I 
thought, as scary as was the play [on which it’s based]. The movie’s framework is too 
obvious; its attempts to frighten too evident; its dialogue too creaky. Sets, scenery, fogs, 
etc., are spooky enough.88 

It would be mildly anachronistic to expect the Tribune to evaluate Dracula as a “horror film.” As 
Murray Leeder notes, Hollywood promotional material had used the language of “horror” for 
years, but it was only around 1936 that “horror” entered common parlance as a genre 
designator.89 Yet as we see, even without that term, the reviewer chided Dracula for not living 
up to what we now recognize as genre-specific criteria of scariness and elegance of scares. 
Decades later, the Los Angeles Times caviled about Terence Fisher’s atmospheric Horror of 
Dracula (Dracula, 1958) for Hammer Studios: “Mr. Terence Fisher moves and prepares things 
in such slow, overt detail that virtually all the ‘shocks’ telegraph badly. Dracula should appear 
and disappear instantaneously. He should never saunter and, above all, he should never have to 

 
term for an abrupt horror film startle is a “jump scare.” The language of “scare”/“scary”/“scared” 
essentially always attaches to the emotion of fear, not a sub-emotional, non-fear state. Second, 
“Someone sees a film monster jump from out of nowhere” fits comfortably as an eleventh 
statement in the grouping of fear examples. Startles or shocks seem to fit best as a type of fear. 
87 I take it that ordinary language supports the equation of “terror”’/“terrifying”/“terrified” with 
intense fear. Someone might say, “I’m terrified of heights” or “It was terrifying when the plane 
hit that turbulence” to express their strong fear. There’s also a rich scholarly and literary tradition 
that has theorized “terror” as a type of fear. Kevin Wynter documents numerous sources from the 
era of Gothic literature to the present, all of which in various ways treat “terror” as a high-energy 
fearful reaction to an external physical threat. Wynter notes the prevalence of tautological 
definitions for “terror” like “a state of being terrified or greatly frightened; intense fear.” After a 
lengthy genealogical account of the term, Wynter summarizes: “Terror is thus a feeling evoked 
when in the presence of an immediate, objective threat, or being co-present with a threat that is 
believed to hold the objective possibility of producing physical pain, dismemberment or death.” 
See Wynter, “Feeling Absence,” 39, 44. 
88 Mae Tinée, “Awed Stillness Greets Movie, about ‘Dracula,’” review of Dracula, directed by 
Tod Browning, Chicago Daily Tribune, March 12, 1931, 21. 
89 Leeder, Horror Film, 19. 
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engage in fist fights.”90 Lastly, Variety noted that Francis Ford Coppola’s baroquely orchestrated 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992) is “gory without being at all scary,” a film so steeped in cinematic 
Dracula tropes that it benefits from its grasp of “the humor necessary to send up the vampire 
conventions that have inevitably become hoary with constant use.”91 

Each film is judged to depart from an imaginary ideal, a Platonic Dracula that is 
intensely and innovatively frightening, and one that perhaps pays the proper respects to Stoker’s 
novel. Their departure from this aesthetic norm measures their failure as horror films or their 
distance from central membership in the group “horror film.” In other words, in the estimation of 
Variety, Bram Stoker’s Dracula might only be a partial or sort-of horror film, nearer to Gothic 
romance and pastiche. If we treat fear as the defining criterion for the horror genre, and given 
that we can’t offer a non-arbitrary benchmark of fear—Twenty minutes of scares? Three good 
screams from the audience?—we might determine that films can have degrees of membership in 
the genre. At the center would be films fully committed to eliciting fear like The Brood (1979) 
and [Rec] (2007). Toward the periphery would be films that care less about frightening 
audiences, films that could claim a lesser degree of genre membership. These would include sort-
of horror films like Eraserhead (1977) and multi-genre-hyphenate films like the horror-sci-fi-
action Aliens (1986). Outside the genre altogether would be films with no meaningful interest in 
eliciting fear, like 8½ (1963) and Rocky (1976). Dramatizing this model of degrees of 
membership, Rick Altman sketches an imagined dialogue between two filmgoers: 

—I mean, what do you do with Elvis Presley films? You can hardly call them musicals. 
—Why not? They’re loaded with songs and they’ve got a narrative that ties the numbers 
together, don’t they? 
—Yeah, I suppose. I guess you’d have to call Fun in Acapulco a musical, but it’s sure no 
Singin’ in the Rain. Now there’s a real musical.92 

Someone might offer a similarly grudging genre-membership concession to King Kong (1933), 
even though it’s sure no Hellraiser (1987). Now there’s a real horror film. 

Apart from raising the schematic genre conceptions above, I have no investment in this 
dissertation in defining or adjudicating the boundaries of the horror genre. My own working 
definition is the fear-based model, granting partial degrees of genre membership to cases like 
Eraserhead. However, my filmography henceforth will tend toward expansiveness, and I won’t 
make sharp distinctions among horror and sort-of horror and sci-fi and thrillers as long as they 
offer fear to think through.93 I will have cause to look at films clearly outside the genre that 
nevertheless feature frightening moments. Schneider calls these instances of “nongeneric 
horror.”94 The avant-garde is a rich source of nongeneric horror, but action, war, fantasy, and 

 
90 Charles Stinson, “‘Dracula’ on Loose Again,” review of Horror of Dracula, directed by 
Terence Fisher, Los Angeles Times, July 18, 1958, 22. 
91 Todd McCarthy, review of Bram Stoker’s Dracula, directed by Francis Ford Coppola, Variety, 
November 9, 1992, 62. 
92 Altman, “A Semantic/Syntactic Approach to Film Genre,” 7. 
93 It’s worth noting that on Schneider’s view or mine, horror films are counterintuitively not 
about “horror.” The English name for the genre is a misnomer. But my interest is not in the 
unachievable task of convincing everyone to call horror films “fear films” or “fright films.” The 
common term is a fine one so long as we recognize, for scholarly purposes, which emotions the 
films are successful at eliciting on a regular basis. 
94 Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 138. 
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Western films also have their moments. Steven Spielberg is notable for including a splash of fear 
in many of his films, even apart from the consistently frightening Jaws. Jurassic Park (1993) 
features a tense scene of children caught in a game of cat-and-mouse with a velociraptor. 
Elsewhere Spielberg leans into outright body horror. I was terrified as a child of the melting-face 
scene in Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981), and in Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (1984), a 
character’s heart is ripped out of his chest in close-up.95 A study of fear in cinema, rather than a 
study of the horror genre, should consider moments of nongeneric horror such as these. On the 
other hand, some films generally acknowledged to belong to the horror genre will not offer 
enough fear to think through, either because they’re too dated to scare anyone now—the first 
cinematic Frankenstein (1910) or Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954)—or because eliciting 
fear isn’t their goal, so they really only fit Schneider’s model—A Lizard in a Woman’s Skin (Una 
lucertola con la pelle di donna, 1971) or Ichi the Killer (Koroshiya 1, 2001). As such, there will 
be horror films that aren’t applicable to my project. 

 
IV. Horror Film and Style 
 The foregoing discussion of genre raises important questions of film style and aesthetics. 
Horror films, perhaps more than most genres, are torn between starkly opposing impulses. Two 
prominent oppositions are “low” versus “high” and showing versus concealing. Examining these 
oppositions will elucidate some cinematic varieties of thinking through fear. 

“Low” horror is what pop-cultural detractors of the genre think of most often. It’s the 
style of filmmaking that most often draws the ire of politicians, censors, and cultural reformers. 
“Low” here refers to “low” budgets; a “low” level of ostensible polish that manifests in gritty, 
grainy, violent aesthetics; “low-quality” acting and screenwriting; and a presumed appeal to 
“low-cultural” or “lowbrow” elements of society or psychology. It is what Carol Clover deems 
“not only the form that most obviously trades in the repressed, but itself the repressed of 
mainstream filmmaking.”96 It is the mode of the genre that elicits physiological reactions more 
urgently than higher-order cognitive reflection: Bertrand Russell’s “reaction[s] which we share 
with the animals...crude and slapdash.” Linda Williams has observed this style draws the 
meaningless epithets of “excessive” or “gratuitous.”97 (To observe the epithets are meaningless is 
to say several things: to observe that the denunciation “excessive” simply refuses to engage or 
analyze culture, to counter that the violence and sex and emotion of Homer and Sophocles and 
Rabelais and Shakespeare aren’t meaningless, and to note that critics using the term often convey 
little more than boo, hiss, I don’t like this.98) Though I would contend all successful elicitations 
of fear engage both our minds and bodies to varying degrees, low horror has the edge of the 
transgressive, appealing to a persistent “desire is to see something ‘different,’ something unlike 
contemporary Hollywood cinema.”99 

Low-horror aesthetics are exemplified by Guinea Pig 2: Flower of Flesh and Blood (Ginî 
piggu 2: Chiniku no hana, 1985), a largely plotless and dialogueless short exploitation feature 
that depicts a man in contemporary Japan, wearing a samurai outfit, who drugs and meticulously 
carves up a woman limb by limb. After the woman dies, there is a brief epilogue to suggest that 

 
95 These Indiana Jones films, predating the MPAA’s PG-13 rating, received a deceptive PG. 
96 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 20. 
97 Williams, “Film Bodies,” 2-3. 
98 Williams, “Film Bodies,” 2-3. 
99 Hawkins, Cutting Edge, 7. 
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the maniac will strike again. The aesthetics are gritty and upsetting. Almost all of the film is shot 
in a single, sparsely decorated location, with just two actors and a few tools for torture as props. 
The cinematography looks unprofessional, even accidental. We see garish close-ups of the gap-
toothed killer and a curious slow-motion shot in which a decapitated chicken is dropped to the 
ground where it oozes blood from its neck. There’s an abrupt zoom in to the headless neck 
followed by an immediate slight zoom out, as though the camera had overreached with its first 
action. Then there’s an awkward series of slight pans and racks of focus because the bird has 
become blurry and is framed off-center. 

Guinea Pig 2 in some respects wishes to employ its low aesthetics for realism—as though 
to say, this can’t be a fiction film; fiction films have plots and look better than this.100 The effect 
is primed by an opening crawl that asserts the documentary status of the murder footage. (It 
fooled at least one person: infamously, Charlie Sheen saw Guinea Pig 2 and became convinced 
he had witnessed an actual snuff film. He contacted the FBI, who investigated and determined 
the film was a convincing work of fiction. That lent the film the kind of notoriety no major-
studio advertising budget could buy.) Similarly, the low-horror Cannibal Holocaust features 
elaborate metanarrative framing and alternations in film stock to dissemble about its fictional 
status, and The Blair Witch Project deployed a clever marketing campaign that sowed serious 
doubt as to its provenance.101 All three rely on their low aesthetics to achieve the effect of 
realism, which would be unconvincing in a film that looked too polished. An actual murderer’s 
cameraperson accomplice, shooting a verité documentary of the crimes, might produce 
something like Guinea Pig 2. They would not produce Audition (Ôdishon, 1999), with its careful 
compositions, variable camera placements, and alternations of long-take wide angles of the 
victim and extreme close-ups of needles that will soon pierce him. 

These aesthetics and the corresponding pretenses to realism create peculiar mélanges of 
emotion. Some emotional effects are conspicuously lacking. For instance, there’s no suspense in 
Guinea Pig 2 because there’s no intimation anyone will save the woman. The opening crawl 
announces footage of murder-by-dismemberment, making the issue of a last-minute rescue moot. 
Instead, the film elicits despair because it’s clear nothing will stop the protracted and foregone 
slaughter. A species of fear arises in the viewer as well, but it doesn’t attach to frightening 
diegetic material or the possibility of future scary events. The fear concerns the level of 
forthcoming grisliness and gruesomeness and violence. In other words, we don’t expect the film 
will show us particularly frightening scenes; we expect it will show us disgusting and dispiriting 
scenes. But we can become afraid of feeling more disgusted and dispirited, or of having our 
minds filled with more imagery that will be difficult to psychically scrub out. In this way, low-
horror exploitation films are effective at generating fear of other emotions, and that fear can 
intermingle with those other emotions. (Other low-horror films like The Blair Witch Project 
generate extreme fright just from the narrative and aesthetics.) Low horror can additionally 
overwhelm us with the intensity of its violence and the realistic crudity of its visuals. 

 
100 Ambiguous moments like the chicken decapitation also amplify the sensation of realism. It’s 
hard to tell whether the animal was murdered for the shoot, as the antic cutting during the 
decapitation obscures a Bazinian guarantee of realism. 
101 For a fascinating account of the latter’s reception, see Margrit Schreier’s “‘Please Help Me; 
All I Want to Know Is: Is It Real or Not?’: How Recipients View the Reality Status of The Blair 
Witch Project.” 
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It may be surprising, then, that horror with aesthetically opposite tendencies can function 
in similar ways. “High” horror can also work by overwhelming us, but it overwhelms more often 
with the depth of its characterization and the elegance of its visuals. “High” horror may be 
characterized by “highbrow” cultural acceptance, “high-level” budgets, “high-profile” cast and 
crew, programming in “high-end” or mass-market theaters, longer run times, and smooth 35mm 
cinematography or a digital equivalent.102 These are horror films that often win critical esteem 
and Academy Awards, like Rosemary’s Baby (1968), The Exorcist, and Get Out (2017). High 
horror typically stresses cognitive reflection more than direct physiological appeals, though the 
pea-soup-spitting and crucifix-stabbing scenes in The Exorcist prove that the fleshly and 
disgusting aren’t abandoned altogether. 

High horror can generate an aesthetic awe that is especially conducive to emotional 
susceptibility. Hanich helpfully separates awe-filed absorptive reactions into two types: 
immersion and enthrallment. Immersion “describes a heightened form of aesthetic involvement 
during which we look so deeply into the filmic world that we almost seem to be lost in it: 
spatially, temporally, and emotionally”; enthrallment, on the other hand, is “a heightened form of 
aesthetic appreciation [in which] we look at the movie spellbound. We are enthralled by the 
ingenuity of a plot twist, spectacular special effects, impressive acting, incredible 
cinematography or sound-design etc.”103 Certain directors are particularly suited to immersing or 
enthralling viewers. Consider Robert Kolker’s characterization of Kubrick’s enthralling style: “a 
process of spectacle, of forcing us to view images that request an amazed gaze.”104 This enrapt 
amazement needn’t promote fear, but sometimes in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) and 
frequently in The Shining it does—enough so that in the latter film, even innocuous 
chronological intertitles like “SATURDAY” or “8 A.M.” can take on a frightening edge.105 

Enthrallment is aligned with the Burkean sublime. Burke says people who contemplate 
the sublime feel “terror” and “shrink into the minuteness of our own nature, and are, in a manner, 
annihilated.”106 Burke is referring to someone contemplating God, but he could just as well be 
using intensified language to account for a frightened film viewer: the effect he describes is 
analogous, if diminished, for subjects experiencing sublime art, including high horror. The 
Shining makes us feel small and vulnerable, and this not only encapsulates a fear reaction of its 
own, but also renders us more susceptible to future scares (all the better if we’re in a sensorially 
enveloping atmosphere like a theater).107 

 
102 The shorter run times of low horror likely arise from a confluence of budgetary constraints, 
desired emotional effects, disinterest in non-horrific exposition, and double-feature billing. 
Kevin Heffernan discusses the context and economics of mid-century American double-billing 
of horror films in Ghouls, Gimmicks, and Gold, 66-68, 212-214. 
103 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 65. 
104 Kolker, “Rage for Order,” 58. 
105 Freeland, The Naked and the Undead, 223. 
106 Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Sublime and Beautiful, 56 (Part 2, Section 5). 
107 In a qualification that largely reinforces my point, Cynthia Freeland prefers to call The 
Shining “antisublime” insofar as it shares the frightening grandiosity of the sublime but resolves 
the aesthetic tension in a “morally deflationary” and ego-minimizing fashion rather than the 
uplifting and vivifying manner of the sublime; the antisublime is the sublime with a nasty 
ending. See Freeland, The Naked and the Undead, 237. 
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Yet Kubrick’s aesthetic touchstones—one-point perspective, axial cuts, uncanny 
Steadicam movement, “obsessively symmetrical compositions, framing, surrounding, entrapping 
characters”—aren’t the only means of eliciting audience absorption and awe in high horror, 
however.108 In terms of critical praise and accolades, the horror genre may never have produced 
a more successful film than The Silence of the Lambs (1991), a highly immersive work.109 
Jonathan Demme’s direction and Tak Fujimoto’s camera are less idiosyncratic and stylistically 
ostentatious than Kubrick’s, so the viewer of The Silence of the Lambs is not pushed away from 
diegetic immersion to a state of enthrallment. Jodie Foster’s and Anthony Hopkins’s 
performances, knit together with a taut screenplay, welcome the viewer into the psychologically 
incisive story. The film invites us to witness and understand Clarice Starling’s fear of her leering 
male colleagues and superiors. Our engagement with Clarice’s mental state is a hallmark of our 
immersion into the narrative, whereas our befuddlement at Jack Torrance’s insanity and our 
pleasure at Jack Nicholson’s exceedingly broad performance signal our enthrallment.110 If we 
removed Clarice, Hannibal Lecter, and Buffalo Bill from The Silence of the Lambs, there would 
be nothing left emotionally. If we took out the Torrance family from The Shining, there would 
still be the butchered twin girls, the ghastly woman in room 237, the bizarre animal-costumed 
fellatio scene, and the unnavigable spaces of the hotel and hedge maze. Our fearful reactions to 
Demme’s film are inextricable from our sympathy with and antipathy toward the central human 
characters. 

As a final word on the high-low axis: the boundary between the two can be porous, and 
certain films traffic back and forth between the poles depending on prevailing cultural tastes. 
Joan Hawkins has documented how Tod Browning’s Freaks (1932), a film about sideshow 
oddities, has shifted over the decades from disreputable exploitation horror to darling of the 
avant-garde.111 Kevin Heffernan notes certain films like Peeping Tom (1960) have always 
straddled the categories uncomfortably, acting both as seedy proto-slasher and perspicacious 
investigation of “the gaze” from the co-director of A Matter of Life and Death (1946) and The 
Red Shoes (1948).112 And let us not forget the unclassifiable art-house scatology of Salò, or the 
120 Days of Sodom (Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma, 1975), which is not without ability to 
frighten. Nevertheless, provided the distinction isn’t taken too rigidly, I believe it’s both 
intelligible and useful to distinguish the high style and effects of Let the Right One In (Låt den 
rätte komma in, 2008) from the low of The Devil’s Rejects (2005). 

The other organizing opposition, the showing-concealing axis, is more instantly 
perceptible and for that reason less contentious. Do we see the monster or not? Does the murder 
happen on-screen or off-screen? It can’t escape the most casual observer of the genre that horror 
films have become more graphically violent over the decades.113 What was once a demure 

 
108 Kolker, “Rage for Order,” 64. 
109 It’s one of three films ever to sweep the Academy Awards for Best Picture, Best Director, 
Best Actor, Best Actress, and Best (Adapted) Screenplay. 
110 For a thorough account of the distanced relation the audience has to Jack and other inscrutable 
Kubrick characters, see Aaron Taylor’s “Blind Spots and Mind Games,” 17-24. 
111 Hawkins, Cutting Edge, 141-168. 
112 Heffernan, Ghouls, Gimmicks, and Gold, 126-133. 
113 This trend was fueled by changing social mores and, in an American context, the replacement 
of the Hayes Code with the MPAA rating system. See Prince, “Violence and Psychophysiology 
in Horror Cinema,” 242-243. 
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cutaway shortly after the start of a strangulation in The Wolf Man (1941) is now an unabashed 
shot of crimson-stained disembowelment in The Wolfman (2010). More is shown.  

It’s harder to discern patterns of how often or how long the monsters or killers 
themselves are shown. There may be no clear trend across film history. For instance, all of the 
classic Universal monsters get a considerable amount of screen time, while the Jacques Tourneur 
and Val Lewton collaborations of the 1940s, most memorably Cat People (1942), prefer 
shadows and off-screen intimation. Some contemporary films like Evil Dead (2013) place their 
monsters squarely in view for much of the runtime. On the other hand, the independent Canadian 
film Pontypool (2008) cannot depict its threat, a more or less explicitly post-structuralist virus 
that exists in language and is spread through discourse. For the first two acts, the only 
manifestations of the disease are increasingly bizarre slippages and deformations of speech.114 
While the portrayal of violence has unmistakably intensified, the dual tendencies to show and to 
conceal the monster have been in contention since German Expressionism. 

According to Barbara Creed, horror films inevitably create an appetite for showing more 
explicit horror. She writes:  

The history of modernity—played out by the horror film—has been that of exposing the 
audience to images which are more shocking than those of the previous decade; this, in 
turn, has created in audiences a desire, perhaps insatiable, to be shocked even more 
deeply and disturbingly than on the previous occasion. Shock feeds upon itself, 
cannibalistically creating its own dynamic and appetites.115 

This dynamic is perceptible through the history of the genre and, sometimes, within individual 
films. For instance, Creed traces the moral and physical degradation in Psycho from theft to the 
shower murder to the basement corpse.116 However, she argues, scenes of “ultimate horror 
(matricide, removing the mother’s internal organs and entrails, bodily decay) are withheld.”117 
Showing audiences quite a lot but not everything generates in their imaginations the unfilmable 
images of “ultimate horror.” The point is well taken for Psycho, though it won’t do as a 
characterization of all horror cinema. Images of sexual assault by amphibian monsters in 
Humanoids from the Deep (1980), father-daughter incest in Oldboy (Oldeuboi, 2003), 
nonconsensual and lethal cesarean section in Inside (À l’intérieur, 2007), and the unsimulated 
slaughter of animals in Cannibal Holocaust are not withheld from audiences.118 Ultimate horror 
is shown across national cinemas, across decades, and in high and low horror.119 

It’s a perennial genre dialectic: horror fans want to see, but once they see, their curiosity 
is temporarily slaked and their fear shifts or dissipates or evolves into another emotion. A quote 
attributed to Hitchcock sums up the problem: “There is no terror in a bang, only in the 

 
114 In the final act the film lapses into standard zombie attacks, replete with shots of tangible 
monsters. Still, one strongly suspects the screenwriter read more than a little Derrida in college 
and built a horror film around his ideas. 
115 Creed, “Freud’s Worst Nightmare,” 196. 
116 This is a curious way to plot the film since the murder of Arbogast is far less shocking, 
transgressive, or indelible than the shower scene. See Creed, “Freud’s Worst Nightmare,” 197. 
117 Creed, “Freud’s Worst Nightmare,” 197. 
118 A late plot twist in Oldboy reveals that sexual liaisons we had previously witnessed were, 
unbeknownst to both parties and the audience, incestuous. 
119 Oldboy is high horror. It won the Grand Prix at Cannes and is directed by Chan-wook Park, 
one of the most prominent South Korean directors of this century. 
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anticipation of it.”120 If we construe “terror” broadly as any fear and “bang” narrowly as a 
gunshot or explosion, then the remark might be accurate. A scene organized around the 
anticipation of a bang may discharge its fear once we get the bang. There may be nothing scary 
in the subsequent shot of a gunman running away or an evil mastermind delighting in chaos. But 
this construal presumes fear is a future-oriented emotion, which I’ve already argued is an 
oversimplification. If we instead take “bang” broadly to mean any high-energy culmination of 
developing tension, then there’s often a continuation of fear during and after the bang, especially 
in a horror context. In Psycho, for example, the audience does feel anticipatory fear when 
Norman Bates peers through the peephole and when Norman/mother approaches the shower 
half-visible through the curtain. But the “bang” of the shower murder is itself legendarily 
terrifying, and it gives way to a more nauseated dread as Norman cleans up the evidence of 
his/mother’s crime. Although the shower scene is famous for concealing the identity of the killer 
and withholding a shot of the knife actually piercing Marion’s skin, the immediacy of its effect 
comes from the act of showing. In actuality, according to V. F. Perkins, the profusion of partial 
views through the quick montage extends the emotional effect of the scene. He says that “the 
entire murder could be depicted in a sustained shot of, for example, the arm wielding the knife. 
But it would be a very short time before this image lost its violence to become boring or 
ludicrous.”121 It’s only because we get over thirty views, thirty shots, thirty cuts, thirty “bangs” 
that our fear is held at such a pitch. 
 

 
Figure 1.3 A “Deadite” from The Evil Dead 

 
Another important aspect of fear that arises from showing is the mere appearance of some 

monsters. Consider the “Deadites” from The Evil Dead (1981) and Pennywise the clown from It 
(2017) (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). Much of the effect of these films comes from the excellent design 

 
120 Quoted in Walker, ed., Halliwell’s Filmgoer’s and Video Viewer’s Companion, 379. 
121 Perkins, Film as Film, 109. 
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of the monsters, which still look frightening when they’re stripped of narrative context, dramatic 
pacing, and even duration in time. Mere appearance is enough. (It’s enough for now, that is, 
since this type of fear is liable to age poorly, as the monster design in The Thing from Another 
World [1951] will attest.) The fear we feel may involve a tendency to withdraw or look away, 
combined with a perverse or even masochistic pleasure in looking at the awful thing. In this 
spirit, Noël Carroll observes we may desire “to gaze upon the unusual, even when it is 
simultaneously repelling.”122 It is this fascination with monstrosity as such, whatever art medium 
it appears in, that Carroll calls the “universal theory of horrific appeal.”123 To sate this desire and 
gratify this appeal, the film needs to show. 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Pennywise the Clown from It 

 
The last stylistic tendency to discuss is the opposite of showing: concealing. Keeping a 

monster just out of view or keeping its natural/supernatural status ambiguous engages the 
audience’s imagination through a prolongation of uncertainty. It keeps them wondering or 
guessing. The gradual disclosure of a monster’s appearance and characteristics is a frequent 
organizing principle of horror narratives. At first we may only see a victim. Later in the film 
we’ll catch a glimpse of the monster, then a clearer view, then an unobstructed view, and then a 
full understanding of its capabilities and vulnerabilities.124 This slow revelation, frustrating our 
desire to see and understand immediately, Carroll calls the “general theory” of horrific appeal.125 
In order to string out the pleasures of our uncertainty and curiosity, the film needs to conceal.  

Concealing has an affinity for high horror, and it, too, tends to draw more critical praise 
than showing. (Adapted for horror cinema, the old writers’ maxim show, don’t tell becomes 
imply, don’t show.) Stephen King offers a colorful defense of the efficacy of concealing:  

You approach the door in the old, deserted house, and you hear something scratching at 
it. The audience holds its breath along with the protagonist as she/he (more often she) 

 
122 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 188. 
123 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 193. 
124 I’m sketching what Carroll calls the “complex discovery plot,” which he argues is the cardinal 
narrative schema for horror in The Philosophy of Horror, 99-103. 
125 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 190. 
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approaches that door. The protagonist throws it open, and there is a ten-foot-tall bug. The 
audience screams, but this particular scream has an oddly relieved sound to it. “A bug ten 
feet tall is pretty horrible,” the audience thinks, “but I can deal with a ten-foot-tall bug. I 
was afraid it might be a hundred feet tall.”126 

King’s remark is insightful in several ways, in part because it recapitulates a false narrative 
viewers may tell themselves. After they see the ten-foot-tall bug, viewers might believe they 
feared a hundred-foot-tall bug. But they didn’t fear a hundred-foot-tall bug before they saw the 
ten-foot-tall bug. This is readily apparent from the fact that there’s no limit to the audience’s 
relief: at least the monster isn’t two hundred feet tall; at least it doesn’t have a thousand fangs; 
at least there aren’t two of them; and so on. The details of the relief and the contours of the 
feared but non-actualized monster only take shape after the monster is shown. Once the audience 
sees what the monster is, they can feel relief at what it’s not. Concealing or withholding it denies 
that relief. 

A corollary point is that the shape or position of the monster might not be determined 
until it’s seen. In Adam Charles Hart’s view, the bug really becomes concretized into a 
spatiotemporally delimited entity when it moves from off-screen to on-screen space. Prior to that 
moment, Hart argues, “The scenographic space outside the frame is best understood less as one 
inhabited by material objects than it is a space of threats, a paranoid space constantly sending 
signals of anxiety to the audience, and seemingly, the characters as well.”127 This disrupts our 
everyday assumptions of coherent screen worlds where diegetic reality continues smoothly 
beyond the boundaries of the frame. But monsters don’t always make diegetic sense unless 
they’re brought consistently within frame and stably into the audience’s and characters’ vision. 
Instead, Hart argues, many horror films (especially American films of the slasher era to the 
present) imbue their nebulous off-screen threats with special powers, including invulnerability 
and the capacity to appear from any direction and at any moment, even in ways that “violate the 
logic of time and space in a manner that approaches a sort of spectral omniscience.”128  

However, once the monsters are seen, they no longer possess these powers of 
indeterminacy, and they can be attacked. They transform from “abject” to “object.” The “abject” 
is a term Hart borrows from Julia Kristeva. For Kristeva, the abject encompasses the 
unclassifiable, the personally and culturally expelled, the boundary-violating and meaning-
corroding, and the repulsive.129 Hart uses the term specifically to denote the realm of amorphous 
and unfixed threat outside the frame. Kristeva writes, “When I am beset by abjection, the twisted 
braid of affects and thoughts I call by such a name does not have, properly speaking, a definable 
object.”130 Hart maps this claim onto horror spectatorship: so long as the monster is off-screen in 
the realm of abject and threatening flux, our thoughts and emotions can’t affix to a definable 
object. Yet as soon as the out-of-frame threat is brought stably on screen and into vision, it 
ceases to be “abject” and becomes a perceptible “object” of emotion and an “object” with 
spatiotemporal coordinates: “to objectify is to dispel the abject.”131 Prior to objectification, this 

 
126 King, Danse Macabre, 116-117. He credits his novelist colleague William F. Nolan with the 
origin of this illustration. 
127 Hart, “Millennial Fears,” 339. 
128 Hart, “Killer POV,” 78. 
129 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 1-4. 
130 Kristeva, Powers of Horror, 1. 
131 Hart, “I, Mugwump,” 164. 
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abject mode of concealing engenders in us a particular variety of fear centered on the fact that 
our emotion “does not have, properly speaking, a definable object.” Our fear is flavored with the 
epistemic discomfort of not knowing what we should fear. The emotion can’t take as its object 
“that ten-foot-tall bug” if we don’t know what the bug looks like or even what it is, so our fear 
may uneasily slide from one inchoate mental image to another in search of the terra firma of a 
definite object; or it may be more apt to say our fear has no object at all, in which case we would 
need to revise the principle dating back to Aristotle that fear must take an intentional object.132 

These two pairs of stylistic oppositions are common determinants of spectatorial fear, 
though they are far from the only ones: the stylistic axes of naturalism and supernaturalism, 
quick-cut montage and long-take duration, and even daytime and nighttime all play their roles in 
shaping audience emotions. A full inventory of these oppositions is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation; the crucial point is that film style is intimately related to the type of fear elicited, so 
attentive efforts to think through fear will have to mind style. As a contrast with popular 
tendencies to denigrate certain styles (low and revealing) and to applaud others (high and 
concealing), I’ve tried to chart an evaluatively neutral path among different varieties. Let a 
hundred flowers of flesh and blood bloom. 
 
V. Affects and Emotions 

A word should now be said concerning my choice to write of “emotions” in light of the 
contemporary humanistic preference to theorize “affects.” There are two primary branches of 
affect theory in the humanities. One derives from the work of Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, and 
Brian Massumi; the other from the work of Silvan S. Tomkins and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick. The 
former branch strictly separates itself from emotion theory and so is not applicable to my 
research; the latter branch writes about emotions under another name, so it is applicable. 

The most salient principle of affect theory in the Deleuze-Guattari-Massumi mold is that 
affect is different from emotion. Steven Shaviro offers a focused comparison of the terms:  

Affect is primary, non-conscious, asubjective or presubjective, asignifying, unqualified, 
and intensive; while emotion is derivative, conscious, qualified, and meaningful, a 
“content” that can be attributed to an already-constituted subject…Subjects are 
overwhelmed or traversed by affect, but they have or possess their own emotions.133 

In other words, affects are energies that aren’t confined to individual minds and bodies. They are 
more like sound waves that bounce among bodies but aren’t themselves part of the bodies they 
strike. They are pulsing forces, with positive or negative valences and strong or weak impacts. 
An affect is (or has) an intensity, a measure of the degree of trans-subjective force.134 “Force is, 
of course, another definition of affect,” according to Alanna Thain.135 Affects can become 
emotions: “emotion is affect captured by a subject, or tamed or reduced to the extent that it 
becomes commensurate with that subject.”136 Yet this doesn’t always happen. Often subjects are 

 
132 Hart prefers the shifting and inchoate object explanation in “A Cinema of Wounded Bodies,” 
84-85. 
133 Shaviro, Post-Cinematic Affect, 3. 
134 Massumi, Parables for the Virtual, 24, 27. 
135 Thain, Bodies in Suspense, 6. 
136 Shaviro, Post-Cinematic Affect, 3. 
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simply pulsed through with affect without ever capturing it. Nevertheless, affects move us, and 
as they do so they can transform or shift themselves.137 
 This type of affect, should it exist, is simply not relevant to my project.138 I am interested 
at every turn in feelings’ relation to cognition, as my proposal of thinking through fear suggests. 
Any class of forces that is “non-conscious, asubjective or presubjective” necessarily falls outside 
of the domain of thinking through fear because, by definition, it falls outside of consciousness 
and doesn’t belong to a subject. As Shaviro would affirm, if we were to incorporate an affect into 
our psychological processes, then we’d no longer be talking about affects because “emotion is 
affect captured by a subject.” Affects and any other “trans-subjective forces” like gravity may 
hum along in the background, but they’re not what people experience when they watch horror 
films. If someone says, “I’m scared” or “I’m uncomfortable,” they’re asserting a conscious state, 
“a ‘content’ that can be attributed to an already-constituted subject,” which is asserting an 
emotion. And so I set Deleuzian-Guattarian-Massumian affects aside. 

The other branch of affect theory, which takes as its starting point the work of twentieth-
century psychologist Silvan S. Tomkins, especially as popularized in the humanities by Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick, has a completely different understanding of the term. For Tomkins, affects 
are root impulses of life: innate, hardwired, and discrete. The number of affects is countable on 
two hands, though later in his career Tomkins revised his tally from eight to nine.139 Affects are 
similar and parallel in operation to Freudian drives, yet the affect system differs from the drive 
system in several ways.140 Drives will only be satisfied by an extremely narrow range of 
activities or objects. The drives to breathe and to excrete are among the most restrictive in this 
regard. Much more flexible are the affects, which can be satisfied by essentially anything. An 
affect’s temporal duration is also unpredictable. So while the drive “thirst” takes water or another 
potable liquid as its object and recedes once it’s been slaked, the affect “anger” can take 
anything—a coworker, one’s own fear, math—and may endure for years. 

The object flexibility can result in counterintuitive outcomes. Tomkins says,  
There is literally no kind of object which has not historically been linked to one or 
another of the affects. Positive affect has been invested in pain and every kind of human 
misery, and negative affect has been experienced as a consequence of pleasure and every 
triumph of the human spirit. Masochism and puritanism are possible only for the animal 
capable of using his reason to govern his feelings.141 

This view helpfully unseats simplistic assumptions that “good” affects/emotions feel good and 
“bad” affects/emotions feel bad. The apparent tautology arises from the habit of classifying 
affects/emotions as good or bad in the first place. But it’s plain to see that people can attach 
positive affect to aesthetically managed fear, just as they can attach negative affect to an 
inappropriate instance of happiness (at a sibling’s misfortune, at a funeral, etc.). Tomkins’s 

 
137 Stewart, Ordinary Affects, 3-4. 
138 I deny the existence of Deleuzian-Guattarian-Massumian affects for various scientific, 
philosophical, and conceptual reasons, but a full exposition of these concerns would take us too 
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139 Tomkins, Affect Imagery Consciousness, 619. 
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rejection of predictable, mechanistic responses is part of his allure for the humanities. His “stress 
on the play or slippage between stimulus and response” is catnip for film and literary scholars.142 

Yet reading Tomkins, one notices something unusual. In his signature work, Affect 
Imagery Consciousness, totaling well over a thousand pages of dual-column type, there is a near-
total absence of the word “emotion,” except when he quotes other writers. This is especially 
striking when Tomkins is considered alongside contemporary affect theorists like Massumi and 
Shaviro, who take pains to differentiate affects from emotions. There is some disagreement over 
what exactly Tomkins thought of emotions. According to Sedgwick, Tomkins’s affects are prior, 
logically and chronologically, to emotions: “For Tomkins, a limited number of affects—
analogous to the elements of a periodic table—combine to produce what are normally thought of 
as emotions, which, like the physical substances formed from the elements, are theoretically 
unlimited in number.”143 Related but distinct is the assessment of Donald L. Nathanson, director 
of the Silvan S. Tomkins Institute, who says, “The formal term ‘emotion’ describes the 
combination of whatever affect has been triggered as it is coassembled with our memory of 
previous experiences of that affect. Tomkins eventually dropped the term ‘emotion’ in favor of 
the much larger category of these coassemblies that he called ‘scripts.’”144 On either view, 
affects are the fundamental constituents of how we feel. 

It seems to me that when Tomkins writes of “affect,” he does so in ways that are 
unmistakably redolent of “emotion” as it’s normally used. Here he is, for instance, summarizing 
the affect he calls “surprise-startle”: “The affective response of surprise, which in its more 
intense form is the startle response, we conceive to be a general interrupter to ongoing 
activity…The surprise of seeing an unexpected love object is an over-all positive experience. 
The surprise of seeing a dreaded person is an essentially negative experience.”145 Regarding the 
affect “fear-terror,” Tomkins says that much of life is lived in ways that subtly preempt the 
experience of fear.146 For instance, we stop and look both ways before we cross the street not 
because we are afraid, but because we would be afraid if we were not to do so.147 Those 
characterizations of affect correspond to what Deleuzian-Guattarian-Massumian affect theorists 
call “emotion.” Tomkins’s affects are not self-subsistent energies or pulsing intensities that 
traverse subjects. They are psychologically instantiated motive forces that belong to people. 

“Affect” is standardly used in psychology as a complement, a subcomponent, or a 
synonym of “emotion.”148 In Tomkins’s system (according to Sedgwick), “affect” is in principle 
a subcomponent of “emotion” and in practice a synonym of the ordinary-language usage of 
“emotion.” When Tomkins writes of “affect,” he is referring to a rudimentary form of what we 
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would ordinarily deem emotional experience. When he uses “emotion” or “script,” he designates 
a more experientially and cognitively complicated version of the same. In short, Tomkins uses 
“affect” and “emotion” to mean “emotion” as commonly understood. Therefore, Tomkins-
Sedgwick affects/emotions will be applicable to the project of thinking through fear. 

I’ll conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of a critical principle I share with affect 
theorists: a disinterest in interpretation.149 Affect theory arose in the mid-1990s in response to 
two decades of prevailing psychoanalytic and semiotic criticism that had developed subsurface 
interpretations of fictional texts; in film studies, the analyses clustered around voyeurism, 
scopophilia, and suture. But affect theorists of both branches have sought to redirect critical 
attention toward the feelings engendered in the bodies and minds of viewers (or readers), and 
thereby to reinsert first-personal sensation and phenomenological color into arts criticism. This is 
a worthwhile goal, for as Aldana Reyes observes, whatever else we may say about a horror 
film—whatever interpretive spin we give to it or depths we discover in it—it always first, and 
palpably, moves us emotionally.150    
 
VI. Fear and Interpretation 

Some years ago I was speaking with a film archivist about Universal monster movies. We 
hit upon The Wolf Man, the entry in the cycle that has probably aged the worst. Yet the archivist, 
whose intellectual formation was in the 1960s, defended it on the grounds that the most 
interesting thing about werewolf films is that they’re really about a discharge of the id amidst 
social repression. Don’t we all wish for a little release—if not lycanthropic, then sexual or 
aggressive or otherwise hedonic? And when we do allow ourselves such a release, don’t we pay 
with a sense of disorientation and self-alienation the next morning, as we wonder, What 
happened? Where was I? Who was I? We simultaneously fear what we will become when we let 
go and desire it all the same. Owing to this ambivalence, film audiences identify with the 
werewolf. The archivist then explained his theories of Dracula and Frankenstein, all with the 
implication that without the psychosexual or cultural-economic subtext, these films would be 
deflated aesthetically and nullified emotionally. I was perplexed then, as I am now, by the 
thought that horror films require subtext to be effective. He was perplexed that I was overlooking 
what was, in his eyes, the whole point of the genre.151 

Yet sometimes a cigar is just a cigar, and sometimes fear of snakes is just fear of snakes. 
A psychoanalytic reading of a horror film, even if persuasive, will fail to account for crucial 
features of spectatorship. It can’t explain clear disparities in relative levels of frightfulness 
among films of the same subgenre.152 In terms of effectiveness for a modern audience, The Wolf 
Man is no The Howling (1981), though they both share the same alleged source of emotional 
significance. The difference, then, must be explained by something else, like narrative and 

 
149 Not all affect theorists are opposed to interpretation. For instance, Eugenie Brinkema worries 
that “if affect does not need to be interpreted, just recorded, then the most affected theorist 
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aesthetics. Moreover, subsurface readings might prove the film to be interesting or ideologically 
agreeable or disagreeable, but they won’t make it scary. Bootstrapping oneself into fear through 
an act of interpretation is almost impossible. Affect theory, to its credit, generally affirms this. It 
recognizes that most films don’t need close reading for spectatorial emotions to emerge. Even 
Eugenie Brinkema, the affect theorist most associated with interpretation, doesn’t believe typical 
audiences feel what they feel on account of interpretation.153 There is emotional redundancy built 
into the design of most scary scenes. Ordinarily, the visuals and audio and performances and 
pacing conspire to maximize the frightening effect, so we can’t miss the bare fact that something 
is or intends to be scary.  

To consider this in practice, let’s consider a notorious scene. In the Italian horror film 
Zombi 2 (1979), a zombie grabs a woman’s hair and slowly pulls her forward. We cut to the 
woman’s POV and witness a slow camera push-in toward a jagged wooden splinter. The zombie 
continues to pull her, and a sequence of shot and reverse-shot framings, mixed with lateral views 
of her head and the increasingly close splinter, builds intense fear and discomfort in the 
audience—until a close-up reveals the wood finally puncturing her eyeball. Our fear has come to 
fruition, and in this case the feeling transforms into disgust or more discomfort or empathetic 
pain. 

A Freudian might say that what’s really occurring in this scene is the exploitation of 
underlying castration fear (in spite of the fact that the victim is a woman). Then again, perhaps 
the scene is really activating a fear of rape, since someone’s body is being painfully and 
nonconsensually penetrated. Either interpretation seems available. But any subsurface reading 
should grant that the surface content of going irreversibly blind from a painful wound to one’s 
eye is itself frightening. (So, too, is being dragged by a stranger. So, too, is contact with rotting 
flesh.) Ocular trauma may or may not engage any number of other fears, but the literal, 
uninterpreted action alone is wholly sufficient for fear. To shift scholarly attention toward 
viewers’ felt experience isn’t to deny interpretive dimensions.154 A cinematic element can both 
mean and function apart from meaning.155   

Additionally, disinclination toward interpretation needn’t entail disinterest in close 
reading or historicization. There are a great many things film scholars could do with the Zombi 2 
scene apart from interpreting it. We could consider the possibility of viewers’ empathetic 
involvement during the POV shots. We could think about the synesthetic and haptic dimensions 

 
153 This seems to be the inescapable conclusion of Brinkema’s framing of her own project. She 
insists first, negatively, that “I will therefore treat affect not as a matter of expression, not as a 
matter of sensation for a spectator—in fact, not as a matter of spectatorship at all.” Then she 
affirms, positively, that “the intensity of that force [of affect] derives from the textual specificity 
and particularity made available uniquely through reading, the vitality of all that is not known in 
advance of close reading, the surprising enchantments of the new that are not uncovered by 
interpretation but produced and brought into being as its activity.” In other words, for Brinkema, 
the pleasures and powers of affects don’t pertain to everyday viewers. They are the special 
domain of academics who construct elaborate close readings. This excludes the in-the-moment 
reactions audience members feel any time a film impacts them emotionally. See Brinkema, The 
Forms of the Affects, 36, 38. 
154 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 16. 
155 In the language of affect theory, “After the deconstructive reading, the art object 
remains…[and] continues producing affects.” See O’Sullivan, “The Aesthetics of Affect,” 126. 
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of vision and how these are brutally exploited when the eye itself becomes an organ of touch and 
pain reception. We could plot this scene in a history of ocular injury in fiction, from Oedipus Rex 
to King Lear to Un Chien Andalou (1929) to the present. We could theorize what about damage 
to eyes is so objectionable that it placed Zombi 2 on the “Video Nasties,” the infamous list of 
horror and exploitation films that were censored or banned in the UK. We could use this scene to 
think through fear. There are many dimensions of film aesthetics and film history operative prior 
to or apart from interpretation. 

Still, I can think of two types of cases in which interpretation generates fear. In the first, 
the full narrative import of a scene is unavailable on an initial viewing. I recall having watched 
Chinatown (1974) several times before recognizing the understated and sinister significance of a 
moment at the end of the film. After the bloody shootout, the incestuous rapist Noah Cross 
shepherds Katherine, his daughter and granddaughter, into the background and out of view, with 
her mother and sister Evelyn by then dead and unable to protect her. There is nothing overtly 
frightening in the action of the scene. The subtle withdrawal is formally overwhelmed by tight 
handheld close-ups panning across other characters and by the glut of deaths and plot reversals in 
the final minutes. But the incident, once contemplated, is chilling. This is a case where fear may 
not arise automatically. If mental extrapolation of what Noah might do to Katherine is an act of 
light interpretation, then it’s an act of light interpretation that causes fear to emerge.  

In the second case, a nonobvious interpretation generates or amplifies fear. High Tension 
(Haute Tension, 2003) depicts a male truck driver who brutally murders a family and abducts 
their adult daughter, Alex. He is pursued by Alex’s friend, Marie, until a plot twist reveals the 
truck driver is a split personality of Marie, who has been driven homicidally insane by 
unrequited lesbian attraction to her friend. The dénouement features Alex attacking Marie, whom 
Alex has seen the whole time as her true abductor. On a first viewing, the plot twist is surprising, 
not scary. But I take it as the foundation of a nonobvious interpretation: the entire film is an 
indistinguishable mixture of lies and truth. There is nothing we can trust. We can only be assured 
of the falsehood of certain scenes, like a chase where the truck driver in his truck (with Alex 
restrained inside) is pursued by Marie in a car. Since the truck driver and Marie are one and the 
same, there couldn’t have been two drivers, and so one of the vehicles doesn’t exist. But which is 
it? Once we start pulling loose strings, the whole film unravels. I am convinced there’s no solid 
ground on which to stand, and I take High Tension to be a film-length exercise of epistemic 
unmooring. That contributes an ambient anxiety to my subsequent viewing experiences that 
would not otherwise be there. 

Chinatown and High Tension are the rare exceptions to the rule that interpretation doesn’t 
create fear. Cinematically engendered fear is less like a vampire that needs to be invited in and 
more like a zombie that marches inexorably toward us, heedless of the doors or walls we may 
have hidden behind. At this point I no longer wish to keep the march at bay with prefatory 
investigations. Let it come. I want to begin to think through fear in earnest, and I will do so by 
returning to the themes of eyes and vision that Zombi 2 introduced. To see that splinter 
approaching her eye, approaching our eye, approaching the camera, is literally to see through 
fear. What other emotions might we see through, and what do they look like? These are some of 
the questions I put to The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. 
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Chapter 2: Emotional POV in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 
 
“Fear has bodily expressions of an extremely energetic kind, and stands, beside lust and anger, as 
one of the three most exciting emotions of which our nature is susceptible. The progress from 
brute to man is characterized by nothing so much as by the decrease in frequency of proper 
occasions for fear.”  
 
          William James156 
 
I. “Grizzly” Approaches to the “Grisly Work of Art” 

When glossing criticism on The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974), one notices a striking 
number of errors. Some are minor. Both Robin Wood and Cynthia Freeland mistake Cook/Old 
Man for Leatherface’s and Hitchhiker’s father instead of their brother.157 Mark Bould misstates 
the name of the actor who plays Cook and incorrectly relates Pam’s astrological prediction.158 
Other errors are less excusable. Christopher Sharrett continuously confuses Sally for Pam and 
Kirk for Jerry.159 Tony Williams claims Leatherface murders the nonexistent character “Harry” 
and accuses Carol Clover of an inaccuracy, confusing Hitchhiker for Chop Top, of which she is 
demonstrably innocent.160 Cynthia Freeland, however, does in fact confuse Hitchhiker for Chop 
Top, even though the former was decisively and gruesomely flattened by a semi-truck at the end 
of the first film.161 And set aside the number of times scholars misspell “grisly”—as in “grisly 
work of art”—as “grizzly.”162 

These are not variances in interpretation. Nor are they merely problems of copyediting: 
such carelessness is not symptomatic of horror scholarship in general. Rather, I think the 
problem arises from a tendency to prioritize the critical framework foisted upon this film in 
particular over its narrative and thematic content. In 2010, Lucy Fife Donaldson lamented the 
fact that critics of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre “tend to develop arguments about its 
psychoanalytic significance or generic or political implications without grounding their 
arguments in stylistic detail.”163 The details matter. The details should lead, rather than being led 
by Freud or Marx. 

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre is standardly interpreted along one of five lines. First is 
Marxist criticism of the class and labor dynamics, most notably articulated by Robin Wood, who 
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explains and half-excuses the slaughterhouse workers’ crimes as a product of economic 
disenfranchisement resulting from industrialization. In Wood’s famous thesis, “Cannibalism 
represents the ultimate in possessiveness, hence the logical end of human relations under 
capitalism.”164 At the nadir of exploitation, consuming people’s goods becomes consuming good 
people. 

The second critical line, closely related to the first, is a cluster of nihilistic cultural 
commentaries on American society in the 1970s, most notably articulated by Christopher 
Sharrett and Robin Wood. This reading perceives a late-capitalist and unforgivably bellicose 
America, rotten beyond redemption, that is actively destroying itself and might as well do so. 
Wood sums up the theme: “Annihilation is inevitable, humanity is now completely powerless, no 
one can do anything to arrest the process.”165 Numerous critics have stressed the allegorical 
connections with the ongoing war in Vietnam: Americans trespass into another social group’s 
territory and are shocked at the violent self-defense they encounter. As the geopolitical order 
shakes and shudders, so does the domestic order. The stable nuclear family unit is nowhere to be 
seen; there is a fivesome of countercultural young adults and a womanless family of cannibals. 
Not that this is necessarily a bad thing: Tony Williams, for one, reserves his most biting criticism 
not for cannibalism but for the idea of a nuclear family, the cesspool which ferments capitalism, 
militarism, monstrosity, patriarchy, racism, and repression.166 

The third critical line is the narrative and gender-studies significance of protagonist Sally 
and the queer identity of Leatherface, most notably articulated by Carol Clover.167 Sally acts as 
the inaugural Final Girl along with Laurie from Halloween; Sally survives her encounter with the 
monster, though unlike Laurie she does not fight back. For Clover, slasher film viewers’ 
perspectives (especially those of teenage boys) oscillate between identification with the monster 
and identification with the Final Girl. This encourages empathy with women and ensures the film 
experience is not merely sadistic. Leatherface, for his part, changes appearances and gender 
performances depending on what mask and outfit he’s wearing: in order of appearance, the 
masculine butcher “Killing Mask,” the feminine housewife “Old Lady,” and the 
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In other words, Williams argues, with a tenor of beneficent moderation, not all families must be 
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masculine/feminine suit-wearing yet heavily made-up dinner participant “Pretty Woman.”168 
Although later in the franchise we see Leatherface without a mask, in the original we have 
absolutely no access to the Leatherface “underneath” his masks.169 He simply is the identity he 
performs. In line with the Marxist interpretation, this reading habitually stresses the surplus 
repression that transmutes sexual impulses into violence.170 

The fourth line reads the film as a revisionist Western, most notably articulated by Tony 
Williams and Rick Worland. The West envisioned is more Cormac McCarthy than John Ford: 
sun-bleached bones, hideous violence, and late-twentieth- rather than late-nineteenth-century 
technology and society. Yet some generic themes persist across periods: the Texas setting, cattle 
workers, the clash of the urban/modern with the rural/pre-modern, the myth of “regeneration 
through violence,” and even ultra-long shots of the landscape.171 Other alleged links stray into 
the recherché, such as reading the slaughterhouse family as cannibalistic Native Americans or 
connecting Leatherface with James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking.172  

The fifth and final line is animal rights commentary, with respect to inflicting bovine 
slaughter methods—inhuman and inhumane—on humans, finding scattered discussion in popular 
media and in interviews with Tobe Hooper himself. The director credits part of the genesis of the 
film to a vision he had at a restaurant: “There was a large trolley with beef being carved up, and I 
just transposed different images onto it. Like, what if there was a nice little cow there with a 
bowtie and a knife carving up humans. I was a vegetarian for a couple of years after that.”173 The 
cows remain cows in the film, but the humans become meat. If our moral qualms about harm to 
sentient creatures fail to pique for chickens and cows, they certainly will at the sight of Pam 
being dropped onto a hook like a side of beef.174 

Notwithstanding Carol Clover and a few passages from Robin Wood about the 
sublimation of anger into violence, it’s curious how seldom these varied approaches address the 
greatest exigency of watching the film: its fierce appeal to our emotions. In the previous chapter 
I laid out my commitments to close readings centered on emotions, and to cognitive and analytic-
philosophical approaches to film. I proposed an understanding of “fear” as a loosely defined 

 
168 Gunnar Hansen, Leatherface himself, reports these nicknames in Chain Saw Confidential, 53-
54. In his memoir and analysis of the film he starred in, Hansen proves himself to be an 
exceptionally perceptive and interpretively open-minded commentator. 
169 Both The Texas Chainsaw Massacre remake (2003) and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The 
Beginning (2006) feature Leatherface, there named Thomas Hewitt, maskless. 
170 From Wood onward, many critics of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre have rehearsed 
Marcuse’s distinction between basic repression (subjugation of our animalistic instincts, which is 
a bare precondition for a functioning society) and surplus repression (subjugation of all 
nonnormative sexuality and nonconformist impulses, which is a recipe for a psychologically 
unhealthy society). See Wood, Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan, 71-73. 
171 On regeneration through violence, see Tony Williams, Hearths of Darkness, 188; he adapts 
the idea from Richard Slotkin. For all other points, see Worland, The Horror Film, 210-215. 
172 Tony Williams, Hearths of Darkness, 189-190. 
173 Tobe Hooper, interview by Kate Mulleavy and Laura Mulleavy, Interview Magazine. 
174 One video essay intercuts scenes from the film with appalling footage of actual factory-farm 
cruelty to nonhuman animals. See “Animal Cruelty Themes in The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
Part 1 Film Analysis by Rob Ager,” YouTube video, posted by “Collative Learning,” September 
13, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxxATDKcLz0. 
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emotional family that involves a response to an assumed threat or feeling of imperilment. And I 
set forth my belief that fear can yield philosophically rich insights while remaining importantly 
tied to long evolutionary histories that implicate our less cognitively sophisticated and often 
embarrassingly corporeal selves. With that groundwork in mind, I offer thinking through fear as 
a new methodology with which to investigate The Texas Chain Saw Massacre and the emotions 
it elicits. I read the film in terms of how it shows us, directly and indirectly, what it’s like to look 
through a perspective tinted with emotion, which I call “emotional POV.”  

I offer a new reading of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre in spite of the fact that it is such 
well-trodden ground. The dominance of leftist political criticism in horror film studies may leave 
the impression there is little else to be said about the film. So much of horror scholarship has 
anxiously sought to answer the questions “What does this film critique?” and “How can this film 
be operationalized as critique?” The standard answers have become stultifying. When Robin 
Wood announces the two greatest evils in the world are masculinity and capitalism, it is not 
surprising that he finds baleful signs of these offenses throughout cinema.175 Too often, political 
criticism of horror films has fallen into one of two modes: either the film agrees with the critic’s 
politics and predilections, in which case it is progressive and good, or it does not, in which case 
it is reactionary and bad. This tendency reaches its apotheosis in Wood.176 The only surprise 
comes when an element thought to be regressive appears progressive under a certain light, or 
vice versa. Yet against this inclination we might pose Pam Cook’s question, “Must we always 
justify our pleasure, our fantasies, as ‘progressive,’ or condemn them as ‘reactionary’?”177 

To be sure, not all writing on horror assumes a politically dichotomous form, and there 
has been a move away from it in the last five or ten years. But the tendency is by no means 
extinct. In 2014, Christopher Sharrett could reaffirm,  

There is no film genre more subversive, more innately critical of the values of white 
bourgeois patriarchal society…the horror film is the most honest and forthright art form 
in discussing the relationship of the Other to the heteronormative, the bourgeois family, 
“normal” community life, and/or “functional” society under capital.178  

One of my chief concerns with this line of argumentation is that it does not allow fear to guide 
critical thought or the details of the film to guide critical analysis. An important difference 
between thinking through fear and, say, Sharrett’s or Wood’s cultural-economic approach is that 
in the latter cases, the film illustrates preexistent social theories that are themselves immune to 
revision. Such a method contrives to make the film confirm what the critic already believes. But 
I don’t turn to The Texas Chain Saw Massacre to confirm what I already believe about society 
and subjectivity—and least of all about fear. I come to the film in order to learn about fear. We 
can’t know what thinking through fear will reveal until we think through it. 

 
175 Wood, Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan, 3. 
176 In all fairness, it’s to Wood’s enduring credit that he championed The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre so early. He helped effect a sea change in its critical standing. Although the film had 
garnered some validation by screening at a few venues in the European film festival circuit and 
by being selected for inclusion in the permanent film collection at New York’s Museum of 
Modern Art, for years the most creditable position was to denounce it as “a vile little piece of 
sick crap,” in Stephen Koch’s memorable phrasing. See Koch, “Fashions in Pornography,” 
quoted in Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 193. 
177 Cook, “Masculinity in Crisis?,” 40. 
178 Sharrett, “The Horror Film as Social Allegory,” 56. 
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II. Emotional POV 
Emotional POV is a strategy of conveying through film form the private, subjective 

alterations or distortions to a character’s perception brought about by their emotion. It is usually 
short in duration and often delimited by shot breaks. Emotional POV is a rare aesthetic strategy, 
but one that finds scattered expression across decades, genres, and national cinemas. 
Nevertheless, horror films may be particularly disposed toward this strategy because they 
reliably force characters into emotional extremes. 

The best known example may be the “Vertigo effect” in Vertigo (1958). Scottie looks 
down a stairwell and feels fear. His fear causes space to appear to telescope out beneath him: a 
perspectival distortion—because the stairs do not actually move—conveyed by a dolly zoom. 
We don’t just see the world from Scottie’s spatial position. We see it from his emotional 
position. In this way, we experience a close phenomenological approximation of how he sees.179 
We also share Scottie’s “optical POV,” in which the gaze of the camera is congruent with his 
gaze.180 So in addition to how he sees, we see what he sees: an overhead view of a stairwell. The 
reverse shots of Scottie anxiously climbing the stairs are not his emotional POV because they 
lack audiovisual “marking” of the effects of his emotion. 

Emotional POV is related to what Edward Branigan has called a “perception shot.” He 
writes, “In POV there is no indication of a character’s mental condition—the character is only 
‘present’—whereas in the perception shot a signifier of mental condition has been added to an 
optical POV.”181 In one sense my term is more restrictive than Branigan’s: I am concerned only 
with the distortive effects of emotion, not his preferred cases of mental incapacitation (such as 
through alcohol, drugs, or injury) or diegetic material that obscures vision (such as through 
alcohol, snow, or water on the lens).182 In another sense my term is more capacious than his: 
while there is a perceptual inflection added in an emotional POV shot, it does not have to be 
united with an optical POV.  

Emotional POV is worth distinguishing from the perception shot because the latter 
conveys “difficulty in seeing. What is revealed is not the external object of a glance nor an 
internal state of the character, but a condition of sight itself.”183 Emotional POV, by contrast, 
chiefly conveys the internal state of a character, which may not involve any difficulty in seeing. 
(We may also hear how the character hears, though vision tends to take precedence.) A standard 
perception shot typically seeks a straightforward representation of the character’s visual 
obstruction. If a character feels dizzy and the world seems to spin, the camera’s spiraling or 
swaying can evoke that sensation. It’s far less clear what it's like internally to look through 
anger, or externally how to depict that state. George Wilson makes an analogous point about 
dreams, which are notoriously difficult to recreate with fidelity: “In general, it will be 
significantly indeterminate as to how close the detailed match of movie images and fictional 

 
179 By “phenomenological” I mean evocative or illustrative of psychologically private facets of 
perception—rather than, in a Husserlian sense, concerned with the nexus of subject and object. 
180 Murray Smith writes of “optical POV and its aural equivalent” to describe the way a film 
shows us what a character would see and hear. He ordinarily understands “optical POV” to be 
free of audiovisual distortion relative to the film’s normal expository style. See Smith, Engaging 
Characters, 83.  
181 Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, 79. 
182 Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, 80. 
183 Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, 80. 
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private experience is supposed to be.”184 To translate a fictional private experience of emotion 
into movie images, emotional POV must often creatively render mental agitation as visual or 
auditory agitation. For instance, a character might not actually hear the clangorous soundtrack 
we do, but it may still convey their physical discomfort and chaotic thoughts. Nevertheless, 
certain aspects of emotional experience are more straightforwardly replicable. 

The expressive threshold for emotional POV is more ambiguous than the threshold for 
optical POV. Shots may be unmarked or only minimally marked by emotion. Tight framing on a 
nervous character might suggest a feeling of constriction, and high-key lighting on a happy 
character might convey their joy. Yet such moments are ubiquitous, and it’s not obvious that 
character emotions motivate the corresponding stylistic details or that the style specifically 
translates those emotions for the audience. That’s why I follow Branigan in seeking an aesthetic 
“departure from the standard,” relative to the film, to label a moment emotional POV.185 Simple 
high-key lighting would likely signal emotional POV if the rest of the film were veiled in 
shadow and gloom. I will confine my purview in this chapter to uncommon moments where 
emotions inspire clear departures from a film’s aesthetic standards. 

Broadly speaking, techniques of emotional POV are of artistic significance because they 
offer us an unusual degree and manner of access to a character’s mind. In ordinary life we may 
see an emoting person, and we may infer or be told the object of their emotion, but we can’t 
perceive it how they perceive it, even if we have a similar emotional reaction. Moreover, 
emotional POV techniques cut across different properties of a looser sense of point of view— an 
outlook, a perspective—of which Douglas Pye designates five overlapping “axes”: spatial, 
temporal, cognitive, evaluative, and ideological.186 By “cognitive” Pye means our knowledge in 
relation to characters’, encompassing information about the plot, the diegesis, and characters’ 
thoughts and desires. By “evaluative” he means the overall ecosystem of judgments and 
preferences, including characters’ mutually incompatible values, the film’s implied attitude 
toward the events it depicts, and the extracinematic norms we bring as spectators. The others 
terms are more self-explanatory. At a first pass, emotional POV straddles the cognitive and 
evaluative axes, as emotions themselves straddle cognition and evaluation.187 Emotional POV 
encompasses knowledge or belief (I am several flights up a bell tower) and evaluation of that 
knowledge or belief (being high up is bad). But Scottie’s emotion influences his spatial 
perception as well, and other examples of emotional POV will similarly affect temporal 
perception. The “Vertigo effects” can be plotted in terms of ideology—Robin Wood explores 
their symbolic resonances with fantasy and confusion—but from the literal and figurative 
character’s-eye-view, none of that is present.188 Scottie has a phobia that operates, for him, 
underneath the film’s intricate web of ideology. The same will prove true of characters’ emotions 
in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. An emotional POV reading of that film is compatible with 
many of the previous political readings but is itself neither overtly nor necessarily political. 
Emotions and their expressions aren’t untouched by political and cultural contexts, but they run 
deeper than those contexts. 

 
184 Wilson, Seeing Fictions in Film, 151. 
185 Branigan, Point of View in the Cinema, 84. 
186 Pye, “Movies and Point of View,” 8-12. 
187 For a defense of a “cognitive-evaluative theory” of emotion, in the context of horror cinema, 
see Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 24-27, 35-37. 
188 Wood, Hitchcock’s Films Revisited, 128-129. 
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Within the horror genre, emotional POV may find its most extensive expression in The 
Texas Chain Saw Massacre, further clarified by its discrete emotional episodes. Three times the 
film shows us what it’s like to look through a perspective tinted with emotion. We see fear 
through Sally’s eyes, horror through Pam’s eyes, and anger through Leatherface’s eyes. Each is 
unique in its presentation. Sally’s ordeal features the widest array of emotional POV effects. 
Pam’s perception largely aligns emotional POV and optical POV and thus involves less depictive 
translation than the others. Leatherface has an emotional experience the audience is not invited to 
share, and his emotion is conveyed through distortions to the mise-en-scène rather than the 
cinematography. Investigating emotional POV in Hooper’s work will restore emphasis to the 
emotional core of a seminal horror film. It will offer an alternative to the heretofore dominant 
mode of ideological criticism in horror studies. And it will demonstrate an unexamined way 
character emotion can become entangled in cinematic narration. 
 
III. Sally’s Fear 

Let’s turn now to that idyllic summer day of August 18, 1973. Sally Hardesty’s emotional 
perturbation has been growing as afternoon gives way to evening and then to night. It is through 
an achingly prolonged process that she reaches her feverish pitch of fear. During that time we 
find ourselves in closer and closer perceptual alignment with her, and once Sally’s fear hits its 
zenith, we are with her completely. She witnesses her brother’s murder, is chased through the 
woods, chased through the house, chased through the woods again, abducted in a gas station and 
BBQ restaurant by the man who she thinks might save her, brought back to the house, and bound 
and gagged. At this point Sally is ragged with fear. Cinematic techniques like canted angles on 
her face and stark alternations of shot scale begin to suggest the distortive phenomenology of her 
fear. But the camerawork is not yet fully governed by Sally’s subjective perception. Intercut with 
shots of her face are expository tracking shots of other characters. Moreover, the chase and 
abduction sequence has not yet marked itself as stylistically distinct from the rest of the film. As 
Donaldson observes, even the unfrightening scene of Sally walking around the graveyard to see 
whether her grandfather was disinterred features alternations of wide-angle close-ups and 
telephoto extreme long shots, as well as unsynced dialogue and visuals.189 

The first major emotional turning point, for Sally and for the narrative, is when she 
becomes human nourishment. Hitchhiker holds a switchblade to her neck and unbinds her right 
hand, which he gives to Leatherface. Leatherface then slices her fingertip and inserts her finger 
into Grandpa’s mouth.190 In extreme chiaroscuro close-up on the dark wells of his eye sockets, 
Grandpa sucks Sally’s blood. He is both baby and vampire.191 His limbs loll gleefully like an 

 
189 Donaldson, “Access and Excess in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre,” 3. 
190 Incredibly, Gunnar Hansen confesses that during the production he sliced Marilyn Burns’s 
finger and made her bleed. Previous takes of this scene feigned the slice and were supposed to 
employ fake blood in a hidden tube, but the device kept malfunctioning. Hansen wanted to finish 
the shot, so he actually sliced her fingertip and pretended it was an accident. Sally’s appalled 
look is also Burns’s response of pain and revulsion. John Dugan, playing Grandpa, unwittingly 
ingested Burns’s blood. The fictional cannibalism is also real. See Hansen, Chain Saw 
Confidential, 122-123. 
191 James Rose likens sucking a fingertip for blood to suckling a nipple for milk. See Rose, The 
Texas Chain Saw Massacre, 78. 
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infant’s as he is revived by her life-force.192 The tight framing when Grandpa sucks her finger 
conveys an approximation of Sally’s optical POV, though the camera is placed at the position of 
her wrist rather than her head. Still, this is our first intimation of how Sally sees her environment. 
And for the first time, Sally understands the depravity she is victim to: the moment of sucking 
her blood crosses a minimal threshold of cannibalism. Although we witness Franklin nibble on a 
presumably human sausage, this is the only time a live person becomes food or drink.193 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Sally’s Gag 

 
For a few moments, Hitchhiker holds Sally’s head back, forcing her to view her 

predicament. She stares at Grandpa with maximally wide eyes (Figure 2.1). Sally is shot in a 
low-angle extreme close-up, yet her left eye, tilted back from camera, is out of focus and 
sufficiently off-center that her long eyelashes graze the top of the frame. The focal point of the 
image is the cloth-and-rope gag in her mouth. Her eye—and by a strange metonymy, her 
emotion—does not yet dominate the cinematography.  

At last, overwhelmed by terror and excitation, Sally passes out. The soundtrack, a slowly 
building rumble of cymbals interspersed with nondiegetic pig squeals, immediately gives way to 
the chirping of crickets. We are severed temporarily from connection with Sally. We cut to an 
external shot of the house, and there is an extreme zoom out, as though her consciousness were 
flying from that dark place. The grueling action pauses. A lap dissolve to the moon recalls Pam’s 

 
192 This dynamic recalls Franklin’s appellation of “Dracula” to Hitchhiker when the group picks 
him up. 
193 Tony Williams analogizes this moment and the following sequence to “partaking in the 
Puritan’s taboo cannibalistic Eucharist,” wherein Body and Blood are to be consumed. See 
Williams, Hearths of Darkness, 193. The film crew referred to the following dinner as “The Last 
Supper.” See Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 124. 
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astrological admonishments and suggests the “lunacy” of the Leatherface clan. At first the moon 
appears so blurry as to seem a pure abstraction of blue and black. Then it is slowly pulled into 
clarity and recognizability, a literal coming-into-focus that parallels Sally’s regaining clear 
consciousness.  

We cut back inside. When Sally comes to, an indecipherable amount of time has 
elapsed.194 There is no noise save for a buzzing fly and the light clinking of utensils on plates. 
Her eyes flicker open, and we see a reverse shot of the contents of the dinner table at which she 
is seated. A slow racking of focus and tilt upwards reveal, from foreground to background, a 
chicken head, a dead armadillo, a human pelvis that looks like a pair of hollow eye sockets, a 
human skull, and the barely more alive Grandpa.195 The increasing depth of field in the shot 
conveys Sally’s dawning visual clarity, which in turn sparks the realization that she is still 
trapped by these cannibals. The moment Grandpa is in focus—the moment Sally is mentally 
resituated—she screams. 

In a series of alternating shots we see her scream and her optical POV of the table. 
Hitchhiker responds to her screams with a lupine howl, and then Leatherface joins him, giddily 
contented with this game of mimicry. After Cook silences his brothers, Sally quiets as well. We 
continue the shot/reverse-shot pattern, this time with the camera placed just behind Sally so that 
her head appears in the bottom of the frame. She begs Cook to make “them,” Hitchhiker and 
Leatherface, stop, and not to let “them” kill her. Despite her fear, she is still making self-
preservative judgments about which of her tormentors is the sanest and whom she might reason 
with. However, Cook is insufficiently moved by her pleas. Leatherface begins to creep alongside 
the table toward Sally, which we see from her over-the-shoulder POV. This sends her into a fresh 
burst of anguished growls and screams. Hitchhiker creeps over as well. A cut to Sally’s optical 
POV first shows us Hitchhiker—who asks his brother, “You like this face?”—and then, with a 
pan right simulating Sally’s head pivoting, a much-too-close close-up of Leatherface. This 
moment is significant for the narrative and the character because, as Clover notes, “If her friends 
knew they were about to die only seconds before the event, the Final Girl lives with the 
knowledge for long minutes or hours. She alone looks death in the face.”196 Sally’s brother and 
male friends were killed instantly, and while Pam endured torture (impalement by meat hook and 
captivity in a freezer), we do not witness long stretches of Pam’s imperilment prior to her death. 
Sally, on the other hand, endures sustained fear for a startling amount of screen time and 
narrative time. Only she has an extended face-to-face encounter with the monster.197 

 
194 Sharrett believes that from this point forward, the film’s chronology is “illogical,” a “literal 
collapse of time…it is night when the party begins, dawn when Sally crashes through a window 
and escapes, and late afternoon as she is pursued down the road by Leatherface and his 
hitchhiker brother.” Later I offer a different account of the chronology. See Sharrett, “The Idea 
of Apocalypse in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre,” 315. 
195 After the opening credits, we fade onto another dead armadillo on the highway. It is possible 
they are the same creature. However, the armadillo on the highway is just roadkill, while the 
armadillo on the table—surrounded by a delicate face lightshade, artisanal radius-and-ulna 
armchairs, and other decorations—is Duchampian readymade art. 
196 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 35. 
197 Sally is importantly different from other female characters in horror cinema who look back at 
men, the variety Linda Williams addresses. Sally does look back at Leatherface and Hitchhiker, 
but she does not exercise desire, curiosity, or power, so she couldn’t be said to arrogate the gaze 
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As though testing fabric, Leatherface runs his hand clumsily over Sally’s head, 
exacerbating her panic. Leatherface and Hitchhiker then retreat as the brothers break into an 
internecine squabble over who does the most work. Sally, afforded a moment to breathe, utters 
her final plea to Cook: “I’ll do anything you want.” Though its import is easily lost in the 
psychotic fracas, this offer of unlimited prostitution signifies a furthest reach of despair for Sally. 
(Years later Marilyn Burns remarked of the line, “At that time in my life, I thought that was the 
dirtiest thing you could say…In those days, ‘I’ll do anything you want’: you just didn’t say that. 
You never said that.”198) Clover remarks of this moment, “When Sally under torture (Texas 
Chain Saw I) calls out ‘I’ll do anything you want,’ clearly with sexual intention, her assailants 
respond only by mimicking her in gross terms; she has profoundly misunderstood the 
psychology.”199 Wood concurs: “It is striking that no suggestion exists anywhere that Sally is the 
object of an overtly sexual threat: she is to be tormented, killed, dismembered, eaten, but not 
raped.”200  

However, these readings overlook the imperfectly repressed sexuality of Cook, who does 
seem to want to rape Sally. When she offers to “do anything,” he does not, contrary to Clover, 
mimic her. Cook does not speak, but glances nervously from Sally to Hitchhiker to empty space 
around him, as though looking for permission or nerve to do what he wants to do. His sexual 
menace is corroborated by the earlier scene at the gas station and restaurant: Cook takes evident, 
rapacious pleasure in caressing Sally when she seeks shelter from her chase through the forest, 
and again when he straddles her on the ground and hits her with a broom handle (his body 
quaking with desire once she passes out), and again when he binds Sally’s hands and jabs her 
with the broom handle, all punctuated by his sadistic grins and diffident glances.201 She has not 
misjudged Cook’s psychology. He just cannot bring himself to sexually assault his dinner in 
front of his family; or, perhaps, he cannot ask his family to dine on someone he has sexually 
assaulted. Whatever the reason, her offer receives no response. 

Then things get strange. Once Sally realizes her proposition has fallen flat and she is out 
of strategies, she suffers a complete mental breakdown from the cumulative effects of fear. 
Performance and diegetic sound are inadequate to convey her panic-beyond-panic. After all, 
Sally has been screaming her lungs out for twenty minutes of screen time. So this is where the 
film form, in particular the editing and nondiegetic sound effects, initiates a representational 
shift. This is where we completely enter her emotional POV. The scene dissolves into 
“aberrations of form and intrusive details.”202 There are crash zooms on Sally’s sweaty forehead, 

 
to herself. She looks because she cannot not look. She is restrained, and the monster asserts 
himself in her field of vision. Her look is anguished and does not challenge the power dynamic 
asserted by Leatherface and his brothers. Furthermore, Sally never tries to unmask Leatherface 
the way Christine in The Phantom of the Opera (1925) unmasks the Phantom. These may be 
reasons why Sally can survive the narrative. See Linda Williams, “When the Woman Looks,” 
17-21. 
198 Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 126-127. 
199 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 29. 
200 Wood, Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan, 91. 
201 Hansen shares this analysis: “The look in Cook’s face is as if he is sneaking a peek at a sex 
show. Then he pokes her again. He is getting off on this.” See Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 
116. 
202 Evan Calder Williams, “Sunset with Chainsaw,” 32. 
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jarring canted angles on her face, asynchronous audio, auditory jump cuts in her screaming, and 
nondiegetic pig squeals and tremulous strings on the soundtrack. Intercut are occasional optical 
POV shots of Hitchhiker mugging and Cook laughing. To the panic-beyond-panic, the film 
applies a screaming-beyond-screaming. Sally’s screams do make it into the audio mix, as do two 
pained utterances of the word “please.” But equally prominent are the animal cries, instrumental 
waverings, and unplaceable noises. Most unforgettable, however, are the ultra-close-ups on 
Sally’s eyes (Figure 2.2), reminiscent of the eye-slicing scene in Un Chien Andalou (1929) and 
the “star gate” sequence in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).203 At their frame-filling size, her 
eyeballs are defamiliarized into alien organs: vascular, bulbous, squishy, moist. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Sally’s Eye 

 
The sequence is interrupted for one minute when Sally partially calms herself, and the 

audience’s view decouples from her emotional POV. There is a return to the ambient level of 
screaming and standard medium and long shots. But Sally once again loses grip on sanity after 
Hitchhiker tells Grandpa he can kill her. Once more she shatters with fear. There is an eruption 
of twelve shots of Sally’s face in eleven seconds, now with the pig squeals and strings replaced 
with cymbal crashes and truncated versions of the iconic “stinger” sound effect from the opening 
exhumation scene.204 Sally has suffered a definitive mental rupture, one from which she will not 
recover even when she escapes the house. 

 
203 Worland, The Horror Film, 219, 223. 
204 Toward the end of the silent era, Sergei Eisenstein worried that the coming of sound would 
disrupt the nascent Soviet art of visual montage. The viewer might be lulled into a sense of 
counterrevolutionary comfort and stability if sound seemed naturally to emerge from speaking 
characters. Eisenstein insisted that the remedy was to use sight and sound contrapuntally, so that 
the ongoing friction between the two would act as its own engine of montage. I imagine Sally’s 
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The dominant features in this sequence are not optical POV shots but their inverse, shots 
of Sally, yet the cinematography is at its most subjective and phenomenological in these 
moments. Counterintuitively, the dearth of optical POV shots places us more firmly in Sally’s 
emotional POV. Murray Smith argues, with respect to Classical Hollywood Cinema, “the more a 
film attempts to render in a literal fashion the subjectivity of a character through the adoption of 
optical POV, the more it surrenders the power to evoke the full range of a character’s mental 
states, through the powerful mechanism of facial expression.”205 By prioritizing shots of Sally’s 
eyes rather than shots from Sally’s eyes, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre causes the audience to 
feel attenuated echoes of her emotions and palpably conveys what it feels like to be her. 

Until Sally’s fearful breakdown, we had experienced a thorough but not extraordinary 
degree of alignment with her. We viewed shots from her approximate and optical POV, and like 
her, we were afraid. In Pye’s schema, we largely shared her spatial, temporal, cognitive, and 
evaluative orientations. We were placed in her shoes, as it were. But from the moment of her 
breakdown, her private, subjective, emotional phenomenology dominates the image and audio 
through emotional POV. This new measure of cognitive and evaluative access places us in her 
brain, as it were. At times this presents a strictly false view of the room. For instance, the audio 
tracks of Hitchhiker mugging and Cook laughing are unsynced from the visuals. Our perceptual 
access to the world is just as warped and destabilizing as Sally’s. We see and hear through the 
lens of her fear. Moreover, like Sally, we are afraid, and our emotional reaction is inflected by 
our own felt sense of instability, vulnerability, and uncertainty. This allows us to think through 
the lens of our own fear. 

Some critics have denied that this sequence is a moment of tight cleaving to Sally’s 
perspective. Tony Magistrale characterizes the camerawork during the dinner scene as “invasive” 
and even “carnivorous,” hungrily trained “as it ravishes Sally’s features.”206 He claims, 

The terrifying curiosity of the camera as it sweeps along to include various objects on the 
table, the distorted face of Sally’s tormentors, and Sally’s own abject state of fear and 
loathing forces the audience to partake in the unstable flow of a constantly shifting mise-
en-scène, even as it is invited to probe the female victim voyeuristically. We are meant to 
experience vicariously Sally’s abject state, but we also exploit it by joining with the 
slaughter family and their distinct point of view in savoring her suffering.207 

This does not match the emotional and cinematographic details of the scene. First, while we 
might deem the camera “curious” for its sequential emphasis on different decorations in the 
room, it never sweeps. Like Sally’s immobilized head, the camera can pivot and shift focus, but 
it does not move in three dimensions; even when there are cuts to different angles, the camera 
position remains static. Second, the mise-en-scène is completely stable. Unlike so many horror 
scenes where the profilmic space and the frame are invaded by a sudden intrusion, this scene is 
marked by its immobility and visibility. Every surviving character, good and bad, is present and 
accounted for at dinner. The only shift in the arrangement of figures occurs when the brothers 
prowl around the table. Third, it’s odd to say that we “probe” Sally “voyeuristically.” Sally wears 
a severely ripped shirt with no bra underneath. A different horror film might well shoot her 

 
breakdown would have pleased Eisenstein. See Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and Alexandrov, “A 
Statement [on the Sound-Film],” 267-270. 
205 Smith, Engaging Characters, 160. 
206 Magistrale, Abject Terrors, 153-154. 
207 Magistrale, Abject Terrors, 154. 
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differently. In actuality her sexual offer is refused, and the camera gives no more prurient 
attention to her than Hitchhiker does. 
 Fourth, and most significantly, we do not share the family’s “distinct point of view in 
savoring her suffering,” either literally or figuratively. Magistrale is making a gesture—assigning 
to the audience malignant complicity with the monsters, owing to shot selection—that is 
common in horror criticism. Such an incrimination may have its place in films like Halloween, 
where we share with Michael Myers lascivious killer-POV shots of half-dressed teenage girls.208 
But the claim is inapposite here. At Sally’s moments of greatest suffering, during her spells of 
debilitating panic, we don’t occupy the optical POV of any family member. We occupy instead a 
series of bizarre positions, shared by no one, and much too close to Sally to gain any visual 
mastery over her appearance. At times we seem to be millimeters from her cornea. Far from 
being in a dominant position over Sally, we ourselves are dominated by the cinematography. The 
frenzied editing during Sally’s terror ensures there is no pleasure for the viewer, though this is 
already overdetermined. The pig squeals and nauseating orchestration of strings on the 
soundtrack preclude enjoyment as well. Magistrale’s implication that we are in any way 
complicit or aligned with a camera gaze that wants to eat and molest Sally is incorrect regarding 
the details of cinematography and perplexing regarding the dynamics of spectatorship. 
Throughout the scene, we remain with Sally, not against her, even though we most strongly feel 
her emotional POV when we look at her. 

All the same, it’s important to note that our mental state differs from Sally’s in crucial 
ways. Most obviously, we’re not endangered by cannibals. We are safe. Additionally, while we 
are likely to be frightened during this scene, we are extremely unlikely to suffer Sally’s degree of 
reality-obliterating panic. Lastly and crucially, we have space to think while Sally has none. In 
these moments, fear crushes her thought, in contrast with her earlier ability to discern greater 
from lesser danger among the brothers and to barter sexuality for freedom. Amidst her explosion 
of panic, Sally can make no plans, nor express herself other than by screaming. She cannot think 
through fear, but we can. 

At the same time, seeing Sally’s body makes us feel our own. As Aldana Reyes argues, 
“When somatic reactions are triggered in Horror, this can be either a result of a sensory attack or 
of an emotional connection at a corporeal level that often eschews the psychology of 
characters.”209 Both are operative here. The discordant audio and chaotic visuals suggestive of 
Sally’s mental state impact our bodies, as does our sustained encounter with depictions of her 
body. The ultra-close-ups of Sally’s facial features are a synecdoche for her corporeality, though 
eyeballs function particularly well because of the disparity between their attractiveness at a 
distance and their grotesqueness at close range. This sequence powerfully demonstrates how fear 
can turn our perception onto ourselves. There is too much body present—in the aesthetics of the 
scene and in experiences of fear, for Sally and for us. 

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre does have other means of attuning us to the responses of 
our minds and bodies. Something that distinguishes this film from others in the genre is its 
concerted effort to position fear amidst other emotions. Another of the film’s vital and 
perceptually distortive emotions is the namesake of the genre, horror. 
 

 
208 For a thorough account of Halloween’s system of gazes and identification, see Neale, 
“Suspense, Aggression, and the Look,” 356-369. 
209 Aldana Reyes, Horror Film and Affect, 162. 
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IV. Pam’s Horror 
 Pam is not the Final Girl. She dies. But she is a girl, and thus according to the logic of 
horror of the period, her death is more drawn-out and spectacular than those of her male 
counterparts.210 Investigating the absence of her (recently murdered) boyfriend Kirk, Pam 
trespasses in the Leatherface residence and discovers a room filled with bones. This space was 
prefigured when the group visited the old Hardesty house, in which Franklin discovered a room 
with a dangling bone ornament and a small pillow filled with meticulously arranged feathers and 
animal skeletons. Whereas Franklin’s experience was fairly innocuous and the run time devoted 
to it brief, Pam’s ordeal is emotionally transfixing, and in the taut eighty-three minutes of the 
film, two full minutes are dedicated to her doing nothing besides mutely gazing. 
 

 
Figure 2.3 Pam’s Horror 

 
Pam stumbles into the room and falls into a layer of dirty white feathers as thick as a shag 

carpet. She rises to a seated posture and slowly looks around, appalled but mesmerized (Figure 
2.3). Clucking on the soundtrack alerts us to the presence of a chicken, and we see a reverse shot 
of the bird from Pam’s optical POV.211 We cut to several angles of reaction shots from Pam, her 
mouth agape, although it’s not yet clear what is so awful. The next shot, a complex long take 
from her approximate optical POV, clarifies matters. We begin with an out-of-focus close-up of 
feathers on the floor. The camera pans right, and we glimpse the end of what appears to be a 

 
210 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 34-35. 
211 Bould insightfully compares this chicken to a ship in a bottle. The analogy functions two 
ways. First, we wonder how the chicken got in there, and that pull of fascination (literalized in 
the zoom) runs parallel to the pull of horror, as I discuss further below. Second, it implies the 
chicken is an art object, or an art-object-to-be once it’s been reduced to its bones—underscoring 
the creative impulses of the family. See Bould, “Apocalypse Here and Now,” 108. 
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human humerus. Once it enters the frame, the camera zooms out and racks focus, to bring the 
bone into clarity, while continuing to pan. The effect is to convey Pam’s shifting attention and to 
induce our effortful visual recognition. The pan continues, surveying stray teeth, a lower 
mandible, endless feathers, and bones of a human foot. The foot catches Pam’s and the camera’s 
attention, and there is a zoom in to enlarge it. A tilt up reveals the beginning of leg bones, but 
they give way to the wooden architecture of a seat. The continuing tilt then reveals the arm rest, 
on which rests a skeletal hand, again prompting a slight zoom and then pan right to disclose a 
sequence of bones resembling an arm. (The forearm seems incomplete or swapped for similar 
parts.) Above the arm and poised on a corner is an animal skull, which occasions a pulling of 
focus and a pause in the camera movement, after which the shot continues over a broad 
nonhuman bone against the backrest and, arrayed in the center, a human skull raised on a 
crisscross of slim bones. 

At last there is a cut to a master shot of the furniture (Figure 2.4). It is a wide, 
ornamented couch, impressively symmetrical, exhibiting unmistakable signs of creativity and 
aesthetic sense. After extended, tightly framed glimpses of various parts, the entirety snaps into 
visibility. It would seem that Pam, seated in the middle of the room with nothing obstructing her 
vision, could have seen the whole couch right away, though the cinematography suggests she 
didn’t. At the start, Pam was incapable of taking the whole picture in, of establishing a mental 
“master shot,” and it is only through gradual and effortful vision that she and we make sense of 
the whole. Additionally, the slow revelation of the contents of the room engenders in the 
audience a desire to see the totality, in order to gain visual mastery over the space and to sate our 
curiosity. But our perception is slowed down to Pam’s speed.  
 

 
Figure 2.4 Bone Couch 

 
As the scene continues, the camerawork subtly disengages from Pam’s optical POV. As 

she keeps gazing after the master shot of the couch, there are floating overhead handheld shots 
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where the camera surveys a bin full of nonhuman skulls. The camera hovers above the bin, 
though Pam remains seated in a fixed position on her carpet of feathers. We do not see the skulls 
from her angle. It’s possible she doesn’t observe them at all. Nevertheless, our camera-
determined gaze is phenomenologically similar to hers: inquisitive, absorbed, and aghast. 

Subsequent long takes continue the pattern of unhurried pans and tilts, zooms in and out, 
and shifts of focus to bring new objects into clarity. There is a skull with a horn rammed through 
its open mouth and a ring of feathers stuck to the cranium, evocative of a tonsured monk; a 
punctured turtle shell, rotating on its string; and more bins filled with assorted skeletal remains. 
James Rose says this room resembles a museum.212 But it does not collect and catalogue 
skeletons. It aestheticizes them. The bone room is an ossuary—but it’s even more than that. 
Wood remarks, “‘A grisly work of art.’ The phrase, apt for the film itself, also describes the art 
works among which the family live, some of which achieve a kind of hideous aesthetic 
beauty.”213 The bone room is where the art is made. It is an atelier. When the camera pans over a 
vice, coping saw, ball bearing, nuts, and ruler, are these so different from a brush and easel, 
chisel and mallet? Part of the fascination of the bone room is the undeniable craftsmanship. 
Killing people is one thing, but what sort of person spends so much time and talent playing with 
their bones?  

Such monstrous behavior may elicit a different emotion than ordinary fear. According to 
Worland, this scene succeeds in “merging objective detail with subjective terror” when 
registering “Pam’s mute horror” or “Pam’s silent fright.”214 Some terminological precision is 
needed here, since the way Pam looks and perceives is fundamentally different from the way 
Sally looks and perceives through fear. That’s because Pam’s perception is colored by a different 
emotion: not fear, but horror. By “horror” I do not mean “art-horror” as defined by Carroll: a 
combination of fear and disgust directed toward a fictional, impure, supernatural monster.215 
Instead I adopt Robert Solomon’s usage of “horror.”  

For Solomon, horror is distinct from fear. Fear can be fun, while horror never is. Fear can 
be associated with roller coasters and skydiving, while horror is associated with car crashes and 
beheading videos.216 Fear for Solomon entails a present threat and thus promotes “action 
readiness,” commonly construed as a propensity toward “fight or flight,” and for our purposes 

 
212 Rose, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, 59. 
213 Wood, Hollywood from Vietnam to Reagan, 93.  
214 Worland, The Horror Film, 220, emphasis added. 
215 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 27. 
216 Solomon denies that anyone watches horror films for pleasure:  

People do not go to horror films (read books, etc.) to enjoy them, but do so for other 
purposes—to prove their mettle or to prepare themselves for some future potential horror 
or to satisfy their curiosity—and this they might enjoy. Teenage males go to horror films 
to prove their bravado and insensitivity…Their semi-willing girlfriends go along today 
for the same reason, though a decade or so ago they went along as an excuse to engage in 
the submissive helpless behavior that modern feminism has now bred out of them…The 
purpose [of watching horror films] may be nothing deeper than the desire to wile away a 
slow Saturday night and enjoy a beer or two, or a glass of wine.  

This is equivalent to saying that because I do not like soccer, no one has ever enjoyed soccer, 
especially not women, and the only reason to watch soccer is to appear cosmopolitan and eat 
snacks. See Solomon, “Real Horror,” 249. 
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essentially equivalent to threat minimization (even if inchoately expressed by closing one’s eyes 
or shrinking away from a frightening scene).217 Horror, on the other hand, “is a spectator 
emotion,” born not of a threat but of a profound sense of wrongness, an appraisal that “things are 
not as they ought to be.”218 Fear often repels vision, while horror invites extended, perverse 
gazing. “In horror, one stands (or sits) aghast, frozen in place or ‘glued to one’s seat.’”219 We 
cannot look away from the disaster or the gruesomeness. Fear can be directed toward a particular 
object or an abstraction (this snake or the very concept of snakes), whereas horror always takes a 
“concrete” and “specific” object (this wound, that story of child abuse).220 Horror in Solomon’s 
sense is rare in the horror genre.221 Owing to this scarcity, The Texas Chain Saw Massacre offers 
an unusual glimpse of the world seen through horrified eyes.222 

Pam is drawn into horrified gazing rather than fearful escape because there is no 
immediate threat. There’s nothing in the bone room that can harm her—in fact, nothing alive at 
all, save for the chicken crammed into the birdcage. However, the room is suffused with a 
captivating sense of wrongness. Pam cannot stop looking in spite of and because of the 
horrifyingly unsavory decorations. It’s worth mentioning that first-time viewers of the film may 
not share Pam’s horror. We know Leatherface is nearby, while Pam does not. Accordingly, we 
might fear he will suddenly emerge and attack her, and this fear might override our absorptive 
horror. On subsequent viewings, it is much easier to share Pam’s horror, and indeed to “think 
through horror.” In some respects this is simpler than thinking through fear: in cinematic and 
real-world contexts, the “spectator emotion” status of horror affords the luxury of threat-free 
contemplation. 

The cinematic perspective in this scene assumes the lively mental aspect that Hugo 
Münsterberg so values. He praises film, in contradistinction to theater, for its ability to simulate 
mental operations such as the focusing of attention (through close-ups) and remembering 
(through flashbacks). Cinema can mold and present the objective world as though it “were 
woven into our mind and were shaped not through its own laws [e.g. space, time, and causality] 
but by the acts of our attention.”223 Sally’s fear, which entails a splintering of attention, and 
Pam’s horror, which entails a crystallization of attention, show us the world shaped by mental 
processes—in particular, strong emotion. Yet in Münsterberg’s examples, there is little apart 
from the sequencing of shots to distinguish a flashback as her memory or a close-up as his 
attention. The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, by contrast, marks its emotional POV sequences as 
the unique possession and mental product of each character. Compare Pam’s horror with the 
moment Kirk notices a stray tooth on the porch yet feels no emotion toward it. There is a neutral 
Münsterbergian close-up on the object to simulate his attention, but nothing phenomenologically 

 
217 Solomon, “Real Horror,” 241. 
218 Solomon, “Real Horror,” 243. 
219 Solomon, “Real Horror,” 237. 
220 Solomon, “Real Horror,” 243. 
221 This notion of horror is one more reason, apart from those offered in the last chapter, why 
“the horror genre” is a misnomer. 
222 Schneider also counts The Texas Chain Saw Massacre among the select films that elicit 
horror in Solomon’s sense. See Schneider, “Toward an Aesthetics of Cinematic Horror,” 143, 
149n44. 
223 Münsterberg, The Photoplay, 88. 
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distinguishes the view as his. That shot might have looked the same if any character in the film, 
or in another film, had seen a tooth and felt nothing. 

Pam’s unique and horrified scanning of her space guides our own vision. Experienced 
horror audiences are well accustomed to examining the frame for signs of danger. What’s outside 
the open door? That character looked toward the left side of the frame; should I look right? 
Some subgenres of horror such as found footage indulge in numerous long takes that amplify the 
anxiety of scanning the image. The result is a nasty inversion of Bazinian long-take realism, as 
Cecilia Sayad remarks: “where for Bazin the combination of long takes and long shots calls for a 
contemplative attitude, in the horror film it is apprehension about what the frame may reveal that 
best describes motivation for such scanning.”224 Bazin values deep focus and duration in shots 
because they offer viewers freedom to determine where they will look among multiple figures 
and several planes of action.225 Sayad’s point is that horror audiences often have the freedom but 
lack the luxury of comfort, since they are defensively anticipating scares.  

This observation, certainly true for wide swaths of modern horror cinema, nonetheless 
presumes a gaze that is fearful—fearful of what could be lurking just outside the frame. But Pam 
is not fearful, so she doesn’t look fearfully. As I’ve noted, first-time viewers might be scared 
rather than horrified during Pam’s scene. Since we fail to grasp the complete make-up of the 
room and because of our prior knowledge of Leatherface’s threat, we might wish to scan the 
room fearfully and rapidly. But the film will not let us. It scans the space for us, at its own pace, 
or at Pam’s, and thus determines for us the palpable slowness of our perception. The bone room 
sequence is highly unusual for Hooper’s film and for horror cinema. It rejects our impulses to 
fear and selects for us a view of horrified fascination, which we indeed might choose for 
ourselves on subsequent viewings. In the same way that Pam is captive to the grip of her horror, 
we are captive to the speed of her horror. The sluggish pacing impresses upon us the 
inexorability and temporal dilation characteristic of a horrified gaze. It’s possible, after all, that 
Pam did not sit and mutely stare for two unbroken minutes of narrative time. We only perceive 
how it felt for her. 

Pam’s experience is especially instructive because we later see her afraid, although we 
don’t see the world through her fear. Once she has emerged from the trance of horror, she stands 
up and stumbles back out of the bone room, her hands waving defensively in front of her in the 
gloom. She steps back into the foyer, at which point Leatherface appears by throwing open the 
sliding metal door behind her. For the first time she sees his hulking figure. After pausing for one 
beat, she screams, makes an about-face, and sprints for the front door. This is fear. The emotion 
propels her out of the house. When Leatherface catches her on the porch and lifts her up like a 
ragdoll, Pam’s legs start flailing, sending her sandals flying. We are likely to be afraid along with 
Pam—until she is unceremoniously dropped on the meat hook. At this point Pam is consumed 
with pain, and we may once more feel horror. Then Leatherface goes about the business of 
decapitating her boyfriend. 

Horror and fear do not exhaust the emotional complexity of the film, however. There is 
anger, too, but not in any of the brutalized youths. It erupts instead from the very source of all the 
film’s horror and fear. 
 
 

 
224 Sayad, “Found-Footage Horror and the Frame’s Undoing,” 58. 
225 Bazin, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema,” 33-36. 
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V. Leatherface’s Anger 
The history of horror provides a number of psychologically and emotionally complex 

villains, like Brundlefly and the vampire in Nosferatu the Vampyre (1979), as well as masked 
villains, like Mr. Sardonicus and Jason Voorhees. At the lonely intersection of these groups rest 
Leatherface and, to a lesser extent, the Phantom of the Opera.226 The overlap between 
psychological complexity and maskedness is rare for good reason. Masks present unchanging 
visages that obscure any facial expression of emotion, which in turn eliminates one of our chief 
pathways for discerning and sharing in others’ emotions. Featureless masks can make their 
wearers seem inhuman and can be metonyms for blank minds. The prevalent machine metaphors 
for horror monsters—such as “The slasher is a faceless, emotionless killing machine”—imply 
there is no interiority behind the mask.227  

While Leatherface may appear psychologically illegible or empty as well, he exhibits 
clear signs of an inner life. After he kills Jerry, Leatherface scans his home for further threats, 
lets out several despairing and agonized cries, and sits down to cradle his head in his hands. It 
certainly looks like he’s having an anxiety attack. Consider it from his perspective: for the third 
time in one afternoon an intruder has trespassed in his house. Later, when Leatherface has 
changed into the matronly Old Lady mask, Cook berates Leatherface for ruining the front door 
and potentially letting Sally’s friends go (though in fact they’re all dead). Cook chases his 
brother around the house while waving a broom handle at him threateningly. Leatherface trots 
away murmuring high-pitched gibberish, gesturing defensively with his hands, and stooping his 
shoulders.228 It certainly looks like Leatherface feels fear, and maybe also embarrassment. 

There is nothing about Leatherface’s constitution that would preclude him from enjoying 
consciousness and robust inner experience. He is not a non-human like the Xenomorph in Alien, 
a once-human like a zombie, or an implacable supernatural force like Michael Myers. 
Leatherface is a human being made of flesh and bone and more flesh. Although he lacks verbal 
language, he possesses a full array of expressive body language, and we can deduce inflections 
of emotion from the pitch of his nonverbal utterances. There are, variously, the bestial howling 
when he chases Pam and when he kills Jerry, the low and pained groans as he suffers his spell of 
anxiety, and the half-simian and half-avian chattering when Cook chases him. Even if 
Leatherface is “permanently locked in childhood,” which seems inapt, there is still no reason to 
believe he differs ontologically from children or adults with developmental disabilities.229  

 
226 The nearest analogue to Leatherface comes not from horror cinema but from mythology. 
Leatherface is like Athena. She is the goddess of domestic arts and crafts. At the same time she is 
a weapon-wielding warrior who is no stranger to violence. She can adopt male or female 
(dis)guises; moreover, she is not to be viewed apart from these in her true, unadorned form. And 
of course she is frighteningly powerful. See Wilson, introduction to The Odyssey, 34-37. 
227 Muir, Horror Films of the 1980s, 32. 
228 Here as elsewhere in the shooting script, Leatherface was originally written with quasi-
English dialogue. “Ibe goba igee em a,” Leatherface was supposed to announce to Cook of the 
intruders. Hooper explained that this translates to “I’ve been a good boy and I got ‘em all.” 
While filming the scene, however, Hooper and Hansen decided to minimize the utterances’ 
resemblance to actual English speech. As such, in the successful takes, Leatherface produces 
outright gibberish. See Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 118-119. 
229 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 28. 
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Moreover, we have good reason to believe Leatherface is responsible for much or all of 
the art and interior design elements in the house. Beyond mere consciousness, he has a keen 
aesthetic sense. While the film is ambiguous whether Leatherface or Hitchhiker or both are 
master artisans, it seems safe to assume that Hitchhiker made his furry coin purse, glimpsed 
when he jumps into Jerry’s van, and Leatherface crafted his masks.230 Beyond that, the division 
of labor is a contentious issue even within the family. During the dinner sequence, Hitchhiker 
says bitterly to Sally and to camera, “Me and Leatherface do all the work. He don’t like it”—and 
then, turning to his eldest brother—“Ain’t that right? You’re just a cook!” Perhaps Hitchhiker 
and Leatherface share credit for the aesthetic output, too, yet I think the balance of creativity tilts 
in favor of Leatherface for several reasons. It is Leatherface who handles the intruders, and they 
are the raw materials for either artistic or culinary pursuits. In contrast, jittery, manic Hitchhiker 
appears to lack the self-control and calm hand required for delicate creations. It is Leatherface 
who selects among his attire and masks for expressive purposes and from an awareness of social 
setting. In contrast, Hitchhiker does not change out of the filthy garments he’s worn all day 
although he has a guest for dinner. Last and most decisive, however, is the singular moment 
when Leatherface expresses his anger through dance. 
 

 
Figure 2.5 Gray Sky 

 
The final sequence of the film begins when Sally escapes the dinner table and jumps 

through a window. Hitchhiker chases after her. Leatherface in the Pretty Woman mask brings up 
the rear, delayed because he had to fetch his chainsaw (Figure 2.5). A wide-angle shot of the 
level farm terrain reveals an overcast gray sky. It is clearly daytime, and the sun must have risen. 

 
230 Rose believes Hitchhiker is responsible for a number of the household’s decorative features, 
while Hansen opines that Leatherface probably made all of the art around the house. See Rose, 
The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, 48-50; and Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 227.  
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It’s light enough to read outdoors. With a repositioning of the camera to the end of the dirt 
driveway, the sky seems even brighter. As Sally and Hitchhiker emerge onto a two-lane road, he 
slices into her back with a switchblade. Preoccupied with this torment, Hitchhiker doesn’t notice 
the eighteen-wheeler roaring down the road until a moment before it flattens him. Sally, bloodied 
and disheveled, stands with her mouth agape at the carnage. She is momentarily horrified (she 
has outrun Leatherface, so he poses no imminent threat), though there’s no time for the scene to 
render her feeling in an emotional POV shot. The semi-truck stops, and the portly driver hops out 
to survey the accident. Then Leatherface, the real threat, reappears from around the back of the 
trailer. The three characters cast small round shadows; the sun must be overhead. After a chase 
around the truck, the driver hurls a wrench into Leatherface’s forehead. He falls backward, his 
right hand gripping the still revving chainsaw, which lands on his leg and carves into his thigh. 
Leatherface screams. 

This injury is doubly significant. First, it is the film’s clearest sign that the monster can be 
damaged. Leatherface’s skin can be sliced just like his victims’. Second, it seems to make him 
angry. His scream sounds like it comes from fury as much as pain. Anger, unlike horror, is 
intrinsically action-oriented. It desires an outlet or expression, particularly in the form of 
revenge: “the idea of payback or retribution…is a conceptual part of anger.”231 What revenge 
could Leatherface want? He can no longer exact retribution against the truck driver, who jogs 
down the road and out of reach. Yet if he could achieve his central goal, to recapture Sally and 
remove her face for a new mask, he could realize a measure of payback for the injuries to his 
head and leg. He could justify his suffering. 

Once Leatherface rises to his feet again, Sally finds help in the form of an approaching 
blue pickup. She leaps in front of it to attract the driver’s attention (Figure 2.6). Although only 
ten seconds have elapsed since the chainsaw injury, the time of day appears to have shifted by 
several hours. The coloration in the sky is markedly warmer, and with each successive shot it 
will become more orange-yellow. This new vehicle casts a shadow several times longer than its 
width; the sun must be low in the sky. The pickup swerves around, and Sally hoists herself into 
the bed with agonizing slowness. As she climbs in and the injured Leatherface hobbles after her, 
the camera breaks the 180-degree rule for the first time during this sequence. It had been 
restricted by the axis of the road, aiming only along the road or toward the stand of trees and the 
Leatherface house beyond. Now the camera faces the sun, which blazes near the horizon. 
Vermillion lens flares dapple the frame (Figure 2.7). Leatherface takes a swing with the 
chainsaw toward Sally in the truck bed—at this point the most he could hope for is to harm her, 
not capture her—yet he misses, and the pickup speeds off. 
 

 
231 Nussbaum, Anger and Forgiveness, 15. Nussbaum defends a neo-Aristotelian model of anger. 
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Figure 2.6 Long Shadows 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Lens Flares 

 
A series of three alternating shot types takes us to the penultimate shot of the film. In one 

framing (utilized four times) we get Sally’s optical POV of Leatherface rapidly receding in the 
distance. He seems to be swinging his chainsaw. The soundtrack minimizes the chainsaw whir 
and foregrounds Sally’s insane, gleeful scream-laughing, which signals to us that while she will 
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escape, she has been psychologically damaged by the experience.232 The second framing 
(utilized five times), with the same sound mix, is also positioned in the truck bed but frames 
Sally and the bewildered driver. The third framing (utilized only once) places the camera on the 
road next to Leatherface, with the out-of-focus pickup zooming to safety in the background. We 
see Leatherface swing his weapon. The landscape is a shrill saffron, and the chainsaw roars. 
 

 
Figure 2.8 Chainsaw Dance 

 
The final shot of the film is staggeringly powerful: Leatherface dances with the chainsaw 

(Figure 2.8). The camera is near him again, except this time it is handheld. A medium shot 
frames him and the furious ochre sun on the horizon. Once more lens flares bedeck the image. 
With chainsaw firmly in hand, Leatherface spins, twirls, and pirouettes. His movements are a 
fusion of wildness and control. In one remarkable moment, he points the chainsaw directly above 
his head, executes a delicate complete turn, lets the chainsaw swing down and trace a slender 
vertical oval, and then executes another three-quarter turn. His suit coat whirls through the 
summer air like a ball gown. This isn’t just dance. This is ballet. Leatherface moves with 
preternatural grace for a six-foot-four man wielding a power tool.233 Yet for a moment it seems 
that wildness will prevail and he might pitch into the camera. Then the film cuts to black. 

 
232 Clover interestingly uses a boxing metaphor for Sally’s prolonged ordeal: she “survives the 
ninth round” to make it to the tenth on the highway. Yet there are many conclusions to boxing 
matches that go the distance which are inglorious, from losses to draws to pyrrhic victories 
where the winner leaves irreparably damaged. It’s up to viewers to score this fight themselves. 
See Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 36. 
233 Hansen reports, “I once studied baton twirling, likely the key to my agile dancing with the 
chainsaw.” See Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 234. 
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I want to approach the issue of Leatherface’s mental state during the dance by way of 
addressing one of the subtle mysteries of the film, and an ostensibly minor point: what time Sally 
escapes. We know that Cook captured her and drove her back to the house at night. Does she run 
away in the early morning? If so and the sun is rising, Sally must have fled from the table after 
the family had eaten a peculiarly timed dinner at 5:00 or 6:00 a.m. But as we saw, day has 
already broken and then the sun reaches the horizon. Could it be late evening instead? If so and 
the sun is setting, Sally must have remained unconscious from when Grandpa sucked her finger 
all through the night and morning and afternoon of the next day, so that she could run outside 
around 7:00 or 8:00 p.m. Additionally, the rack-focus shot of the moon before the dinner scene 
would be inexplicable because the sun would have been out at that time. Neither option seems 
viable. 

Scholars disagree on the chronology as well. Sharrett and Evan Calder Williams say the 
film’s final moments occur against a setting sun, whereas Worland and Freeland believe the sun 
is rising.234 Hansen claims the chainsaw dance was supposed to occur at sunrise but was shot at 
sunset.235 The only solution to the conundrum I’ve seen in print is that the maniacal energy of the 
dinner annihilates temporal logic, so that we impossibly zoom hours into the future from a late 
meal on the first night to a chase the evening of the next day.236 Yet there is a simpler 
explanation: Sally’s escape, culminating in Leatherface’s dance, is the third and final sequence 
of emotional POV. We view the sky and the landscape through the emotional coloration of 
Leatherface’s anger. The film heats into a warm-color palette that registers his rage. The shift 
from dull gray to livid orange perfectly tracks Leatherface’s self-injury and his failure to 
recapture Sally. Chromatic saturation is achieved once Sally climbs into the bed of the truck. 
That’s when her escape is assured and Leatherface’s anger is denied retribution through murder, 
so his rage is squeezed out like juice from a berry, staining the sky. Light is not a marker of time, 
but of feeling. Puzzlement over the time of day results from the impression that we view the sky 
neutrally, whereas it is actually colored by Leatherface’s emotion. Although the final sequence is 
narratively about Sally, it perspectivally belongs to Leatherface. 

His anger differs significantly from Sally’s fear and Pam’s horror. For one thing, his 
anger primarily yields a distortion to the mise-en-scène rather than the camerawork, editing, or 
sound design. Emotional POV, like everyday emotion, can alter the very appearance of the 
world. Furthermore, we lack Leatherface’s optical POV during Sally’s escape. In fact, during the 
whole film we almost never get inside the mask: we only have a few seconds of Leatherface’s 
optical POV when he hammers Kirk, but these function as reverse shots in cramped quarters 
rather than as psychologically private views. We also don’t get inside his head: the final scene 
does not elicit anger in us the way the previous scenes elicited fear and horror, so our emotion 
cannot align with Leatherface’s. On the contrary, we experience his anger as distancing (because 
unsharable) and threatening (because resulting in chainsaw swings toward the camera). Since we 
don’t feel anger, we can’t “think through anger” in the sense of using it as a lens for our thought. 
Unlike Leatherface, we may feel a combination of fear and awe (so we could in fact think 
through fear). Yet our viewing position doesn’t preclude engagement with his emotional POV. In 

 
234 Sharrett, “The Idea of Apocalypse in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre,” 304; Evan Calder 
Williams, “Sunset with Chainsaw,” 32; Worland, The Horror Film, 224; Freeland, The Naked 
and the Undead, 246. 
235 Hansen, Chain Saw Confidential, 152-153. 
236 Sharrett, “The Idea of Apocalypse in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre,” 315. 
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our distanced fashion, we can still think through anger in the partial sense of discerning its 
structure and effects. 

This is meaningful because anger is rare in horror cinema, or at least it’s rarely so visible. 
The argument of the psychoanalytic critics, and the unambiguous premise of some horror films, 
is that anger looms large, but always deep in the psyche of the killer, whether owing to childhood 
trauma, sexual repression, or frustration with gender identity. The killer’s anger almost never 
presents itself as a legible emotion. Instead, sublimated, anger manifests as violence. The Texas 
Chain Saw Massacre withholds from us Leatherface’s unmasked face emoting, yet the film does 
offer clear indices of his emotional life that culminate in the chainsaw dance. At stake in this 
character portrayal—and in the portrayals of Sally and Pam—is the possibility of seeing and 
sharing someone else’s feelings. 

 
VI. Seeing Feelings, Sharing Feelings 

Emotional POV doesn’t entail seeing things inaccurately. It entails seeing things 
differently. The point is related to a distinction drawn by Wittgenstein between “seeing” and 
“seeing as” (or “seeing an aspect” of something).237 Pam not only sees piles of bones and tools; 
she sees the room as a place where “things are not as they ought to be.” Woven into her 
perception is a recognition of the evaluative aspect of wrongness. Her horror both registers that 
aspect and makes it viscerally present for her. “The flashing of an aspect on us,” Wittgenstein 
says, “seems half visual experience, half thought.”238 We could adapt this remark to “emotional 
POV is part visual experience, part thought, and part feeling.” Yet emotional POV is more about 
the perceiver than the perceived. Leatherface’s angry perspective doesn’t register a meaningful 
aspect of the sun or of rural Texas. It registers something about him. Whether all seeing involves 
seeing as is a topic for another day, but suffice it to say seeing as does not mean seeing 
erroneously.  

The aspectual seeing offered by emotional POV, especially when decoupled from optical 
POV, is not unlike free indirect discourse in literature, wherein a character’s and the narrator’s 
perspectives are intermixed. The technique, whose introduction to Anglophone literature is often 
credited to Jane Austen, allows the perspective of a character to permeate ostensibly third-person 
narration. Daniel P. Gunn offers this excerpt from Emma, where the narrator relates Emma’s 
thoughts of a male acquaintance: “The longer she considered it, the greater was her sense of 
expediency. Mr. Elton’s situation was most suitable, quite the gentleman himself, and without 
low connections.”239 As Gunn observes, the first sentence describing Emma’s contemplation is 
straightforwardly third-personal. We are told that she contemplates. But in the second sentence, 
we are no longer “outside” Emma’s first-personal cognition. We are given the content that she 
contemplates. The narration relates Emma’s personal feelings in the same third-personal register; 
what makes this mode of discourse unique and “free indirect” is that there are no additional 
framing phrases like “she thought” to attribute the attitudes in the second sentence to Emma. 

 
237 It is in this context that he discusses the famous duck-rabbit. See Wittgenstein, Philosophical 
Investigations, 165-178 (§xi). 
238 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 168 (§xi). 
239 Austen, Emma, 31, quoted in Gunn, “Free Indirect Discourse and Narrative Authority in 
‘Emma,’” 40. 
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This is most apparent in the interjection that Mr. Elton is “quite the gentleman himself,” which is 
Emma’s developing assessment, not the narrator’s.240  

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre conveys similar shadings of character perspective into 
the narration. Once we enter the bone room, the cinematography shifts from stylistically 
unmarked medium and long shots to the emotional POV of Pam’s horror. In some moments we 
look through Pam’s optical POV, which is the cinematic equivalent of framing rhetoric like “she 
thought” or “she perceived it thus.” But we enter more free-indirect territory when the 
camerawork breaks free of her optical POV and nonetheless remains influenced by her 
perception. The overhead shots of tools and bones, which bear the marks of how Pam sees but 
are not literally what she sees, are the cinematic equivalents of “quite the gentleman himself.” 
Pam’s horror permeates the visual rhetoric of the narration.241 As Wittgenstein concedes, “The 
concept of ‘seeing’ makes a tangled impression. Well, it is tangled.”242 

Further snarled in the tangle is our complex emotional connection with the characters. 
When a scene of emotional POV elicits an emotion in us, our feeling is predicated on the 
character’s feeling. In response to Leatherface’s anger, we feel fear or awe. But in the cases of 
Sally’s fear and Pam’s horror, we feel echoes of what they feel; we share their feelings, and 
understanding their emotions “from the inside” is an important prerequisite to this. Through the 
free-indirect style of emotional POV, Sally’s fear and Pam’s horror permeate in one direction 
into the narration, and in the other direction into our emotions. 

When we think through fear during the dinner scene, we think through Sally’s fear as 
well as our own. I’ve offered points of distinction between our perception and hers, but it’s not 
always apparent where “thinking through our own fear” ends and “thinking through her fear” 
begins. In everyday language, we might say we’re feeling sympathy or empathy for Sally. The 
same goes for Pam, though not for Leatherface. But which is it exactly: sympathy, empathy, 
both, or neither? Answering that question glibly, without conceptual investigation of the terms, 
would risk making a grizzly mistake. So in the next chapter I turn to empathy. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
240 Gunn, “Free Indirect Discourse and Narrative Authority in ‘Emma,’” 40. 
241 Because emotional POV is often decoupled from optical POV, it’s conceivable to witness in 
one shot two simultaneous but variant “aspects” or “perspectives”: a form of emotional Cubism. 
242 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 170 (§xi). 
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Chapter 3: Fear Without Empathy, and Empathy With Fear 
 
“My great miseries in this world have been Heathcliff’s miseries, and I have watched and felt 
each from the beginning; my great thought in living is himself…I am Heathcliff.” 

 
Catherine Earnshaw, in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights243 

 
I. The Necessity of Empathy 

With these words Catherine testifies to the fraught, obsessive, Gothic-literary intensity of 
her passion. She feels her lover’s very feelings, and his pains become hers. So close is the bond 
between the two that Catherine proclaims they are one person: “I am Heathcliff.” The means of 
their emotion-sharing is observational—she says, “I have watched” his miseries—and perhaps 
imaginative, too, insofar as Catherine thinks about what Heathcliff is feeling when she watches 
him. Yet “great miseries” are Catherine’s reward for this ardent connection, and she later 
explains her love is “a source of little visible delight” that she feels “not as a pleasure.”244 The 
relationship as presented is asymmetrical. Catherine derives her emotional and mental contents 
from Heathcliff, but we have no indication of reciprocity. This is one representative, if peculiarly 
intense, picture of empathy. 

Through empathy, one person shares, as nearly as possible, another person’s 
consciousness, by which I mean Thomas Nagel’s formulation “there is something it is like to be 
that organism.”245 There is something it is like to be me, a subjective character to my experience 
whose existence is indisputable, at least to me. There is (in all likelihood) not something it is like 
to be a stone, no inner state to access. What to make of the possible conscious experiences of 
intermediate lifeforms, from bacteria to beetles to cats to robots, is a perennially nettlesome 
question.246 Sometimes the contents of the empathetically shared consciousness are somatic. 
There’s a scene in Land of the Dead (2005), George A. Romero’s fourth zombie feature, when a 
zombie bites down on a woman’s navel ring and pulls back slowly, stretching her skin until it 
tears. That moment never fails to make me cringe and tighten my abdominal muscles. I mentally 
simulate and physically replicate her conscious experience of pain. This happens though I can’t 
tell who she is, I’m not a woman, I don’t have a piercing, and I’ve never suffered a navel injury. 
Of course, my reaction isn’t exactly the same as hers in terms of severity or location: I don’t feel 
a searing pain just above my navel. Instead, I feel a mild and more generalized discomfort in my 
midsection.247 Yet I feel a physical sensation all the same. I’ll follow Julian Hanich in terming 
this process “somatic empathy” because its manifestation is primarily physical.248 

Other varieties of empathy, like Catherine’s, function similarly but derive emotional 
rather than somatic states. If we strip the high rhetoric, we might say Catherine’s consciousness 

 
243 Brontë, Wuthering Heights, 93. 
244 Brontë, Wuthering Heights, 93. 
245 Nagel, “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?,” 436. 
246 Nagel’s thesis is that many non-human animals do have conscious experience, but we cannot 
fathom what it’s like to be any creature more than a few evolutionary branches distant from us, 
like a bat. See Nagel, “What Is It Like to Be a Bat?,” 438-441. 
247 Aldana Reyes theorizes similarly diffuse empathetic pain in Horror Film and Affect, 171-173. 
248 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 104. 
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simulates and replicates the emotional consciousness of Heathcliff.249 This type of empathy takes 
various designations, including “emotional empathy” and “imaginative empathy”—imaginative 
because a creative act of mental simulation accesses and reproduces the emotion. (The 
simulation entailed by somatic empathy works at a less conscious level than active imagination, 
but the more important distinction is that somatic empathy replicates a physical sensation like 
pain rather than an emotional state like fear.) Hanich’s definition of imaginative empathy is 
concise and widely shared among film-philosophical and cognitivist theorists of empathy in the 
last quarter-century: “the viewer imaginatively takes over the perspective of the character, as it 
were imagining it from the inside, in order to feel him- or herself what the character feels at this 
moment.”250 This accords with Carl Plantinga’s two necessary and sufficient conditions for 
imaginative empathy: that we imagine the other person’s point of view, and as a result we feel an 
emotion reasonably similar to theirs.251 Feeling the exact same emotion as someone else, with the 
same texture and phenomenology, is impossible, tantamount to fusing identities in a Brontëan 
fashion.252 Plantinga only requires that the empathetic emotion be “congruent” with the source 
emotion, so that it “takes the same evaluative perspective, or valence, on an event.”253 Typically 
in horror films, however, our emotions have an even stricter degree of congruence with 
characters’ emotions. When they fear, we fear—rather than merely having a negatively valenced 
reaction of some sort—although our emotion may be weaker or directed at a different object. For 
instance, our fear might attach not only to a monster seen by a frightened character, but also to 
nondiegetic sound effects which the character cannot hear and cannot fear. 

In contrast, we would not be empathizing if we imagined what someone feels but felt a 
dissimilar emotion, like schadenfreude at their sadness or jealousy at their happiness. In those 
cases we mentally simulate but do not replicate in ourselves the other person’s emotion. And we 
wouldn’t be empathizing if we shared someone’s feeling but didn’t access it through an 
imaginative act of simulating their mental state. For instance, two people could feel reasonably 
similar fear from experiencing the same film or the same dangerous traffic swerve, but in those 
cases a third factor would cause both emotions. Or one person could merely witness someone 
else smile and in response automatically smile and feel happy, without imagining the other 
person’s happiness per se. Such a case of “catching” someone’s emotions belongs to a cluster of 
terms affiliated with imaginative empathy, like “facial mimicry” and “emotional contagion.”254 
But while sometimes working in parallel with empathy, these operations are not sufficient for 

 
249 Here I’m taking Catherine’s asseverations of shared selfhood metaphorically rather than 
supernaturally, though the novel allows the interpretation of a mystical fusion of souls. 
250 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 181. 
251 Plantinga, “The Scene of Empathy and the Human Face on Film,” 245. 
252 There is broad agreement among scholars that we can empathize with real people or fictional 
people. Paul Bloom says, “empathy is the act of coming to experience the world as you think 
someone else does,” irrespective of whether that person exists actually or fictionally. Torben 
Grodal, focusing on film, writes of empathy as “the viewer’s cued simulation of emotions in 
identification with an agent of fiction.” See Bloom, Against Empathy, 16; and Grodal, Moving 
Pictures, 87. 
253 Plantinga, Moving Viewers, 99. 
254 Smith, “Empathy, Expansionism, and the Extended Mind,” 103-104. 
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it.255 We need both imaginative adoption of someone’s perspective and a resultant similar 
emotion for empathy. 

In this chapter I will contend imaginative empathy with characters isn’t as common as 
supposed in horror cinema, and that previous critics have been particularly mistaken regarding 
empathy’s relationship to fear in and out of the horror genre. (Hereafter, I’ll use “empathy” as 
shorthand for “imaginative” or “emotional empathy.”) Of course, we could always redefine 
“empathy,” and that would change the analysis.256 But I won’t challenge the definition itself, 
which is suitable and widely embraced among scholars. 

This conception of empathy has deep philosophical roots. It was most prominently 
elaborated by the Scottish Enlightenment philosophers of the “affections” and “passions.” For 
instance, Francis Hutcheson, a major influence on Adam Smith, theorizes an emotion he calls 
“sympathy,” which is close to the current consensus definition of empathy. Hutcheson praises 
humankind’s capacity for  

Sympathy or fellow-feeling, by which the state and fortunes of others affect us 
exceedingly, so that by the very power of nature, previous to any reasoning or meditation 
[purpose], we rejoice in the prosperity of others, and sorrow with them in their 
misfortunes; as we are disposed to mirth when we see others cheerful, and to weep with 
those that weep, without any consideration of our own Interests.257 

Through “sympathy,” we adopt the emotional state of another person as a consequence of 
recognizing their emotional condition, often as conveyed by their facial features. Hutcheson was 
concerned to shield “sympathy” and other moral concepts from charges of self-interest, so he 
observed that “sympathy” is not restricted to happy people. We can “sympathize” with people 
who feel bad, and that makes us feel bad.258  

Hutcheson is somewhat vague regarding the causal mechanism of “sympathy.” He says 
“sympathy” is one of several capacities, like an innate moral sense and comprehension of 
temporal duration, which are “Perceptions which have no relation to any external Sensation; if 

 
255 Despite receiving enthusiastic attention of late, “mirror neurons” have an uncertain role in 
fostering empathy, and it’s likely they aren’t the whole ballgame. In 2016, Paul Bloom noted, 

One strong objection to the view that [mirror neurons] explain capacities such as 
morality, empathy, and language is that most of the findings about mirror neurons come 
from macaque monkeys—and monkeys don’t have much morality, empathy, or language. 
Mirror neurons cannot be sufficient for these capacities, then—though they might help 
out with them.  

See Bloom, Against Empathy, 64. 
256 Robert Blanchet, for example, has recently challenged the standard model I’ve adopted, 
which he calls “simulation theory,” in “Empathy as the Opposite of Egocentrism.” 
257 Hutcheson, A Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy, 33 (Book I, Chapter I, Section IX), 
bracketed clarification in the original and standard translation. Hutcheson’s key terms in Latin, 
which the anonymous translator renders as “sympathy or fellow-feeling,” are “sympathia” and 
“sensus communis.” The latter literally translates as “public sense” or “common sense”: a sense 
or feeling experienced in common with someone else. In An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of 
the Passions and Affections, Hutcheson frequently writes of the “Publick Sense” as a naturally 
endowed inclination toward sharing others’ feelings. 
258 Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affections, 22-23. 
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by it we mean Perceptions, occasion’d by Motions or Impressions made on our Bodies.”259 That 
is to say, they are mental abilities, endowed “by the very power of nature” rather than developed 
through empirical observation, that enable us to comprehend foundational concepts like time and 
external-to-ourselves but directly inaccessible states like other people’s emotions. Hutcheson’s 
system suggests two ways of exercising our “sympathy.” The first is when we use our sense data 
to feed our innate capacities: given that “we are disposed to mirth when we see others cheerful,” 
the proximate cause is our direct vision of another person’s emotion, and the result is a 
“sympathetic” replication of the emotion.260 But Hutcheson consistently refuses to grant sense-
data epistemological primacy over innate capacities.261 And so it would seem just as possible for 
him to bypass the five external senses and proceed directly to inner reflection. Hutcheson doesn’t 
spell out how this would work, but the proximate cause would be a mental operation pertaining 
to someone else’s emotion, and the result would be a “sympathetic” replication of the emotion. 
One mental operation that would fit the bill perfectly is the imaginative adoption of someone’s 
perspective—yielding the modern conception of empathy. While Hutcheson’s “sympathy” may 
fold in processes contemporary theorists would prefer to distinguish (like “emotional 
contagion”), the conceptual groundwork for our “empathy” was present in the Enlightenment. 

Julian Hanich, in his contemporary conception, offers a further detail that will help guide 
our analysis: someone empathizes “in order to feel him- or herself what the character feels at this 
moment.” Empathy is goal-oriented. The goal of feeling and understanding would presumably be 
inaccessible without empathy, whether undertaken consciously and purposively or unconsciously 
and automatically; we can pick up a pen in order to write, and we can continuously breathe in 
order to stay alive. Alex Neill says our efforts toward this goal are more rewarded by film than 
by literature. Literary narration frequently affords us access to the unspoken thoughts and desires 
of one or many characters. There’s no need to empathize in order to get inside their heads when 
we’re given direct access to their thoughts.262 Film is different. Except for rare techniques like 
extensive voiceover or emotional POV, we remain barred from direct access to characters’ 
unarticulated thoughts and perceptions, so according to Neill we have more reason to empathize. 

In the interest of clarity, we need to situate “empathy” among several other terms. First 
are “sympathy” and “compassion,” which I’ll use roughly interchangeably. Sympathy and 
compassion are a form of well-wishing toward someone grounded in an awareness of their 
emotions yet not adopting their emotions wholesale.263 Paul Bloom defines compassion as 
“valuing other people and caring about their welfare but without necessarily feeling their 
pain.”264 Torben Grodal says sympathy is “what happens when an agency such as a film viewer 
is emotionally touched by the fate of another agency” while remaining outside the point of view 

 
259 Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affections, 5. 
260 Hutcheson defines many innate mental capacities as “senses” alongside the usual five 
“external senses.” But vision implicitly stands first among the external senses because it enables 
whole classes of internal senses (like pleasure in harmonious shapes). See Hutcheson, An Essay 
on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affections, 17-18. 
261 Hutcheson, An Essay on the Nature and Conduct of the Passions and Affections, 5-6. 
262 Neill, “Empathy and (Film) Fiction,” 255. 
263 Plantinga differs from the film-philosophical consensus in treating “sympathy” and 
“empathy” interchangeably, in part because he contends ordinary language users treat the terms 
interchangeably. He lays out his case in Moving Viewers, 99-101. 
264 Bloom, “Empathy and Its Discontents,” 24. 
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of the other agency.265 Sympathy is commonly construed as “feeling for” someone, whereas 
empathy is “feeling with” someone.266 Like empathy, sympathy and compassion may issue from 
an imaginative act. They differ in that sympathy and compassion denote a specific feeling, 
whereas empathy denotes a class of feeling.267 Empathy is not one thing: one can be 
empathetically happy, sad, afraid, or angry. Sympathy/compassion is one thing: it is just the 
feeling of care and warmth.268 
 “Identification” is the other key term. Whereas many scholars take pains to distinguish 
empathy from sympathy, most don’t distinguish empathy from identification. Scholars who use 
“identification,” often writing in a psychoanalytic tradition, use it in lieu of “empathy.” 
“Identification” originates in psychoanalysis and was prominently expounded in film studies by 
Christian Metz and Laura Mulvey. Metz distinguished two forms of identification, “primary” and 
“secondary.” In the former, spectators claim the gaze of the camera as their own, believing (in a 
sense) that the contents of the film result from their own vision, rather than the recordings of an 
unseen camera. Primary identification is indispensable to spectatorship. It operates for every 
viewer, for every film. Cinematic primary identification is an adult repetition of the original 
infantile primary identification, the Lacanian “mirror stage,” whereby babies supposedly 
recognize their reflection in a mirror and believe themselves to be at once the clumsy baby 
subject looking into the mirror and the physically adroit baby object reflected in the mirror.269 
Identification, like empathy, is always about the close but imperfect cognitive alignment of two 
persons—or two halves of a cognitively split person, as Lacan would have it.  

“Secondary” identification, for Metz, is an imaginative act whereby spectators believe 
themselves (in a sense) to be the characters depicted on screen.270 Metz says, “I must both ‘take 

 
265 Grodal, Embodied Visions, 199. 
266 See, for instance, Hanich, Cinematic Emotions in Horror Films and Thrillers, 183; and Smith, 
“Empathy, Expansionism, and the Extended Mind,” 103. Neill differs from the majority of 
empathy and sympathy theorists here. He claims that sympathy is any feeling derivative of 
another person’s feeling, so if I feel schadenfreude at your sadness, I’m sympathizing with you. I 
do not adopt this model because it is idiosyncratic and violates ordinary language. See Neill, 
“Empathy and (Film) Fiction,” 247. 
267 Plantinga, “The Scene of Empathy and the Human Face on Film,” 245. Grodal, however, 
treats sympathy as a class of emotions not shared with the recipient of sympathy. 
268 Theories of compassion, like empathy, can be traced to Hutcheson and the Scottish 
Enlightenment, though in this case the original term is somewhat more distant. Hutcheson says 
“compassion” is the capacity by which we feel tender care and a desire to alleviate the pain of 
someone who suffers. Like the modern term, Hutcheson’s “compassion” is a naturally endowed 
capacity “by which we are dispos’d to study the Interest of others, without any Views of private 
Advantage”—that is, to be invested in their well-being, yet without thereby adopting their 
emotion. Yet “compassion” is reserved for feelings of care toward those who are in pain. See 
Hutcheson, An Inquiry into the Original of Our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, 160, 162 (Treatise II, 
Section V, Subsection VIII; quote from 160); and Hutcheson, A Short Introduction to Moral 
Philosophy, 121 (Book II, Chapter III, Section V). 
269 Metz, The Imaginary Signifier, 45-49; Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 9-
10.  
270 Metz, The Imaginary Signifier, 46-47. 
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myself for the character’” and temper that belief with the knowledge that the film is a fiction.271 
In this way, spectators share in characters’ mental states. Secondary identification is contingent. 
It comes and goes with characters, disappearing altogether in shots with no one present. For 
Mulvey, secondary identification lets viewers vicariously share emotions with characters, such as 
unease, guilt, and pleasurable romantic success.272 Secondary identification—a viewer’s 
imaginative act of taking up a character’s perspective, resulting in an approximately replicated 
emotional experience—incorporates the criteria for empathy.  

This is also borne out by horror theorists who prefer “identification,” like Carol Clover, 
who theorizes secondary identification with Final Girls. She writes,  

The willingness and even eagerness (so we judge from these films’ enormous popularity) 
of the male viewer to throw in his emotional lot, if only temporarily, with not only a 
woman but a woman in fear and pain, at least in the first instance, would seem to suggest 
that he has a vicarious stake in that fear and pain.273 

Audience members’ emotions arise from imagining what it’s like to be the Final Girl, and the 
resultant emotions are congruent: fear for fear and dread for dread. Clover even calls the 
“vicarious stake” male viewers have with female characters’ success “empathy.”274 It’s worth 
noting Clover uses the word “empathy” and its variants only a handful of times, but she 
evidently means them as synonyms or close affiliates of “identification.” Take, for instance, this 
passage: 

The killer is often unseen or barely glimpsed, during the first part of the film, and what 
we do see, when we finally get a good look, hardly invites immediate or conscious 
empathy. He is commonly masked, fat, deformed, or dressed as a woman. Or “he” is a 
woman: woe to the viewer of Friday the Thirteenth I who identifies with the male killer 
only to discover, in the film’s final sequences, that he was not a man at all but a middle-
aged mother.275 

The “empathy” we are indisposed to feel for the killer and the “identification” we might be 
tricked into feeling with Mrs. Voorhees are closely related or identical operations. In both, 
viewers associate themselves perspectivally and personally with a character. And the knowledge 
of the killer’s identity that, if revealed early, would discourage empathy is the same knowledge 
that, if revealed late, would discourage continued identification. It’s fair to say for Clover, like 
Mulvey, that secondary identification includes the necessary and sufficient criteria for empathy: 
imaginatively adopting another’s viewpoint and thereby creating in oneself a congruent emotion. 
Yet identification is more restrictive because it typically adds to the bare-bones requirements for 
empathy further psychoanalytic postulates, such as the deeply gendered nature of emotional 
sharing and Freudian conceptions of desires and fantasies.276 Identification also presumes a 
stronger degree of imaginative adoption of another’s point of view than is required by 

 
271 Metz, The Imaginary Signifier, 57. 
272 Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 13, 15-16. 
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empathy.277 On this understanding, all claims about identification are also claims about empathy, 
but not all claims about empathy are claims about identification. 

Frequently in film theory, empathy or identification has been posited as a necessity. For 
instance, Christian Metz says, “Without this identification with the camera certain facts could 
not be understood, though they are constant ones: the fact, for example, that the spectator is not 
amazed when the image ‘rotates’ ( = a pan) and yet he knows he has not turned his head.”278 
Threatened with pure incomprehension, “the spectator can do no other than identify with the 
camera.”279 Metz begins with a puzzling feature of film spectatorship (we are not befuddled by 
simple camera movements) and offers primary identification as the best and perhaps only 
solution. Horror scholars have echoed that logic. Clover proposes a puzzling feature of film 
spectatorship (young male viewers unexpectedly root for young female protagonists) and offers 
secondary identification as the best solution (specifically, that by the end of the film male 
viewers have a stake in the emotional life of the Final Girl). Cynthia Freeland says of a certain 
moment in The Blair Witch Project (1999) that audiences’ “dread and horror here requires 
empathy with the lead characters.”280 And Neill analyzes the famous scene in The Haunting 
(1963) where unearthly noises emanate from outside a bedroom door, while the camera is placed 
with two terrified women inside the bedroom. Neill sees a puzzle in the fact that the scene is so 
terrifying in spite of its simplicity. There are only noises and frightened performances, no shock 
edits or sudden violence. He considers various explanations—that we might fear for ourselves 
(he denies the possibility) or that we might sympathetically fear for the characters (he grants this 
might play a role)—before arriving at his preferred solution: we empathetically fear with the 
characters. Neill concludes: “without acknowledgement of the role of empathy in our experience 
of the scene, I suggest, our terror would hardly be intelligible.”281 
 What I’m offering in this chapter is a deflation of empathy’s putative necessity and an 
alternate explanation of why we become so emotionally invested in horror films. The puzzle, 
broadly speaking, is this: why are we are so frightened by the films of this genre? My solution is 
the horrifying aesthetics and narratives of the films, of which monsters and frightened victims 
are only a part; at least as important are impersonal features of film form, such as unnerving 
scoring, low-key lighting, set design, pacing, and the like. This solution yields the sort of fear-
for-oneself argument Neill discards. If horror film aesthetics and narratives, irrespective of 
frightened characters, explain the puzzle as well or better than empathy, then there’s no necessity 
for empathy. Metz was certainly right on this score: characters aren’t all-important. Sometimes 
there are no characters on screen, and the films keep frightening us. 

The following analysis presupposes the standard models of empathy and 
sympathy/compassion that I’ve summarized. From them, I derive three conclusions about fear 
and the horror genre that challenge most theories of empathy in film. First, we are most apt to 
experience empathy with characters’ fear in genres other than horror, those that are not formally 
and narratively frightening. Second, most frightening scenes in horror films elicit non-empathetic 

 
277 Plantinga makes the point more strongly, arguing “Identification is misleading because it 
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fear in audiences, though we may sympathize with the characters. Third, we can empathize with 
the emotions of horror film characters, just not readily with their fear. These conclusions 
illuminate an important question of thinking through fear: whose fear are we thinking through? 
 
II. Empathy With Fear in Non-Horror Films 
 Let’s turn to a case of fear in a non-horror film. Amidst depictions of valiance and 
battlefield heroism in the Second World War, Saving Private Ryan (1998) pointedly features one 
American coward, Upham. By the end of the film, his nerves have been frayed by unrelenting 
exposure to combat, and, not unlike a Final Girl, he faces a final scene of confrontation and 
mettle-testing. With squinting eyes and downturned lips registering his inability to cope with 
battle, Upham seeks refuge in a bombed-out building. He hears voices upstairs and begins to 
ascend the staircase. A cut to the upper floor reveals his fellow soldier Mellish in hand-to-hand 
combat with a German. Mellish growls an English expletive, making it clear to Upham there’s an 
imperiled American nearby. We cut back to a high-angle view of Upham from the top of the 
staircase. His mouth is pulled down in a miserable grimace as he tries to summon courage to 
help. Even though he carries his rifle and is draped with ammunition, he can only climb with 
trembling steps. Meanwhile, several shots from upstairs reveal the German has literally gotten 
the upper hand on Mellish. 
 Then a low-angle close-up of Upham’s boot reveals his fear is besting him. In a three-
second shot, he can barely hoist his right foot one step further. Our point of audition is with 
Upham’s body, and some light jangling, probably of the ammunition, reveals he is shaking. The 
movements of his wavering boot are crisp, even strobe-like. Throughout the film, 
cinematographer Janusz Kamiński used unusually small shutter angles: 90 degrees or even 45 
degrees instead of the usual 180. This technique “renders images in a staccato and intermittent 
fashion, yet it captures them more sharply than does the standard 180-degree shutter.”282 Using 
smaller shutter angles reduces motion blur throughout the film but makes the finished product 
appear hyperreal and conveys an ineffable measure of intensity to the action scenes.283 Its effect 
is also felt in quieter moments like Upham climbing the stairs, which feels charged with a certain 
anxious jumpiness. This would be an instance of emotional POV if the smaller shutter angles 
weren’t prevalent throughout the film. 

We see Upham drop the hammer on his rifle and take another step, yet he never makes it 
to the upper floor. After a long cutaway to the German sinking his knife into Mellish’s chest and 
a short scene outside the building, we cut back to find Upham seated in the middle of the 

 
282 Peebles, “Gunning for a New Slow Motion,” 45. 
283 With a 180-degree shutter, shooting on film at a standard 24 frames per second, each frame is 
exposed to light for 1/48th of a second, followed by darkness for 1/48th of a second as the 
aperture closes and the frame changes. The 1/48th-second interval of exposure preserves a certain 
amount of motion blur because a non-zero interval of continuous action is captured in a single 
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halving or quartering the continuous motion captured in each frame. The frames of the resultant 
shot are more visually discontinuous than audiences are accustomed to because the conventional 
level of motion blur, which ordinarily helps to blend together sequential frames, is absent. 
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staircase in a slump of grief and shame. His fear has frozen him in place. He cries bitterly. Then 
his mien changes yet again as the German appears at the top of the stairs. Though Upham is still 
holding his rifle, he raises a hand in submission, and the German walks down the stairs and 
outdoors, perplexed but nonconfrontational. Upham has succumbed to fear a second time, and 
his self-loathing crying resumes. 
 Signaled through his body and written on his face, Upham’s fear is unmistakable. Yet 
neither the narrative nor the aesthetics are intrinsically frightening to the audience. This scene is 
suspenseful, as are many of Spielberg’s kinetic war sequences, but we are unlikely to be scared 
because there is no audiovisual threat to us and no fearful figure. I follow Aaron Smuts in 
thinking suspense and fear can overlap but aren’t inherently connected.284 Smuts says, “the 
frustration of a strong desire to affect the outcome of an imminent event is necessary and 
sufficient for suspense.”285 We desire to nudge Upham up the stairs so he can save his fellow 
soldier, and the film frustrates the desire by depicting Upham as unable to surmount his fear and 
by delaying the realization of his failure. 

Apart from suspense, there may be three primary audience responses to this scene. In the 
first, we experience any of a number of emotions except for fear. We may feel pity and anger 
toward Upham or sadness and resignation as the knife sinks into Mellish’s chest, but we remain 
unfrightened because the narrative and aesthetics are unfrightening. If we’re not afraid, we don’t 
share Upham’s emotion, so under these circumstances we don’t empathize with him.  

In the second case, we feel fear concerning whether Mellish will die or whether Upham 
will save the day in time. This emotion arises from reflecting on the narrative rather than 
adopting Upham’s perspective: if we’re afraid about his ability to save the day, our emotion is 
directed toward his mindset, not grounded in his mindset. While empathy doesn’t require that the 
resultant emotion take the same object as the source emotion, it does require imaginative 
derivation from the source emotion, which is not the case here. So even though we share the 
emotion of fear with Upham, we don’t empathize with him. 

In the third case, we feel fear concerning the prospect of being in a warzone, in hostile 
territory, walking into an unseen area, where we know an enemy combatant is waiting. This 
emotion arises from our effort to place ourselves in Upham’s trembling boots and imagine how 
he must feel, even though the film does not demand that stance. Yet imagining his fear is only 
halfway to empathy. “An imagined emotion is not an actual emotion, any more than imagined 
money is actual money,” as Berys Gaut wryly observes.286 If imagining Upham’s fear implants 
fear in our minds, then we empathize with him. Not every audience member will feel this way, 
and in all likelihood Upham’s scene will engender less fear than an average horror film scene. 
But empathetic fear is an option that can be undertaken by an audience member “in order to feel 
him- or herself what the character feels at this moment,” in Hanich’s phrasing.  

The crucial dynamic of this scene vis-a-vis empathy is a gap of understanding and 
feeling, a lack of automatically shared emotion, which empathy can bridge. The film doesn’t go 
out of its way to align us emotionally with Upham. In fact, we’re disinclined to share in his 
emotional life because he’s portrayed as a cowardly failure, and in this scene he fumbles his 
chance at redemption. But this gap is what primarily allows our empathy. There would be no “in 
order to” motivation if the narrative and aesthetics already induced fear in us. 
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If we exercise our capacity to empathize with Upham’s fear, we are bootstrapping 
ourselves into thinking through his fear. We begin with a specific type of thinking—imagining—
which can lead us to figure things out about Upham’s fear. That may kindle a congruent fear in 
our minds. Then we can use his fear, which we share, as a new evaluative lens onto the scene. If 
we really think through his fear, we may be less quick to condemn his deficit of bravery. Could 
we have done better? It’s much easier to answer in the affirmative if we’re not truly modeling 
what it would feel like to be him. The point is not that we’re morally obligated to empathize with 
Upham, nor that we ought to refrain from judging his submission to fear. Rather, thinking 
through his fear affords us a new emotional entryway into the scene and a new form of 
understanding. There are other entryways. Viewers might empathetically adopt Mellish’s—or, 
perversely, even the German’s—passionate desire to kill and survive. So long as empathy is an 
elective activity—so long as the film doesn’t force our hand in what we feel and for whom we 
feel it—we can empathize against the grain of the text. We can choose to imagine someone 
else’s perspective at almost any time. Nevertheless, we may be incapable of recreating the other 
person’s emotion in ourselves and thereby fail to achieve empathy. The effort empathy requires 
will depend upon what the film is doing at a given moment and upon our own psychological 
makeup. 

This case study of a war film might give the impression that empathy with fear should be 
easier to achieve in horror films, which provide more opportunities for fear. But the opposite is 
that case. The likeliest places in cinema to experience empathy with fear are unfrightening, non-
horror films.287 Horror films more or less foreclose on the possibility of empathy with fear 
because they narrow the gap between our emotions and characters’. When characters feel fear, 
fear is typically induced in us, too, by narrative and cinematographic means. And so when we’re 
afraid during horror films, it’s almost never empathetic. 
 
III. Fear Without Empathy in Horror Films 
 Many accounts of horror film spectatorship have assumed audiences empathize with 
characters’ fear. Hanich, for instance, asserts that in most cases “the viewer fearfully anticipates 
because he or she empathizes with someone who fearfully anticipates.”288 Clover argues that the 
typical adolescent male viewers are empathizing throughout the film, though their allegiance 

 
287 The locus classicus for empathy with fear might be in melodrama, namely Lillian Gish’s 
virtuosic performance in Broken Blossoms (1919). In the film, Gish’s character Lucy is 
frightened because her alcoholic and abusive father, the pugilist Battling Burrows, wants to whip 
her for her relationship with a Chinese man. Lucy barricades herself in a closet, which both 
protects and entraps her. As her father begins to break down the door with a hatchet, Lucy spins 
in a circle, anxiously and ineffectually. There’s a cut to her head lolling and her eyes rolling 
back, as she barely holds onto consciousness in the grip of her emotion. Then, in close-up, she 
snaps into awareness and begins screaming. The narrative as such is apt to engender suspense in 
us, not fear, owing to our desire to stop Battling Burrows and help Lucy. The aesthetics are not 
particularly frightening either. However, because there is a gap of feeling that can be bridged, we 
may empathize with Lucy’s fear. A psychologically verisimilitudinous performance is likely an 
important condition for empathy in a modern audience. For a compelling discussion of Griffith’s 
performance styles, see Pearson, Eloquent Gestures, 38-51. 
288 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 180. 
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flips in the final act from empathy with the monster to empathy with the Final Girl.289 Empathy 
with the Final Girl, in Clover’s view, prevents slashers from being sordid exercises in misogyny. 
Male audience members are induced to share the emotional outlook of a young woman and feel 
her success as their success, her pain and fear as theirs. That’s quite a departure from “a vile little 
piece of sick crap,” as we saw one critic esteemed The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Laurie Strode of Halloween (1978) is one of the 
foundational Final Girls, along with Sally Hardesty of The Texas Chain Saw Massacre. Two 
crucial aspects of this character type are the time we spend with her and the psychological depth 
she possesses. The Final Girl’s victim-heroine status entails that she receive a disproportionate 
amount of screen time. We sit with her long enough to form a meaningful emotional connection, 
in a way that we don’t with her friends, who are dispatched swiftly. Clover says the Final Girl 

is the one who encounters the mutilated bodies of her friends and perceives the full extent 
of the preceding horror and of her own peril; who is chased, cornered, wounded; whom 
we see scream, stagger, fall, rise, and scream again. She is abject terror personified. If her 
friends knew they were about to die only seconds before the event, the Final Girl lives 
with the knowledge for long minutes or hours.290 

We have scant opportunity to empathize with the Final Girl’s friends because they have scant 
time to feel emotions. Sometimes ancillary characters are killed instantaneously without ever 
detecting the attacker, such as the teenage counselor in Friday the 13th (1980) who is impaled by 
Mrs. Voorhees from underneath his bed. The Final Girl, by contrast, remains alive and informed 
long enough to experience fear. She’s also psychologically deep in that she’s resilient, smart, 
capable of self-preservative decisions, and animated by interests and avocations other than sex. 
Her friends, by contrast, are typically shallow. What Clover has offered with these 
characterizations are preconditions for empathy. We can imaginatively replicate another person’s 
emotional consciousness only if there’s something to replicate and time for it to register for us. 
While the Final Girl is most famously characterized by her moral “worth”—in that she generally 
avoids alcohol, drugs, and sex—praiseworthiness is unnecessary for empathy, as we saw with 
Upham.291 (Furthermore, the preconditions of on-screen duration and psychological depth aren’t 
restricted to female characters or the slasher subgenre, so the subsequent arguments about 
empathy aren’t restricted to slashers, either.) 
 On Clover’s model, the fear audiences empathetically derive from Final Girls comes with 
a forbidden thrill of masochistic release because it arises through identification with 
victimization.292 Yet for Clover, there is so much masochism in horror spectatorship that it 
exceeds the bounds of our identification: horror spectatorship is primarily masochistic, and that 
pain/pleasure is only sometimes realized through our fear resulting from danger or harm to the 
Final Girl.293 Masochistic pain/pleasure is also achieved through non-emotional means. Clover 
draws a clear distinction between horror cinema’s audiovisual shocks and abrupt edits, which we 
desire in order to “take it in the eye,” and the more cognitively elaborate fantasy-based and 
empathy-based fear.294 With the shocks and abrupt edits, the audience is “physically assaulted by 
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the projected image” in ways that don’t involve character identification, and these moments “hurt 
in the most literal, physiological sense.”295 By characterizing these audiovisual shocks as pain, 
Clover implicitly casts them as non- or sub-emotional states.296 In comparison, nearly all of what 
she characterizes as emotional fear is channeled through empathetic attachment to a character.  

In what follows I’m not challenging the contentions that horror spectatorship has a 
masochistic dimension, that some forms of fear are more cognitively multifaceted and 
contemplative than others, or that some of our emotional reactions can be exacerbated through 
our investment in characters. Instead, I’m claiming our spectatorial reactions don’t neatly and 
reliably break into Clover’s two categories of empathetic/emotional/character-centered and non-
empathetic/sub-emotional/non-character-centered. Our predominant mode of spectatorial 
reaction to horror cinema, I claim, is non-empathetic/emotional/character-indifferent fear. This 
divides into three separate but interrelated claims, each of which challenges a component of 
Clover’s model. First, it is not empathy through which we primarily engage horror films, and 
particularly not how we access fear. In contrast, Clover contends empathy (as implied by 
“identification”), particularly empathy with fear, is central to horror spectatorship. Second, our 
reactions to horror films are genuine emotions rather than non-emotional states. I argued in the 
first chapter for a very broad conception of fear as an emotion and for treating horror film shocks 
or startles as a subcategory of fear. I won’t rehearse those arguments here, but I will show how 
fear and shocks as emotions are compatible with the absence of empathy. In contrast, Clover 
restricts the emotion of cinematically engendered fear to a narrow band of cognitively rich, slow-
developing, character-centered reactions. On this score we differ in terminology rather than in 
description of audience responses. Third, our fearful reactions are relatively indifferent to 
character emotions and even character presence. We can feel fear whether or not a character 
does and irrespective of an on-screen victim’s personal qualities. We can experience fear when 
no good or neutral character is present; we may be frightened by the appearance of the monster 
alone, by an eerily empty room, or by an unexpected shift in camera movement. Moreover, such 
fear can be cognitively rich and slow-developing. In contrast, Clover contends our cognitively 
rich fear is intimately connected to the presence of visible characters’ emotions and to those 
characters’ psychological depth and moral valence. 

By Clover’s rationale, scary scenes involving Final Girls should feel different than scary 
scenes without them because we have a distinct mode of engagement and different mental and 
bodily responses when characters are present. Yet a renewed look at slasher aesthetics casts 
doubt on the centrality of empathy with horror protagonists. The clearest way to examine this is 
to compare three brief scenes from Halloween: one with Michael Myers and a secondary 
character, one with a secondary character and Laurie, and one with Laurie and Michael. We must 
ask what, if anything, is emotionally particular to the scenes featuring Laurie, the putative source 
of our empathetic fear, or to those featuring Michael, the source of Laurie’s fear. 

In the first scene, Laurie’s promiscuous friend Annie enters a garage alone, singing a 
song to herself, and gets in her car. The camera shoots her from the passenger seat. Her song 
becomes a whistle and then stops cold when she notices the windows are fogged on the inside. 
Annie leans forward, toward the right side of the frame, to wipe them. The only sounds are the 
squeak of her fingers on the moist glass and ambient cricket noises. She sits back, centrally 
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framed, and looks at her fingers, held out toward the right side of the frame, where our attention 
is apt to be drawn. Then, out of the previously inactive darkness on the left side of the frame, 
Michael lurches forward from the back seat and grabs Annie. A synth blast hits on the 
soundtrack. In a series of alternating framings from the passenger seat and outside the 
windshield, Michael impassively strangles his victim (Figure 3.1), finally stilling her struggles 
when he slits her throat.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 Michael and Annie 

 
Our fear in this scene doesn’t come from empathetic engagement to Annie. A viewer 

doesn’t need to imagine her fearful state of mind “in order to feel him- or herself what the 
character feels at this moment.” We already feel an emotion congruent to what she feels owing to 
the sudden loud noise, sudden movement from the dark, and sudden violence. Those are 
sufficient for our fear. The soundtrack blare, which instigates our fright, actually coincides with 
Michael sitting upright, not with him grabbing Annie. That is to say, we’re already afraid a split 
second before she is, before she realizes he’s there. We might even be afraid as soon as Annie 
gets in the car because of the suspicious absence of music on the soundtrack and our knowledge 
of the threat Michael poses, neither of which is information available to Annie. We lack the 
mental room and she lacks the screen time for empathy. Our reaction to this scene, then, is non-
empathetic; it is emotional, since we feel fear, whether through a slow or abrupt onset; and it is 
indifferent with respect to the character’s emotions, since our fear piques before Annie’s does. 

In the second scene, Laurie is actively investigating the house while, unbeknownst to her, 
her friends have been murdered. She discovers a strange tableau in the bedroom: Annie’s corpse 
splayed on the bed, the gravestone of Michael’s older sister Judith (which would signify nothing 
to Laurie), and a jack-o’-lantern. Laurie is frightened by this array, but the audience is unlikely to 
be. We might be mildly surprised that Michael rearranged the bodies and lugged the headstone 
in, but we knew Annie was dead, and we already saw Laurie’s friend Lynda murdered in that 
bedroom. Laurie fearfully backs up against the wall. She’s framed just off-center to the left of an 
open closet. Then out of the darkness behind her swings the corpse of Lynda’s boyfriend, hung 
upside-down. There’s a synth hit on the soundtrack. Laurie screams and steps sideways, 
whimpering in the corner. Once again she is framed off-center to the left. A closet door creakily 
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swings open, revealing Lynda’s corpse on the right side of the frame (Figure 3.2). Laurie 
screams again and runs from the room. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Laurie and Lynda 

 
Here Laurie’s fear preempts our own, since we’re unlikely to be scared until the 

boyfriend swings from the closet. Moreover, the closet reveals would be frightening to us even if 
Laurie weren’t there. Our emotion is caused primarily by the sudden loud noises and sudden 
movement from the darkness. It’s not impossible to empathize with Laurie’s fear. We can 
rewatch the scene and effortfully place ourselves in her mental state. We can envision the events 
from her optical POV. We can imagine what it’s like to feel fear from her perspective, and doing 
so might add to our fear. But the film aesthetics frighten us irrespective of that. Empathizing with 
Laurie’s fear requires a considerable expenditure of effort that goes against the grain of our 
attentional inclinations—reacting to and perhaps anticipating the ongoing surprise reveals—and 
it only weakly amplifies the emotion we already had. Our likelier response, once again, is non-
empathetic, emotional, and indifferent with respect to the character’s emotions. We don’t begin 
to fear when Laurie does, and we would still fear without her. Nor are we frightened by threats to 
Laurie in this scene, but instead by harmless (though shocking) appearances near her. 

In the third scene, which occurs immediately after the second, Laurie staggers into the 
hallway and stands next to the black maw of an open door. She is framed just off-center to the 
left. If we’re paying attention to the film form, we should expect nothing good will come of this. 
Laurie is too preoccupied with grief and fear from the previous room to recognize the imminent 
new danger she is in, so our emotional reaction decouples from hers yet again. The fear we felt 
from the surprises in the bedroom quickly evaporates, supplanted by a new fear of what will 
emerge from the open doorway. Laurie is insensitive to this concern, in part because she can’t 
perceive that her situation satisfies methodical cinematographic design. As such, her residual fear 
from the bedroom and our fresh fear of the doorway take different objects. Sure enough, 
Michael’s face appears through the darkness in the right half of the frame (Figure 3.3). The 
soundtrack tinkles with menace. Murray Leeder notes, “Perhaps [Michael] is simply emerging 
from his hiding spot, but visually one gets the impression that he is materialising from 
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nothingness.”297 He steps forward and stabs at Laurie from behind—in what should be the easiest 
kill of his life—but he only grazes her arm, as though the knife were repelled by magnetic force. 
(Presumably he misses because Laurie is imbued with the power of the Final Girl, but he’s able 
to slash shallowly into her arm because she “sinned” by previously coughing through a joint with 
Annie.) 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Laurie and Michael 

 
As with the prior scenes, we’re unlikely to empathize with the character’s fear, and if we 

exerted the effort we wouldn’t gain any new emotion for our troubles. Once again the 2.39 : 1 
aspect ratio facilitates an ample left-right axis of frights. Once again the unnerving soundtrack 
coincides with or just preempts the visual scare. Once again the visual structure is an intrusion 
into the frame from darkness, most often from background to foreground. And once again these 
overdetermined formal elements encourage a reaction that is non-empathetic, emotional, and—
though our fear might be slightly exacerbated by Laurie’s—largely indifferent with respect to the 
character’s emotion. 

Summing up, we have two scenes with Michael Myers threateningly entering the frame 
and one without, two scenes with a terrified Laurie and one without, and two scenes with a dead 
friend of Laurie’s and one without. Yet the three scenes are strikingly similar in their shocking 
effects. They’re all scary, and they don’t impact us in meaningfully different ways. No single 
character is present in all three scenes, so empathy with any one of them cannot be necessary. 
While most of the emotions in the film hinge on when and where Michael will appear, the 
corpses in the bedroom frighten us perfectly well without him. What is present in all three scenes 
is Carpenter’s meticulous visual design, which provides a satisfactory account of our fear; we 
don’t need any other feature to explain why we’re afraid. The upshot of our non-
empathetic/emotional/character-indifferent engagement is this: the visual composition and 
soundtrack matter more for our fear than the good or neutral characters do. Unlike the Saving 

 
297 Leeder, Halloween, 53. Leeder’s apt description corroborates an understanding of this film 
(and many others in the genre, I would argue) that displaces character emotion in favor of 
audiovisual design. 
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Private Ryan example, in these frightening scenes we do not think through other people’s fear. 
We think through our own. 

Clover is nevertheless right that our relation to Laurie differs from our relations to Annie 
and Lynda. But what we feel for Laurie is sympathy or compassion. We feel for her because 
she’s a likable and resilient character who receives adequate screen time. It might even be an 
intensified form of sympathy—sympathy with understanding added—because we feel the same 
emotion she does. But we don’t feel with her in the sense of partaking of her fear through 
imaginative modeling of her inner state of mind. We may or may not feel sympathy for Annie 
and Lynda, but insofar as we do, it’s mitigated by their lack of complexity and screen time. 

A final point to consider is our relationship to Michael. According to J. P. Telotte, John 
Carpenter is responsible for “visually forcing [viewers] through a series of unsettling 
identifications, first as killer, then accomplice, and finally potential victim.”298 Much depends on 
the film’s ability to force us, balanced against our countervailing capacities for control and 
agency. Halloween can force us to see certain things, like Laurie or Michael, and to see in a 
certain way, such as through either of their optical POVs. What it can’t force is our wholesale 
adoption of Michael’s mental state through imaginative empathy.299 Michael’s problem is that, 
unlike Leatherface, we can’t reasonably infer there is something it is like to be him. His 
indestructibility suggests he is no ordinary person. Halloween’s psychological expert, Dr. 
Loomis, decrees Michael to be “inhumanly patient.” In a memorable speech he conjectures what 
it’s like to be Michael: 

I met him fifteen years ago. I was told there was nothing left, no reason, no conscience, 
no understanding, and even the most rudimentary sense of life or death, of good or evil, 
right or wrong [was absent]. I met this six-year-old child with this blank, pale, 
emotionless face, and the blackest eyes, the devil’s eyes. I spent eight years trying to 
reach him and then another seven trying to keep him locked up because I realized that 
what was living behind that boy’s eyes was purely and simply evil. 

Those eight years trying to reach Michael must have been spent under the assumption that he has 
an interiority that can be reached. Loomis’s transition to hopelessness regarding Michael can be 
construed two ways. Michael may have consciousness, the substance of which is “purely and 
simply evil”—raw anger, malice, misogyny—or he may have none, and this moral and 
experiential lacuna Loomis deems “purely and simply evil.”300 In either construal, the question 
“What is it like to be Michael Myers?” is as unanswerable as Nagel’s “What is it like to be a 
bat?” Michael’s interiority is either inhuman and inaccessible, like a bat’s, or nonexistent, like a 
food processor’s: parts move and blades cut, but there’s no perceptual awareness “on the inside.” 
We cannot be forced to empathize with Michael because it’s impossible to empathize with him. 
We can feel sympathy for the devil, but not empathy. 

 
298 Telotte, “Through a Pumpkin’s Eye,” 143. We’re accomplices when the camera is near 
Michael, allowing us to share his voyeuristic vantage point without exactly witnessing his optical 
POV. 
299 In Telotte’s construal of identification, we don’t fully adopt the mindset of the character with 
whom we identify. 
300 Leeder observes Loomis’s pronouncements, highly atypical for a clinician, may also serve to 
reassure himself that he acted rightly in considering Michael irredeemable and eventually 
attempting to kill him. Dehumanizing Michael is tantamount to refusing the possibility of 
empathy with him. See Leeder, Halloween, 99.  
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IV. Interlude on Empathy in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre 
Given horror cinema’s affinity for monsters and abnormal psychology, the question of 

who has human conscious interiority can be a pressing one. In ordinary life, we have every 
reason to think that the people around us bear consciousnesses like ours. In horror films, by 
contrast, sometimes you can’t tell who’s a pod person. As I detailed in the last chapter, if we 
attend to the emotional signals from Leatherface in The Texas Chain Saw Massacre, we gain 
confidence that he’s conscious in a recognizably human way. That makes it possible, though not 
easy, to empathize with him. The trickier topic is actually empathizing with Sally, given the 
genre-based objections I’ve raised to empathizing with characters’ fear in horror films. But we’re 
now in a position to answer the question with which I closed the last chapter: whether our 
relation to Sally is one of sympathy, empathy, both, or neither. 

We’re liable to sympathize with Sally because she’s a dogged survivor who registers 
significant screen time. We wish for her escape and well-being. Independently of that, we might 
empathize with Sally’s fear. We’re able to achieve this rare condition of empathy with fear 
during a horror film in spite of the fact that we’re also scared by the film’s aesthetics. What 
distinguishes The Texas Chain Saw Massacre from Halloween is prevalent emotional POV. 
Even if we wouldn’t have the wherewithal to imaginatively adopt Sally’s fear during the non-
emotional POV scenes, during the dinner scene we can’t help but imagine the world as she sees 
it because we’re given the world as she sees it through emotional POV. 

Someone might respond that we’re not imagining Sally’s emotions but are just perceiving 
them, in the same way that I’m not imagining my computer in front of me but am just perceiving 
it. This view would understand imagination as something like “a speculative mental state that 
allows us to consider situations apart from the here and now…states of affairs that are not 
perceptually present.”301 That sets it apart from perceiving in the here and now. But even given 
that definition, we still might be imagining. We perceive pig squeals and ultra-close-ups in the 
here and now, but we can only imagine what it’s like to be Sally (a state phenomenologically 
intimated by the emotional POV). There’s a small but crucial step of extrapolation beyond the 
here and now to translate the audiovisual distortions back into Sally’s consciousness to envision 
the world the way she does. We’d need to think something along the lines of “Sally’s fear must 
feel as jarring and unpleasant as these sights and sounds” and then continue to feel fear 
predicated on that understanding; otherwise we would not be empathizing with her. Not all 
viewers will do this, and even if we do empathize with her, our empathetic fear and discomfort is 
only superadded to the fear and discomfort we already experience from the jarring aesthetics, so 
empathy still plays a comparatively minor role. But there is a subtle invitation to empathize with 
fear, a singular exception to the generic rule. 

The difference is this: in most horror films, it takes too much effort while we’re under the 
sway of our own fear to imagine the fear of a frightened character. In The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre, we don’t need to imagine Sally’s fear because we already perceive an approximation 
of it through emotional POV; all we have to do is imaginatively attribute the emotional POV to 
Sally. A similar argument would run through for Pam’s horror. Pam is fairly sympathetic (for a 
character who dies so early), but we might well empathize with her horror even as the film 
horrifies us, owing to emotional POV. As for Leatherface, it’s hard though not impossible to 
empathize with him: imaginatively adopting his anger during Sally’s escape would require 
considerable mental effort against the grain of the text. It’s more feasible to find him 

 
301 Kind, “Imagination.” 
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sympathetic, since he receives considerable screen time and evinces more psychological depth 
(with his anxiety, embarrassment, and anger) than many horror film protagonists. 

Although empathy with fear is exceedingly rare in horror films, empathy writ large is not. 
To discover more opportunities for empathy, we’ll have to turn away from fear and look for 
other gaps between characters’ emotions and our own. 

 
V. Empathy Without Fear in Horror Films 

The Babadook (2014) is a terribly frightening film that imbues its characters with many 
emotions, such as annoyance, grief, love, and joy. The film concerns a widowed mother, Amelia, 
and her young autistic son, Samuel, who are beset by the monstrous Babadook, a ghoul that 
embodies Amelia’s depression or grief over her deceased husband. A tall, dark, clawed creature 
who bangs on doors at night, crawls on the ceiling, emits insectile clicking noises, invades 
characters through their mouths, and cannot be defeated: the Babadook is scary. So although 
there are numerous scenes in which Amelia and Samuel exhibit fear of the creature, we’re 
unlikely to empathize with their fear for the same reasons we don’t empathize with Laurie’s. 
 Yet at various points we can empathize with Amelia and Samuel. That is because the film 
preserves a gap between the emotions it depicts in its characters and the emotions it 
automatically elicits in us. For instance, at one point in the film Amelia has finally put Samuel to 
sleep after unwittingly reading him a story from a cursed Babadook pop-up book. With a 
moment to herself, Amelia takes a vibrator into her bed and begins to masturbate. We cut back 
and forth between her and Samuel, who has awoken. When Amelia is near completion, Samuel 
bounds into her bed, full of worries about the story-book monster (which he believes is real, but 
his mother at this point does not). Amelia is annoyed but solicitously allows Samuel into bed. 
We’re likely to sympathize and empathize with Amelia here. We may sympathize because we 
know she’s a struggling single mother and wish her success in her attempt at sexual gratification. 
We’re also prone to empathize with her annoyance at Samuel’s interruption. There’s nothing 
inherently annoying to us about the narrative or aesthetics (though in later scenes Samuel’s 
repetitive and high-pitched whines might count as inherently annoying). So, as with Upham’s 
fear, there is a gap between the character’s reaction and ours, and we can elect to imaginatively 
adopt Amelia’s annoyance. 
 At various other points in the first half of the film we may empathize with Amelia, such 
as with her pleasure during an idyllically vacuous day off from work, but our empathy withdraws 
once the Babadook enters through her mouth and she succumbs to negative emotions. After the 
infestation, she reacts hatefully toward her son, telling him to “eat shit” and cruelly declaring she 
wishes he, rather than her husband, had died in the fatal car crash.302 In the second half of the 
film we’re far likelier to empathize with Samuel and his feelings of hurt, abandonment, and 
affection toward his mother. The Babadook thus inverts Clover’s formula for slasher empathy: 
we begin by identifying with the female protagonist, but we decouple from her in the latter half 
of the film. 
 At times The Babadook dramatizes appeals to empathy. Early on, Amelia is called before 
the headmaster and headmistress of Samuel’s school. Samuel has been reprimanded for bringing 
a dart gun to class, and the school plans to separate him from the other children and assign him a 
full-time monitor. Amelia responds with irritation, “Samuel doesn’t need a full-time monitor. 

 
302 It’s never clarified whether that is an unutterable thought she really means or whether the 
Babadook/grief causes her to lash out with an untruth. 
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What he needs is some understanding.” She’s not demanding empathy with Samuel, for the 
administrators to share in his anxiety and loneliness. That would accomplish nothing. Instead, 
she’s asking for sympathy and compassion, which might actually benefit her son. But the 
headmistress responds with equal concern, “I have twenty-four other first-graders in that class. 
Do you want me to put them all at risk because of your son?” Her question is an implicit appeal 
to empathy, as though to say to Amelia, “Set aside your familial bonds for a moment and 
imagine my position and obligations; if you can empathize and feel my emotional concern for 
the other students, you’ll change your mind.” Amelia refuses the invitation, instantly replying 
she’ll find another school; she has allowed maternal sympathy to trump empathy. Yet there are 
no wrongdoers in the scene. Amelia operates from a unique position of parental care, with her 
son’s best interests at heart. The heads of school operate from a position of administrative 
responsibility, with all the schoolchildren’s best interests at heart. The claims are valid but 
incompatible. 
 One of the most surprising features of the film is that it encourages empathy with 
fearlessness in frightening situations. During the final confrontation, Amelia, Samuel, and the 
Babadook are together for the first time. The Babadook has become so powerful that it devours 
the light around it like a black hole, leaving half of Amelia’s bedroom a void. The furniture 
shakes, and a dinosaurian scream pierces the room. The film alternates between axial cuts of 
Amelia in close-up and the darkness. Samuel runs up to his mother and hugs her tightly from 
behind. In the decisive emotional turn, she roars back at her tormentor, “You’re nothing. This is 
my house. You are trespassing in my house. If you touch my son again I’ll fucking kill you.” 
Although the formal elements are perfectly geared to elicit fear, I never feel scared watching this 
scene.303 Instead I invariably cry. Not every viewer will feel this way, but in this moment I 
doubly empathize. In short alternation I imagine what it’s like to be Samuel and to feel myself 
the beneficiary of a ferocious protective love. And I imagine what it’s like to be Amelia, to 
conquer depression and to be aflame with righteous fury. My resultant state is a tussle of 
competing emotions, all positive but also overwhelming. This scene is surprising for another 
reason. If, as I argued in the first chapter, horror films are defined by their intention to elicit fear, 
a fear-inoculating scene is the antithesis of the genre. Horror films can invite empathy during 
frightening scenes by undermining their own status as horror films.  

My reaction exemplifies an intriguing “new” emotion in emotion research. Or, better: it 
exemplifies a brand-new repurposing of a very old word to describe a very old sensation. A 
research team led by anthropologist Alan Fiske has studied the feeling that in English often goes 
by “being moved.” Fiske argues this emotion is universal, though susceptible to cultural 
variations in experience and elicitation.304 To suggest its cross-cultural presence and deep 
historical reach, he excavates a Sanskrit term, “kama muta.”305 Fiske notes that “being moved 
experiences are often accompanied by self-reports of moist eyes or tears, goosebumps or chills, 

 
303 It was Aristotle who first observed that confidence is the opposite of fear, and anger inspires 
confidence, so anger precludes fear. We witness that principle in play. See Aristotle, Rhetoric, 
71-72 (Book II, Chapter V). 
304 He empirically defends its cross-cultural presence in Zickfeld et al., “Kama Muta: 
Conceptualizing and Measuring the Experience Often Labelled Being Moved Across 19 Nations 
and 15 Languages.” 
305 Fiske, Schubert, and Seibt, “‘Kama Muta’ or ‘Being Moved by Love,’” 80. The word kama, 
“love,” is the same word that lends itself to the Kama Sutra. 
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and subjective feelings of warmth, especially in the chest.”306 People experience kama muta 
when “a communal sharing relationship is suddenly intensified”; this encompasses reactions to 
one’s own communal bonds and others’, to real-life and fictional scenarios.307 Fiske notes that 
while other scholars have considered kama muta or being moved to be a class of disparate 
emotions or a subset of empathy, he considers it to be a discrete emotion, overlapping with 
though discriminable from empathy.308  

Watching Amelia banish the Babadook and restore her bond with her son, I feel kama 
muta; I feel it even more strongly because the film is so effectively frightening to that point.309 
No other formal features, no dreamy cinematography or tender scoring, encourage us to 
experience love and kama muta, so it must arise from something else, like empathy. It seems 
probable that Samuel, hugging his mother fiercely, felt kama muta, though Amelia might not 
have experienced it until the threat abated (two minutes later, when the Babadook fled to the 
basement and she could give full attention to embracing her son). Still, the elicitation of kama 
muta in the audience can be empathetic even if neither character felt that emotion exactly. We 
should recall Plantinga’s stipulation that the derivative emotion merely be “congruent” with the 
source emotion. I was moved powerfully, and with an overall positive valence, owing to my 
imaginative modeling of the characters’ positive feelings of connection. As such, I was 
empathizing with Amelia and Samuel even if my emotion differed somewhat from theirs.  

The Babadook is a remarkable work, and its frequent invitations to empathize distinguish 
it in its genre. But the presence or absence of empathy, especially empathy with fear, can also 
inform how we periodize certain genres. The reduced status of empathy, for which I have argued, 
counterintuitively makes the term more useful for film analysis. 
 
VI. Genre Without Empathy 

Take the Western. A classic way to plot the development of the genre is through 
increasingly complex character psychology and increasingly complex narrative attitudes toward 
character psychology. For instance, Thomas Schatz says John Wayne’s Ringo Kid in Stagecoach 
(1939) is “psychologically uncomplicated and stable,” and the film unreservedly admires 
Ringo’s heroism and chivalry.310 Wayne’s Ethan Edwards in The Searchers (1956), conversely, 
has a “contradictory, multifaceted personality.”311 The film juxtaposes his racist bloodthirstiness 
with Native American antagonist Scar’s brutality, and in the ambiguous final shot Ethan is shut 
outside his own family’s home, left in the bright and romantic outdoors yet restricted from the 
comforting space of domesticity. Wayne’s Tom Doniphan in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 
(1962) is “charismatic but essentially aloof,” yet the film once again looks askance at his 

 
306 Zickfeld, Schubert, Seibt, and Fiske, “Moving Through the Literature,” 130. 
307 Fiske, Schubert, and Seibt, “‘Kama Muta’ or ‘Being Moved by Love,’” 87-88. 
308 Zickfeld, Schubert, Seibt, and Fiske, “Moving Through the Literature,” 123-124, 126, 133; 
and Fiske, Schubert, and Seibt, “‘Kama Muta’ or ‘Being Moved by Love,’” 97. 
309 There’s quantitative support to the idea that greater fear or anger regarding the strain put on a 
relationship—as I had felt to that point about the widening distance between Amelia and 
Samuel—corresponds with a heightened sense of kama muta when the communal bonds are 
restored. See Zickfeld, Schubert, Seibt, and Fiske, “Moving Through the Literature,” 128. 
310 Schatz, Hollywood Genres, 66. 
311 Schatz, Hollywood Genres, 72. 
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personality.312 Tom is violent and uncouth, but the film has no easy nostalgia for his character 
type. While he commits a necessary act in killing the savagely cruel Liberty Valance, Tom is not 
fit for the (late-nineteenth century) modern world. For the West to become civilized, Tom must 
die and be forgotten. 

This historiography of the Western would be deepened by cognizance of empathy or its 
absence. In Stagecoach, the film certainly invites us to admire, and likely to empathetically 
share, Ringo’s lethal sangfroid toward the Native Americans.313 The kinetic chase scene elicits 
an array of responses from the characters, from woeful prayer, to motherly care for an infant, to 
full-blown panic from a wealthy man, to the manic squawking of the driver. Ringo responds with 
flinty stares and derring-do, climbing up the side of his charging stagecoach to reach a better 
vantage point on top. Later he jumps three times from the coachman’s seat to the front pair of 
horses to regain control of the reins. Like Amelia, he is fearless in the face of an objectively 
frightening scenario, and the gap between his reaction and our disposition to feel tension during 
the chase leaves room for empathy. Eighty years on from the film’s release, however, discomfort 
with the cowboys-and-Indians racial dynamic might cause us to balk at unqualifiedly adopting 
Ringo’s reaction. That is to say, the classical Western is often marked by an invitation to 
empathize with heroic fearlessness, though over time the allure of this invitation can fade or 
become complicated in much the same way that older horror films’ invitations to fear have 
faded. 

From this early stage of John Ford’s work, critics have traced a “shift from an identity 
between civilized versus savage and European versus Indian to their separation and final 
reversal” in his films of the 1950s and 60s.314 In line with this decoupling, post-classical or 
revisionist Westerns can deny us opportunities for empathy. In The Searchers, Ethan is a violent 
cipher. His actions and decisions—how he spent three years after the Civil War, why he resolved 
to murder his niece, why he changed his mind about killing her—are all mystifying. Summing up 
these concerns, Robert Pippin says, “the main conflict in the movie, its main mystery,” is 
“understanding Ethan, something that turns out to be extremely difficult if not impossible.”315 
Ethan’s visage sometimes darkens in an implacable and unplaceable way, and his brusque speech 
withholds explanations for his actions. Ethan might not even know why he does what he does.316 
Because we can neither understand him nor fathom his emotional motivations—apart from a dim 
awareness of his racist rage, which we’re not invited to share—we cannot empathize with Ethan. 
Just as he’s debarred from access to the homestead, we’re debarred from access to his mind. 

An alternative to empathy that has faded or a denial of empathy is an invitation to 
empathy that is “punished.” In The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, our affinities are somewhat 
split between Wayne’s Tom Doniphan and Jimmy Stewart’s Ransom “Ranse” Stoddard. Our 
allegiance rests primarily with Ranse, the character with whom the film opens and whose 

 
312 Schatz, Hollywood Genres, 76. 
313 This is not to say the film’s system of identification and narrative rhetoric is simplistic. In one 
of the earliest English-language scholarly discussions of point of view, Nick Browne argues that 
the visual rhetoric of Stagecoach sometimes situates us in the position of a moralistic and 
judgmental woman, Lucy, whose ethical perspective we are invited to reject. See Browne, “The 
Spectator-in-the-Text,” 31-38. 
314 Wollen, Signs and Meaning in the Cinema, 94. 
315 Pippin, Hollywood Westerns and American Myth, 108. 
316 Pippin, Hollywood Westerns and American Myth, 122-130. 
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flashback provides most of the narrative. He is the kind-hearted, educated lawyer who wins the 
town beauty by treating her with respect and teaching her how to read. We’re apt to empathize 
with Ranse’s anger at the humiliation and beatings suffered at the hands of Liberty Valance. We 
may empathize with Ranse’s fear of his antagonizer, especially during the shootout when Liberty 
toys with him, demonstrating his fast draw and sure aim by shooting a cistern of water next to 
Ranse, drenching him, and then by shooting the elbow of Ranse’s dominant arm, causing him to 
drop his gun. (Like war films, Westerns don’t inherently elicit fear, thereby allowing empathy 
with fear.) Ranse manages to shoot back at Liberty and watch him drop dead, yet a flashback-
within-a-flashback reveals it was actually Tom, standing in an alleyway and firing 
simultaneously with Ranse, who killed Liberty. In other words, our empathy with Ranse’s fear 
and anger is not repaid with an exultant sense of victory, but rather “punished” with feelings of 
deficiency and dependency on stronger and more violent men.317 We cast our emotional lot with 
the opposite of a Final Girl: a grown man who can’t fight his own fights. No doubt other genres 
would be similarly illuminated by investigations of when we don’t empathize, when we do, and 
with whom. 

That certain Westerns and horror films elicit empathy does not make them intrinsically 
more ethical. In cinema and in ordinary life, the presence of empathy should not be uncritically 
praised, nor should its absence be uncritically lamented. Empathy has downsides. 
 
VII. Goodness Without Empathy 
 The reversal I’ve charted—chiefly locating empathetic fear in non-horror films and non-
empathetic fear in horror films—clarifies a foundational dynamic of how we emotionally relate 
to fictional characters, and it redirects critical emphasis from how we engage the horror-film 
character to how we engage the horror-film image. It also suggests a new mode of thinking 
through fear: thinking through someone else’s fear by making it our own. Imaginative empathy 
is work, sometimes hard work when we think against the grain of the text, yet it can expand our 
store of emotional experiences by offering us vicarious access to others’. Nevertheless, the 
displacement of empathy from the center of horror spectatorship is not without risk for the 
critical status of the genre. After all, Clover’s argument for empathetic attachment to the Final 
Girl has served as a critical and moral bulwark for decades. Clover believes slashers socialize 
boys by guiding them to feel a girl’s feelings. If that connection is removed, does horror once 
again sink into reprobate dreck? I think not, for two reasons, both of which point in the same 
direction: toward compassion and sympathy. 

First, the methodology of thinking through fear is a call to be attentive to the details of 
our emotional state and others’. Thinking through fear with real inquisitiveness can increase 
emotional awareness, sensitivity, and insight, and there are many ways to be invested in someone 
else’s emotional life without imaginatively adopting all their negative emotions. As such, 

 
317 Robert Ray argues for the simultaneous yet mutually incompatible appeals of Ranse’s 
civilized intelligence and Tom’s uncultured toughness. However, Ray doesn’t discuss whether 
our emotions are imaginatively derivative of Tom’s in the way they might be of Ranse’s. I doubt 
they are, but even if they were, our empathetic engagement with Tom would be rewarded not 
only with a sense of characterological suicide, inasmuch as Tom’s ridding the town of its villain 
“destroyed the very conditions of his own lifestyle,” but also with a sense of necessary 
extinction, inasmuch as Tom’s way of life had to die so that Ranse’s way of life might live. See 
Ray, A Certain Tendency of the Hollywood Cinema, 239. 
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Clover’s reasonable concerns can be addressed if instead of empathy we substitute sympathy for 
Laurie and other horror film protagonists. In Grodal’s terms, we can still be “emotionally 
touched by the fate” of the Final Girls. In Hanich’s and Smith’s, we can still “feel for” Laurie 
even if we don’t “feel with” her. Skepticism toward the frequency or normativity of empathy in 
film spectatorship has no bearing on the frequency or normativity of kindness and care. Still, 
someone might worry there’s an important moral loss in this revision: if adolescent boys only 
sympathize and don’t empathize with Final Girls, they may lack a crucial measure of 
understanding of what it’s like to be in her frightened shoes. It is true that empathy can proffer 
understanding, as with Upham’s reaction to fear. But so can sympathy, especially when 
combined with the same emotion (non-empathetically) felt by protagonist and audience. 
Sympathetic spectatorship preserves key moral elements of empathetic spectatorship. 

Second, and more controversially, empathy can be morally and socially 
counterproductive, and it can disrupt sound ethical decision-making. We see this problem play 
out during the kangaroo court at the conclusion of M (1931). Hans Beckert has been apprehended 
for the serial abduction and murder of little girls, and his guilt is certain beyond the shadow of a 
doubt.318 The judge and jury, consisting of the German criminal underworld, desire his 
elimination; they find Hans repugnant, and they’re worried because he has drawn a much more 
active police force. As Anton Kaes observes, “It is significant that no judge presides over this 
kangaroo court; this role is reserved for the movie audience.”319 The viewer of the film, 
possessing any number of beliefs about the nature of justice and the value of a penal system, 
must make a rough determination about what fate Hans deserves. Impassive moral deliberation 
would advise some sentence—say, life behind bars—but appeals to empathy at the trial confound 
our reasoning. 

After several weaselly and unconvincing denials, Hans breaks down and abjectly 
confesses he cannot help himself. (Let’s assume he’s telling the truth.) He laments, “this evil 
thing inside me, the fire, the voices, the torment!” Hans knows his desires are disordered, and he 
doesn’t want to want what he in fact wants.320 His words are poor approximations of his inner 
state, as Kaes argues, so Beckert’s body language and tone carry greater communicative 
weight.321 His eyes dart back and forth, and his voice rises in a panic as he recounts his mental 
anguish. Then his eyes roll back in his head and his previously taut hands fall limply into his lap 

 
318 Tom Gunning remarks the film “does not truly introduce any doubt about the identity of the 
murderer” and claims Hans is “the obviously guilty one.” See Gunning, The Films of Fritz Lang, 
164, 184. Yet Anton Kaes does defend the shadow of a doubt of Hans’s innocence, noting the 
absence of visual depictions of Hans murdering children and the possibility of a false confession. 
See Kaes, M, 72. 
319 Kaes, M, 66. 
320 Harry Frankfurt offers conceptual divisions useful in addressing Hans’s predicament. For 
Frankfurt, alignment between our first-order desires (what we want) and our second-order 
desires (what we want to want) is the condition of a free will. Unfreedom of the will, by contrast, 
consists in a conflict of first- and second-order desires. Hans lacks freedom of the will because 
he wants to murder children but doesn’t want to want to murder children. Freedom of action, 
which is independent of freedom of the will, consists in the ability to actualize our first-order 
desires. Hans possesses freedom of action because he wants to murder children and he does. See 
Frankfurt, Taking Ourselves Seriously and Getting It Right, 14-15. 
321 Kaes, M, 69. 
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as he expresses the oceanic relief when he squeezes the life out of a child and the voices are still. 
Much of the power of this scene comes from Peter Lorre’s tortured and moving performance, 
which invites our empathy against all previous spectatorial inclinations. I find myself 
involuntarily sharing Hans’s fear and relief. Bundled into the experience of his fear is an 
overwhelming desire to be free: free of the voices, free of incarceration. If the basis of my moral 
decision were my empathetic feeling at that moment, I couldn’t help but wish him free—because 
I couldn’t help but wish myself free—even though I recognize the danger he would continue to 
pose. 

Next, Hans’s defense counsel speaks up. In a miraculous gesture of juridical fairness, the 
mob appointed him on behalf of the accused. With some lawyerly rhetorical flourishes but no 
appeal to emotion, Hans’s counsel argues that because Hans cannot help himself, he is not 
responsible and should not be punished with death. Instead he should be committed to a 
psychiatric institution, where he won’t imperil children and where he would receive mental-
health care. The mob finds the suggestion unjust and risible. But the lawyer is steadfast and 
equilibrial, appealing only to legal and ethical principles. We don’t discern or infer any emotion 
on his part, but I nonetheless find myself persuaded that Hans belongs in an institution. 

Our emotional and ethical pendulum swings once again when a woman in the audience 
and jury speaks out. She gives voice to the concern of all the mothers who have lost their 
children to Hans’s diseased grasp. First with sadness, then with anger, she enunciates a mother’s 
intolerable fear wondering whether she would ever see her children again. I almost immediately 
abandon the neutral, legal perspective and imaginatively adopt the parents’ fear articulated by 
this woman, herself a criminal. Her appeal is implicitly empathetic. Speaking to the defense 
counsel, she says, “You’ve never had children, huh? So you haven’t lost any. But if you knew 
what it’s like to lose one…Go ask the parents! Ask them what those days and nights were like 
when they didn’t know what had happened. And then when they finally knew.” The knowledge 
that the counsel (or the viewer) might acquire by asking the parents is first-hand knowledge of 
gnawing uncertainty and worry. While watching the film, I imagine their horrid emotions and 
feel small echoes of them, including utter hatred of Hans. If the basis of my moral decision were 
my empathetic feeling at that moment, I couldn’t help but wish him dead, even though I 
recognize the ethical and political dangers of extra-legal remedies like mob-run kangaroo courts. 
The diegetic audience is also whipped into a murderous frenzy, crying for the immediate 
execution of “the beast” Hans. The only person unmoved by the passionate appeals is the lawyer, 
who even as he is shouted down repeats his insistence on legal dispassion. 

Among a host of problems concerning free will and retributive justice, several questions 
about empathy are posed to the audience by this sequence: Can we put aside our emotions and 
accept an impartial legal determination? Are we willing to reason from impassive moral 
principles, irrespective of how the result might make us feel? And if we ordered our moral 
determinations this way, would it promote a better and fairer society? M leaves us with these 
discomfiting questions. The kangaroo court is cut short by the arrival of the police, and though 
the final scene occurs at Hans’s courtroom sentencing, we never learn what happens to him.  

The film’s implicit critique of empathy has been taken up by scholars in recent years. The 
most visible proponent of skepticism toward empathy is the psychologist Paul Bloom, who has 
tried to unseat empathy from the center of our moral reasoning. In its place he proposes 
compassion, which, as we have seen previously, he defines as “valuing other people and caring 
about their welfare but without necessarily feeling their pain.” This accords with our working 
definition of sympathy. Bloom argues that empathy and compassion differ phenomenologically, 
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morally, and neurologically, and that compassion can serve most of the good functions we 
ordinarily attribute to empathy.  

Moreover, Bloom notes myriad ethical and practical defects to empathy. Empathy with 
negative emotional states can lead to feelings of emotional burnout and a reduced ability to aid 
others in need, which is consequential for caregivers and medical professionals. Compassion, by 
contrast, is not draining. It feels good to feel warmth and care for other people.322 To the 
Cloverian concern about empathy with good fictional characters, Bloom responds we should 
recognize the double-edged nature of this feature, such as the empathy invited with the Ku Klux 
Klan in The Birth of a Nation (1915).323 In the spirit of the lawyer in M, Bloom argues empathy 
can actually be counterproductive to wise and caring action: kids ought to go to the dentist, but a 
parent empathizing with their child’s fear might detrimentally allow them never to go.324 More 
troubling, he says,  

Empathy reflects our biases. Although we might intellectually believe that the suffering 
of our neighbor is just as awful as the suffering of some living in another country, it’s far 
easier to empathize with those who are close to us, those who are similar to us, and those 
who we see as more attractive or vulnerable and less scary…empathy distorts our moral 
judgment in pretty much the same way that prejudice does.325 

Empathy can produce sound moral assessments, but it doesn’t do so reliably.  
It also fails to scale. It’s comparatively easy to empathize with one person in pain, 

especially if they’re like us, but our empathy doesn’t quintuple if there are five people in pain or 
multiply a millionfold for a million people who are displaced or starving or oppressed. Emotions 
respond most acutely to a single person and yield diminishing returns with added individuals, 
even though we rationally know we ought to care more about a greater number of people. Larger 
groups seem like bloodless statistics, and under certain conditions a profusion of victims can 
cause empathetic reactions to crater.326 If our goal is to improve global issues, this is a grave 
problem—so long as we count on empathy. Fortunately there are more trustworthy tools in our 
moral arsenal, including compassion, statistical rationality, and an emotionally cool perception of 
duty and obligation to other people and to the natural world. 

I’ll add one last trouble with empathy that’s especially apparent in a cinematic example. 
Empathy purports to have access to someone else’s mind, and to that extent it can be intrusive. 
There’s an amusing illustration of this point in the American independent folk-horror film 
Midsommar (2019), which follows a group of young adults who visit a remote Swedish 
midsummer festival, only to find that its participants belong to a death cult. After several 
increasingly taxing and surreal days at the festival compound, protagonist Dani witnesses her 
boyfriend having sex with a young female cult member. Dani is nauseated. She begins to cry and 
retch. A septet of young cult women briskly walk her away from the scene of infidelity and into 
a dormitory. There they shepherd Dani onto a bed, claustrophobically surrounding her while 
shushing her cries and petting her hair in caricatures of maternal tenderness. In a pair of long-

 
322 Bloom, Against Empathy, 137-145. 
323 Bloom, Against Empathy, 48-49. 
324 Bloom, Against Empathy, 22-23, 34-35. 
325 Bloom, Against Empathy, 31. 
326 For empirical work supporting these conclusions, see Slovic and Västfjäll, “The More Who 
Die, the Less We Care,” and Cameron and Payne, “Escaping Affect: How Motivated Emotion 
Regulation Creates Insensitivity to Mass Suffering.” 
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take wide shots, Dani crawls onto the floor to find breathing room, but the girls don’t leave her 
side. She hyperventilates, and at first the cult sisters breath slowly and deeply. As one of them 
cradles Dani’s face in her hands and gazes intently at her, Dani gradually slows her breathing to 
their pace. In short order, the eight women breathe in perfect unison, and the oddness of this 
upsets Dani, whose open mouth widens and dips into a distressed frown. She screams, and the 
girls scream along with her. A reverse angle shows the cult members’ faces contorted with 
pain—their pain, her pain, the pain of the cult. Each time Dani screams, her misery is echoed 
back to her. The import of this scene is that she is so deep in the cult, and the cult is so deep in 
her, that even her emotions are no longer private; other people will invade her mind and feel her 
feelings, even against her will. 

This example, of course, is extreme. But it bears emphasizing there are decidedly 
empathetic ways to be overinvolved and creepy—and we haven’t even broached disturbing 
science-fictional cases, like Cronenberg’s Dead Ringers (1988), which literalize the empathetic 
mind-melding Catherine spoke of with Heathcliff. If we’re concerned with the ethical 
ramifications of our film spectatorship, we would do well to redirect our attention from acts of 
empathy to acts of compassion. 

To this point my analysis has concerned various means of thinking through cinematically 
engendered fear: its connection to thought, style, and genre; its depiction through emotional 
POV; and its relation to empathy. But what if, instead of watching and listening to horror films, 
we could insert our whole selves into frightening situations? What if we could (relatively safely) 
step inside a horror film? That’s just what haunts purport to offer, and they provide opportunities 
for thinking through fear that exceed the capabilities of the most terrifying films. 
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Chapter 4: The Threatening Spaces and Curious Pleasures of Haunts 
 
Now on our right I heard the torrent’s hideous roar 
Below us, so that I thrust my head forward 
And dared to look down the abyss. 
 
Then I was even more afraid of being dropped, 
For I saw fire and heard wailing, 
And so, trembling, I hold on tighter with my legs. 
 
And for the first time I became aware 
Of our descent and wheeling when I saw 
The torments drawing closer all around me. 
 

Dante, Inferno327 
 
I. Introducing Haunts 
 Infamously, Christopher Hitchens once harbored skepticism that waterboarding is 
torture.328 In a 2007 article for Slate, he wrote, “Congress and the courts are conducting 
important hearings on the critical question of extreme interrogation, and at a time when 
accusations of outright torture are helping to besmirch and discredit the United States all around 
the world.”329 These congressional hearings, at the height of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
centrally concerned the issue of American military personnel waterboarding suspected terrorist 
detainees. A key political question at the time was whether to classify waterboarding as “torture” 
or as something less than torture (and not proscribed by the Geneva Conventions), like “extreme 
interrogation” or “extraordinary rendition.” Hitchens’s rhetorical distinction between “extreme 
interrogation” and “outright torture” appeared to suggest doubt as to whether waterboarding, 
widely understood to belong to the former group, also merited “accusations” of the latter. In 
response to his essay, Hitchens’s critics challenged him to submit himself to waterboarding, if he 
thought it wasn’t so bad.330 

Astonishingly, he did. To his credit, Hitchens sought out the truth of the matter through 
first-hand experience, and he publicly announced his newfound understanding in a 2008 article 
for Vanity Fair, “Believe Me, It’s Torture.” He recounts his experience in rural North Carolina: 
he signed a waiver that detailed the experience and its risks, up to and including death, and 

 
327 Dante, The Inferno, 321 (XVII.118-126). 
328 Some critics state the point much more strongly, such as Alan Clarke, who writes, “As of 
2007, it would have been difficult to find a more enthusiastic promoter of [Bush/Cheney] 
administration interrogation policies (including waterboarding suspected terrorists) than 
Christopher Hitchens.” This is hyperbole. In the first place, the article in which Hitchens most 
notably expresses his skepticism occurs amidst an excoriation of the CIA and arched eyebrows at 
President Bush’s “haplessness.” Moreover, while I’ve been unable to find any article or 
recording of Hitchens expressing full-throated support for waterboarding, genuinely enthusiastic 
supporters of the technique were in no short supply in 2007. See Clarke, Rendition to Torture, 4.  
329 Hitchens, “Abolish the CIA.” 
330 Clarke, Rendition to Torture, 4. 
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indemnified the purveyors of the experience. He mentions agreed-upon signals—one physical, 
one verbal—that would terminate the waterboarding when it became too extreme, and 
corresponding (relative) comfort knowing that he undertook the experience voluntarily and 
would not suffer it indefinitely. He details his emotional journey, from unease in the hours 
beforehand to “sheer panic” as he tried to draw air and found none. He describes the shame that 
he felt in quitting in a matter of seconds and realizing he would divulge any secrets if they were 
demanded of him. Through subjecting himself to that torture, Hitchens learned about himself, his 
emotions, and how his body reacted to physical extremes.331 

My waterboarding experience was similar. Mine was in an abandoned building on the 
outskirts on Buffalo sometime after midnight on a chilly October weekend. I’d flown out 
specifically for the occasion. I also learned about myself, my emotions, and my body. I, too, can 
affirm with firsthand experience: “believe me, it’s torture.” But I had never doubted what side of 
the “torture” line waterboarding fell on. I was present, rather, to undergo an extreme haunt. 

Extreme haunts exist at one pole of the common Halloween pastime of haunts. Haunt is a 
catchall term for immersive, typically performance-based attractions designed to elicit fear and 
related emotions like disgust. These run the gamut from home haunts (nonprofessional 
attractions staged in someone’s yard or garage and stereotypically featuring bowls of spaghetti or 
peeled grapes to represent the tactile sensation of brains or eyeballs) to multi-hour-long and 
highly personalized works of immersive narrative art that incorporate genuine brutality.332 The 
extraordinary breadth of haunt experiences necessitates some rough and ready divisions; there’s 
more experiential distance between the least and most extreme haunts than there is between the 
least and most extreme horror films: Plan 9 from Outer Space (1959) and Martyrs (2008), say. I 
will confine myself in this chapter to professional haunts, which can be divided into three groups 
of ascending intensity: no-touch, physical, and extreme. These are my own classifications. The 
only broadly recognized term in the industry is extreme haunt. While horror films are often 
subdivided by monster (zombie films, vampire films, slashers) or studio and, by extension, style 
(Universal, Hammer, Blumhouse), haunts are most usefully subdivided by quantity and quality 
of physical contact, as a proxy for overall physical and sensory intensity.333  

To a large degree, theorizing haunts will entail analyzing two medium-specific attributes. 
One is physical contact between performer and “participant” or “guest.” (“Spectator” would be 
inapt, because haunt audiences can’t merely spectate.) The contact may be feigned or actually 
imposed. It may be gentle or painful for the participant. And it may be more improvisatory or 
more predetermined. The other attribute is haunt guests’ movement, which may be active or 
reactive, voluntary or involuntary, fully expressed or largely suppressed. Movement is not as 
useful as physical contact for drawing divisions among haunts because the amount of movement 
does not scale up with intensity. Still, the presence of contact and movement sets haunts apart 
from all other fear-based media, even horror-survival video games (which link characters’ 

 
331 Hitchens, “Believe Me, It’s Torture.” 
332 The stereotypical impression of home haunts is misleading, however. The creators are often 
amateur Halloween fanatics who every year dedicate months of work in carpentry, costuming, 
and set design to perfect their creations. The documentary Haunters: The Art of the Scare (2017) 
offers a good introduction to the current state of home haunts. 
333 I argued in the first chapter that the scariness of a given horror film is often quite person-
dependent, but its relative goriness or intensity is widely agreed upon. Likewise with haunts, the 
scariness is person-dependent, but the physical and sensory intensity are widely agreed upon. 
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simulated movement to the players’ physicality of manipulating a controller, keyboard, or other 
device). Contact and movement change the terrain for thinking through fear. 

The first major subdivision is no-touch haunts. In these, the mildest and most 
predetermined configurations, guests walk through a set path, during which they encounter 
macabre and scary scenes. Individual rooms are typically styled according to recognizable horror 
themes—a mad scientist’s laboratory, slaughterhouse, or haunted bedroom—and many such 
themes can be employed throughout a haunt without much regard for narrative or spatial 
coherence. (Haunts resemble video games in this way, where it wouldn’t be odd to move through 
successive ice and jungle and factory levels.) Live costumed performers, sometimes mixed in 
with dummies or animatronics, portray monsters and their victims. Performers lurch forward and 
make sudden noises as guests pass by, often with their voices, by hitting a wall, or with unseen 
handheld noisemakers: the theatrical equivalent of sudden soundtrack blares during frightening 
moments in horror films. Guests typically proceed through the haunt in large groups. Crucially, 
performers and guests are not allowed to touch each other. This knowledge, whether actively 
considered or passively registered, influences the felt vulnerability of the participant, and thus 
their emotions, in the same way that knowledge of film’s sensory limitations affects horror 
spectatorship. 

Second are physical haunts, which distinguish themselves from no-touch haunts through 
an increased range of sensory experiences, in particular the presence of touch or interaction 
between performers and guests. These are rarer than no-touch haunts.334 Instead of lurching 
forward and making noise, a performer might actually grab a guest’s ankle or shoulder, or even 
lead them away from a group down a side pathway. Guests usually walk through in small groups. 
Some physical haunts feature a series of one-on-one semi-improvisatory interactions with 
characters. This style of haunt overlaps with immersive theater, a category of interactive 
performance-based art which may not involve fear at all. Others incorporate puzzle-solving 
components, like finding a hidden key that unlocks the next room. This style of haunt overlaps 
with escape rooms, enclosed three-dimensional game spaces where the goal is to solve all the 
puzzles and get out before time expires.335 In physical haunts, guests typically must sign a waiver 
that sets out in somewhat ambiguous language what they will encounter, such as “moderate 
physical contact,” “offensive smells,” or “contact with water.” These forewarnings are double-
edged: while they offer comforting assurances of what won’t happen (there can’t be spiders or 
insects since the waiver didn’t mention them), they also kickstart anticipatory fear regarding what 
will happen (does “contact with water” mean a splash or my head being submerged?). The 
waiver also indemnifies the haunt creators in case of injury, trauma, or death of guests. There are 
often age minimums for guests of 16 or 18 years. In certain cases, guests determine the intensity 

 
334 This rarity is not reflected in my “hauntography,” in which physical haunts are the most well-
represented category. That is because I have disproportionately sought out physical haunts, 
which are typically more frightening than no-touch haunts owing to their increased range of 
possible effects and a corresponding diminished sense of comfort. From a scholarly perspective, 
this amplified fright allows for a greater opportunity to think through fear; from a fan’s 
perspective, it means they’re more exciting.  
335 Not all haunts are immersive theater, and not all immersive theater events are haunts. 
Likewise not all haunts incorporate escape room elements, and not all escape rooms are haunts. 
But as with the category “horror cinema,” I won’t be scrupulous in separating haunts from 
immersive theater or escape rooms, provided there is fear to think through. 
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of their own haunt. For instance, Terror Behind the Walls at Eastern State Penitentiary 
(Pennsylvania), a haunt staged in an actual former prison complex, allowed guests the option to 
wear a glow-in-the-dark necklace that signaled they desired contact from performers and more 
scares; those who did not wear the necklace experienced a no-touch haunt, while those who did 
experienced a physical haunt. 

Third are extreme haunts. These are a subset of physical haunts that increase the intensity 
to a qualitatively distinct degree to serve an “underground” subcommunity of hardcore 
enthusiasts. Extreme haunts may incorporate suffocation, contact with spiders, electric shock, 
and waterboarding. There can be partial or full nudity on the part of performers or guests. 
Accordingly, waivers are even more crucial to notify participants of what is in store. Guests 
almost always go through alone, and there are often age minimums of 18 or 21 years. 
Experiences can last upwards of an hour or two. These are strictly limited events; they may last a 
few nights or one night only, and they may admit only a few dozen participants. They are almost 
never remounted, which makes them even more fleeting than ordinary theater. For extreme 
haunts that have sufficiently few guests, creators can solicit detailed information about each 
participant through a questionnaire (relationship status, personal history, insecurities, phobias, 
etc.), the responses of which may be turned against guests during the experience. For instance, in 
the middle of one sexual moment in the extreme haunt Heretic/Obscura: Sabbath (Oklahoma), a 
female performer looked at me and asked, “What would your girlfriend think about this?” 

I’ll have more to say later about the appeal of extreme haunts, but I first want to revisit 
the word Hitchens and I converged on: “torture.” It’s a word the haunt community is 
extraordinarily sensitive about, so it’s virtually never used. But if we agree waterboarding, taken 
by itself, is torture, why wouldn’t it be in a haunt? There are crucial differences. First, people 
undergo extreme haunts voluntarily and are informed of the experience through the waiver. 
Second, in nearly all cases, the brutal elements are woven into narratives or meaningful aesthetic 
wholes. Third, and perhaps most importantly, extreme haunts (and some physical haunts) 
provide guests with a safe word that, when uttered, immediately terminates the experience. As 
with sexual dynamics that involve a considerable power imbalance, respect for informed consent 
and the ability to withdraw consent at any time are sacrosanct in the haunt industry.336 

I’ve attended dozens of haunts, no-touch to extreme, in ten states over a period of years. 
This includes a handful of Hell Houses, evangelical Christian variants of no-touch or mildly 
physical haunts. In what follows, every haunt that I mention or describe is one I have attended 

 
336 The only operation that flouts this principle is McKamey Manor (formerly California, 
currently Tennessee and Alabama), which has built a reputation on denying guests a safe word. 
McKamey Manor abuses attendees for hours until they are medically incapacitated. They 
document this and post the edited footage on YouTube. McKamey Manor exists in a morally 
putrid but legally murky zone, since they record participants on camera before the experience 
freely relinquishing their right to say a safe word—that is to say, consenting to give up their right 
to consent. Invariably during the haunt, immiserated guests will beg to be let go, and proprietor 
Russ McKamey will remind them they gave up their right to a safe word. McKamey Manor is a 
pariah in the industry. I haven’t done their show and never will. Gathering reliable information 
on McKamey Manor is particularly difficult, since Russ McKamey tightly controls the narrative 
around his event, and attending the show requires an abdication of consent. One of the better 
popular write-ups is Rory Carroll and Mae Ryan’s 2015 article “Extreme Haunted House: Inside 
the Real Life Kingdom of Masochists.” 
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myself, except when noted. For those experiences I could not attend in person, I have relied on 
the best available documentation, which are the recollections posted on one of a handful of 
websites dedicated to high-quality haunt criticism, in particular Haunting (Haunting.net), for 
which I have written haunt reviews myself. 

Haunts present unique challenges for scholarly documentation because of their brief life 
spans and site-specific natures, to say nothing of the difficulty of enduring the most extreme 
events. But their distinctive qualities allow for unique opportunities to think through fear. 
Haunts’ three-dimensional, full-body, multi-sensory appeals elicit different emotional reactions 
than cinema because haunts invite behavior and perception closer to what we exercise in 
ordinary, non-artistic life (which is also three-dimensional, full-body, and multi-sensory). Haunts 
recreate certain potential threats of everyday existence, like encountering a stranger and not 
knowing their intentions, and thereby invite a mode of fear response nearer to our non-artistic 
fear responses—but, crucially, in a controlled and consensual environment. With extreme haunts, 
the incorporation of intense physical discomfort demands that we reconsider how fear relates to 
pain and how pain relates to aesthetic pleasure. And Hell Houses encourage novel forms of 
thinking through fear by directing emotions beyond the bounds of the experience. Despite their 
particularities, these varying haunt forms share a long artistic and emotional lineage with other 
fear-based immersive attractions. 
 
II. A Brief History of Frightening Immersive Spaces 

The first proto-haunt depicted in literature was likely Dante’s excursion through Hell. 
Many of the now-expected characteristics of haunts are present: a walkthrough tour of a 
terrifying space; the successful elicitation of fear; appearances of danger, violence, and 
monstrosity; safeguards to protect the participant; interactions with memorable characters; and 
consent granted by the participant to undergo the experience.337 We might classify Dante’s 
experience as physical rather than extreme, because for all his climbing and maneuvering 
through the hellscape and his verbal interactions with the damned, Dante himself is not subjected 
to physical torments.338 

In more recent times, live audiences and performers have had a chance to witness and 
interact with images of spirits and ghosts. In revolutionary-era France, Parisians enjoyed a new 
immersive, theatrical, magic lantern show: the “Fantasmagorie.”339 An early version of the 
Fantasmagorie was staged in an atmospheric chapel, and even the audience’s entry into the 
space was part of the experience; according to Erik Barnouw, “audiences entered through 
cavernous corridors, marked with strange symbols, and came upon a dimly lit chamber decorated 
with skulls; effects of thunder, sepulchral music, and tolling bells helped set the mood. Coal 
burned in braziers.”340 Already there was the utilization of sight, sound, temperature (hot coals 
presumably contrasting with the drafty setting), props, and the bodily movement of participants. 
Once they were inside, guests beheld eerie apparitions. Smoke from the coal fires provided an 
inconstant medium for the magic lantern images (backlit projections of illustrated glass slides), 

 
337 Dante asks Virgil to guide him through Hell and Purgatory in The Inferno, 11 (I.130-135). 
338 Nevertheless, the emotional stresses of his journey make him faint several times. See Dante, 
The Inferno, 55, 99 (III.133-136, V.139-142). 
339 Barnouw, The Magician and the Cinema, 17, 19. Magic lantern shows had existed since the 
17th century. 
340 Barnouw, The Magician and the Cinema, 19. 
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creating the appearance of ethereally shifting spirits.341 In the early 19th century, variants of the 
experience, rebranded as “Phantasmagoria,” spread to the United Kingdom and United States. 
By the 1830s, advances in lighting allowed the combination of live performers and magic-lantern 
projections (now onto transparent glass sheets) on the same standard proscenium stage.342 In 
other, more interactive configurations, guests were incorporated into scenes. Manipulations of 
darkness and magic-lantern light made them seem to disappear and reappear as skeletons.343 

Shortly after the debut of the Fantasmagorie, the Parisian morgue became another 
entertainment destination. Vanessa Schwartz has documented how nineteenth-century France 
had a macabre predilection for visiting the morgue, which was open for public exhibitions from 
1804-1907.344 Unidentified corpses of the recently deceased were put on display behind glass, 
and the public was invited to view them, ostensibly to identify the victims. Yet it’s clear from the 
fact that thousands of people visited daily that the crowds weren’t mainly attending as a civic 
duty; they were attending for the thrill and fascination of looking death in the face. Men, women, 
and children of various social classes attended and intermingled.345 One morgue employee in the 
1890s likened his place of work to an “entresort (a fair attraction in which one paid and walked 
through to see a display).”346 There were theatrical elements: curtains that could be drawn when 
bodies were moved, as though in a scene change; a public that sometimes complained if they saw 
the same thing today as they saw last week; and vendors outside selling snacks and themed 
merchandise.347 There were also important rules for how the public could move through the 
space and how many were allowed in at once.348 Schwartz describes the audience as exhibiting 
“an active and participatory kind of spectatorship.”349 This is not only because they were 
supposed to identify the bodies, but also, unlike conventional theater, there was an imperfect 
separation of audience and show. Fresh corpses might be carried through the mass of people to a 
staging area, and the police escorted suspected murderers to view the victims in the hopes of 
guilting them into a confession—all while the eager crowd watched.350 An element of controlled 
danger appealed to the audience and required them to maneuver their bodies in certain ways to 
achieve optimal views and to avoid contact with hazardous or threatening figures. The specific 
attraction of being there, bodily, in the space of the morgue drew throngs of patrons even though 
the “show” might be largely redundant with respect to the photographs or illustrations of the 
dead printed in the popular press.351 

Around the time of the morgue’s closure to the public in the early twentieth century, 
fairgrounds and amusement parks in the United States began to offer a number of “dark rides,” in 
which a moving cart or boat would be led through a dark space, periodically witnessing brightly 

 
341 Barnouw, The Magician and the Cinema, 19. 
342 Barnouw, The Magician and the Cinema, 21-22, 27. 
343 Barnouw, The Magician and the Cinema, 29. 
344 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 51, 61. 
345 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 63-66. 
346 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 57. 
347 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 57-58; 67; 63, 79. 
348 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 57, 78. 
349 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 62. 
350 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 53, 81. Bodies were likely only brought through the mass of 
people in the early days of the morgue, before it was rebuilt in the 1860s. 
351 Schwartz, Spectacular Realities, 68. 
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lit scenes or props. Angela Ndalianis notes a number of “Coney Island’s attractions from the turn 
of the twentieth-century included the latest in cutting edge examples of horror rides that would 
persist in inciting the fear factor for decades later.”352 Lightly scary elements, such as forcing 
guests to walk through a dragon’s mouth to get to the start of the ride, appeared at Coney Island 
in the first decade of the twentieth century.353 Tom Gunning notes there were contemporaneous 
experiments in immersive film exhibition during the cinema of attractions era (from the 
inception of film till around 1906).354 At Hale’s Tours, known for its camerawork of landscape 
shot from moving trains, “the theatre itself was arranged as a train car with a conductor who took 
tickets, and sound effects simulating the click-clack of wheels and hiss of air brakes.”355 

Although in the preceding chapters I’ve treated film as a medium that can only engage 
spectators’ vision and audition, novel forms of film exhibition activated other senses as well. The 
high point of full-body appeals in American film exhibition was likely in the mid-twentieth 
century. In the 1950s and 60s, innovative showmen like William Castle turned film theaters 
themselves into frightening (or faux-frightening) immersive spaces.356 For instance, in The 
Tingler (1959), Castle orchestrated a fourth-wall-demolishing scene in which the Tingler, a silly-
looking quasi-crustacean monster, supposedly breaks out of the diegesis and crawls into theaters 
screening The Tingler. At that point, random audience members viewing Castle’s film were 
jolted by buzzers hidden in their seats; moreover, Murray Leeder notes, “this was synchronized 
with an in-theatre stunt, a woman planted to faint and be taken away by phony physicians.”357 
Castle called the buzzer gimmick “Percepto,” and while it was a successful marketing tool, it 
also introduced a new dimension of tactility to the cinematic experience. As Catherine Clepper 
observes, “Rather than suggesting bodily impressions, Castle’s films physically or materially 
touched his audiences.”358 That is to say, in Castle, horror-film rhetoric of “shocking scenes” and 
phenomenological metaphors of contact between viewer and film become literal. An implicit 
form of audience consent was involved: Castle had developed a measure of fame for his 
showmanship from his previous horror films Macabre (1958) and House on Haunted Hill 
(1959), both of which employed gimmick-based audience participation as well, so viewers would 
have expected something out of the ordinary with The Tingler. Additionally, advertisements for 
The Tingler promoted Percepto, sometimes with teasing images of an empty chair. The timing of 
Percepto was meant to be a surprise, but its existence was meant to be a known enticement.359  

The haunt genealogy to this point might call to mind the “myth of total cinema,” Andre 
Bazin’s term for the perennial dream to add as many verisimilar features as possible to film—
first sound, then color, and on and on, until the achievement of the perfect sensory and 

 
352 Ndalianis, “Dark Rides, Hybrid Machines, and the Horror Experience,” 12. 
353 Ndalianis, “Dark Rides, Hybrid Machines, and the Horror Experience,” 19. 
354 Gunning, “The Cinema of Attractions,” 56. 
355 Gunning, “The Cinema of Attractions,” 58. 
356 Murray Leeder likens Castle’s theatrical spaces to the cinema of attractions. See Leeder, 
“Collective Screams,” 76-77. 
357 Leeder, “Collective Screams,” 91. 
358 Clepper, “‘Death by Fright,’” 55. 
359 The ability to consent would be lacking if, as supposedly happened, audiences watching the 
Audrey Hepburn film The Nun’s Story (1959) in a theater wired for The Tingler were buzzed. 
See Leeder, “The Humor of William Castle’s Gimmick Films,” 94. 
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experiential simulacrum which he called “that complete illusion of life.”360 One reason why total 
cinema remains a myth is that the result would no longer be recognizable as cinema. But efforts 
toward its fulfillment have continued apace in the world of haunts and immersive theater. Haunts 
are, in a fashion, the myth of total horror cinema approaching fruition. 

In October 1973, the first major theme park Halloween event opened at Knott’s Berry 
Farm in Southern California.361 Eventually labelled Knott’s Scary Farm, the family-friendly 
experience transformed the park, with outdoors areas bedecked with cobwebs and skeletons, and 
performers prowling around in Halloween costumes. Over the years, Knott’s Scary Farm added a 
series of no-touch haunts, euphemistically referred to as “mazes,” in buildings ordinarily used for 
other attractions. (The euphemism arises from the fact that the haunts are strictly linear.) Each 
maze has a separate theme and separate line; on a busy weekend, each line can last an hour or 
two. Knott’s also gradually harshened the tone of the event. The early years featured 
unfrightening characters: some performers dressed as the Munsters, others as benign witches.362 
In 2014, by contrast, Knott’s designed a maze, “The Tooth Fairy,” themed around graphic dental 
torture, complete with close-up projected footage of a bleeding, screaming mouth. The format of 
multiple no-touch haunts with performers interspersed throughout the rest of the park in “scare 
zones” was adopted in 1991 by Universal Studios Orlando’s Halloween Horror Nights and in 
1992 by the Six Flags theme park chain’s Fright Fest.363 It’s also around this time that theme 
parks’ dark rides (with major technological upgrades) saw renewed popularity.364 

Today, no-touch theme park haunts demonstrate their close connection to horror film in a 
variety of ways. They feature well-known cinematic monsters like Michael Myers and are 
sometimes designed as cross-promotions for film and television like Evil Dead (2013) and The 
Walking Dead (2010-). There’s considerable overlap among horror film creators and haunt 
creators.365 Haunt creators, moreover, have expressed their creative debt to horror cinema.366 
And the rhetoric of “living your own horror film” is ubiquitous in extreme haunt marketing. 

 
360 Bazin, “The Myth of Total Cinema,” 20. 
361 Morton, Trick or Treat, 102.  
362 Pimentel, “Knott’s Took Time to Get This Scary.” 
363 Morton, Trick or Treat, 103-104. For its first year, Halloween Horror Nights was called 
Fright Nights. 
364 Ndalianis, “Dark Rides, Hybrid Machines, and the Horror Experience,” 12-13. 
365 Creator of Creep LA (2015-2019) Justin Fix is a film and television actor. Co-creator of The 
Alone Experience (2013-) Lawrence T. Lewis is a film producer who has worked on horror films 
and thrillers. Creator of Heretic Horror House (2012-2018) Adrian Marcato, who takes his name 
from the warlock patriarch in Rosemary’s Baby, has worked in Hollywood make-up and special 
effects departments for horror films. Most intriguingly, co-creator of The Experiences (2016-) 
Darren Lynn Bousman is the director of numerous high-profile horror films, including Saw II, 
III, and IV (2005, 2006, 2007). 
366 Halloween Horror Nights creative director John Murdy reports he has drawn inspiration from 
cinematic sources as disparate as the hall of mirror scenes in The Lady from Shanghai (1947) and 
the original banned trailer for The Exorcist, which featured an atonal score not used in the 
theatrical release and potentially epilepsy-inducing flashes of altered stills from the film. See 
Murdy’s interview with Rob Galluzzo, Elric Kane, Ryan Turek, and Rebekah McKendry, 
“Behind-The-Scenes of Halloween Horror Nights!,” October 14, 2016, in Shock Waves, podcast, 
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The growth of individual no-touch and physical haunts disconnected from theme parks is 
harder to track, owing to their sheer number and their sometimes unofficial origins in haunted 
hayrides or corn mazes. Yet it seems there was a nationwide haunt boom in the early 1990s, 
corresponding with the spread of theme park haunts. For instance, popular locations Haunted 
Hoochie (Ohio) and Terror Behind the Walls at Eastern State Penitentiary (Pennsylvania) 
opened in 1991; House of Shock (Louisiana) opened in 1992; and The Darkness (Missouri) 
opened in 1993.367 Like the larger theme park operations, these are mostly open seasonally 
around Halloween. Although these standalone attractions often have large budgets and 
impressive art direction and special effects, they function somewhat like the “indie” alternatives 
to the big box office entertainments of the California and Florida theme parks. 

Around the same time as the development of Knott’s Scary Farm, American evangelical 
Christians were designing their own variations on haunts. In 1972, Jerry Fallwell’s Liberty 
University hosted what it called Scaremare, a performance-based repurposing of the tropes of 
horror films and haunts to preach the Gospel through fear.368 The event continued annually and 
spawned imitators which most commonly go by the term “Hell House,” owing to the emphasis 
on eternal damnation awaiting those who don’t accept Jesus as their personal lord and savior. 
These experiences, which promise to “scare the Hell out of you,” depict various tableaux of sin 
and damnation. The desired result is strong fear and revulsion, and, at a conceptual remove, what 
John Fletcher calls a “tactical tastelessness” or “countertaste” that conveys authenticity through 
offensiveness to mainstream sensibilities.369 The offense issues from an unmistakable cause-and-
effect logic of sin and Dantean contrapasso.370 If one room features teenagers at a party sipping 
illicit beers, the next room will feature those same characters mangled in a horrible car crash. 
Sometimes the cause-and-effect chains present rather severe “slippery slopes.” For instance, at 
The Nightmare at Guts Church (Oklahoma), increasing atheism in society led inexorably to 
wicked doctors vivisecting screaming patients to harvest their organs for sale on the black 
market. There is an undifferentiated mix of crime recognized by secular civil society and 
behavior considered sinful within a conservative Christian context (gay marriage, abortion). A 
demon character often urges on the sinful behavior and, oddly, acts as a tour guide for the Hell 
House participants. The ghastly scenes continue until guests witness a depiction of the 
Crucifixion, followed by a chance to speak with religious counselors and to invite Jesus into their 
lives. It bears noting that the Crucifixion imagery can be extraordinarily gruesome, closer to a 
horror film than to standard American Christian iconography. But lest we forget, David 

 
https://audioboom.com/posts/7448138-episode-21-behind-the-scenes-of-halloween-horror-
nights. 
367 Brickey, “‘A Flair for the Scare’”; Kerr, Scream, 63; MacCash, “House of Shock Is Calling It 
Quits After 25 Years”; and Holleman, “‘The Darkness’ Named One of 10 Best Haunted 
Attractions.” I have not been to The Darkness or House of Shock, which has closed. 
368 Pellegrini, “‘Signaling Through the Flames,’” 913. 
369 Fletcher, “Tasteless as Hell,” 314, 324. 
370 Contrapasso is a word Dante employs in the Inferno to describe punishment in Hell that fits 
the sins, often entailing ironic duplication or inversion of what the sinner did on earth. In Hell 
Houses, contrapasso is inflicted on the living, with the implication that further torments await 
them in Hell if they do not repent. For a concise gloss of the term, see Robert Hollander’s 
annotations to The Inferno, 59, 529. 
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Edelstein, who coined the term “torture porn,” placed Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ 
(2004) alongside Saw (2004) and Hostel (2005).371 

Depictions of intense violence and sexuality may occur in Hell Houses, but inflictions of 
intense violence and sexuality only occur in extreme haunts. These events can be traced to 2009, 
when Blackout staged its first show in New York. Los Angeles began to establish itself as a 
center for extreme haunts when Heretic Horror opened in 2012. Those two companies 
specialized in complementary modes of intense fear. Blackout is widely recognized for its 
psychological extremity. In their recent show Blackout10NYC, Blackout forcibly removed 
guests’ shoes and socks and forced them to walk over unrolled, used-looking condoms.372 They 
also simulated the disorientation of being roofied at a club by covering participants’ heads with a 
translucent cloth, spinning them around amidst bright lights and blaring music, and manhandling 
them as male voices made sexual threats. Heretic, until its closure in 2018, was widely 
recognized for its physical extremity. They choked guests, body-slammed them, whipped them, 
and electrically shocked them. Foreknowledge of Heretic’s penchant for physical brutality 
amplified the psychological anxiety before the show.373 With certain physical haunts, the safe 
word is more or less a polite and overabundantly cautious conceit, never to be needed. But in 
Heretic shows, where real pain was inflicted on participants, the safe word was essential. 
Nevertheless, extreme haunts remain outliers of the haunt form because the audience for them is 
miniscule compared with attendees of no-touch haunts, physical haunts, and Hell Houses. 

The United States and Los Angeles in particular function as global centers for haunts.374 
But immersive fear-based attractions are not limited to one cultural context. Extreme haunts have 
been staged in Switzerland, the Czech Republic, and England.375 Margee Kerr has documented 

 
371 Edelstein, “Playing at Your Local Multiplex: Torture Porn.” 
372 The clothing removal was designed to be especially uncomfortable in two ways. First, only 
one shoe and sock was removed from each participant, so you had to walk through the rest of the 
haunt off-balance. Second, shoe-and-sock bundles were unceremoniously chucked into the foyer 
where guests entered and exited the haunt (where they could be retrieved afterwards), so that as 
you waited to be called in, nerves were amplified because you could tell previous participants’ 
clothing was being removed. 
373 In other cases, secrecy enhances the fear of extreme haunts. Attendees of Freakling Bros’ The 
Victim Experience (Nevada) were given standard waivers, but they also had to sign non-
disclosure agreements, making it all but impossible to find reliable information about the show 
online. The Victim Experience boasted a very high rate of causing attendees to quit by saying the 
safe word (around 70%, supposedly). In spite of their mystique, they made exceptionally clear 
the event was not for average haunt enthusiasts: according to an archived version of their 
website, guests “must be prepared to experience various forms of psychological, emotional, and 
sensory torture with ZERO retaliation…Must be prepared for simulated criminal sexual behavior 
and harassment…Must be prepared for clothing to be damaged, soaked, and/or removed.” (The 
Victim Experience was nearly unique in their self-adoption of the word “torture.”) The 
experience ran irregularly beginning in 2013 and has been nonoperational for over two years. I 
have not gone through it. See The Victim Experience, http://www.victimexperience.com/ 
(archived May 16, 2017). 
374 Bishop, “The Future of Fear: How Los Angeles Became the Heart of Immersive Horror.” 
375 Examples include Heretic/Brutality co-productions Verbøten and The Invitation: Vivisektion 
(Switzerland, 2017, 2018), Prague Fear House: Hardcore (Czech Republic, dates unknown), 
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popular no-touch or lightly physical haunts in Japan, such as Daiba Strange School, that are 
inflected with culturally specific conceptions of ghosts and traumatic memory but nonetheless 
share the same structure as American haunts.376 And as I mentioned in the first chapter, there are 
jump-scare-laden haunted tours conducted in a cemetery in Bogotá, Colombia, themed around 
victims of the drug wars.377 Immersive theatrical forms of “recreational terror,” in Isabel Cristina 
Pinedo’s phrase, are now a worldwide phenomenon.378 

Although haunts share much with horror cinema, there are irreplaceable opportunities to 
think through fear in haunts, and there are unique problems in explaining why people willingly 
undergo extreme haunts (the answer to which, I will argue, circles us back to thinking through 
fear). I address these topics in the following sections. 

 
III. Moving, Feeling, Thinking 
 I was midway through Brighton Asylum (New Jersey), a minimally physical haunt, when 
I walked into an area that recreated an iconic horror scene from The Shining. I gazed down a 
long hallway, at the end of which were two twin girls. As my eyes were drawn into the deep 
space, I half-wondered how this would play out, since in the film the girls don’t attack. I 
continued to hesitantly move forward, when suddenly, from an unseen side door, a man charged 
toward me. I performed several involuntary actions in quick succession: I bent over; I placed my 
arms in front of my face; I lifted up my right knee to my stomach; and I screamed. The scare 
really got me, but the performer moved on without touching me. Only after the haunt did I fully 
understand the scare design, which depended on my threat awareness being drawn into the 
distance so I would be unprepared for danger nearby, and only afterwards did I comprehend how 
I had responded. I spontaneously defended my face and internal organs from attack. In that 
moment, my evolutionarily ingrained instincts took over. 

It’s commonly and mistakenly assumed that our evolutionarily ancient threat responses, 
shared with many nonhuman animals, reduce to “fight or flight.”379 The survival advantages to 
those approaches are straightforward. But humans and many vertebrates also have a “freeze” 
threat-response module, sometimes clinically referred to as “tonic immobility,” and more 
colloquially associated with deer in the headlights.380 Freezing is a beneficial response for many 
animals if a predator is far away because it can help avoid detection; the problem is that deer 
haven’t had evolutionary time to distinguish car headlights from the eyes of forest predators. As 
a fourth response type, many mammals, including humans under some circumstances, also faint 

 
Faceless Ventures’s Cracked series (England, 2015-present). Haunt journalist Mathias 
Verduyckt covers European haunts at Europehaunts.wordpress.com and Haunting.net. 
376 Kerr, Scream, 120-130. 
377 Kerr, Scream, 188-189. 
378 Pinedo, Recreational Terror, 5. 
379 Joseph LeDoux cautions that we not conflate threat responses or “fear conditioning,” which 
are expressed in various ways across the animal kingdom, with the conscious emotional 
experience of fear. The latter is something humans certainly have. More intelligent mammals 
may have something like it, but there’s peril in guessing at cognition across species lines. What, 
if anything, a forlorn-looking dog feels may be unknowable in principle. See LeDoux, Anxious, 
50-51; and LeDoux, “Coming to Terms with Fear,” 2874, 2876. 
380 LeDoux, Anxious, 55; Wise, Extreme Fear, 66. 
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from fear when attacked; the goal is to deter predators who won’t eat prey they think is dead.381 
There are many other species-specific adaptive responses besides, like making pointy quills 
stand erect, or curling into an armored ball.382 

It’s remarkable that the haunt could elicit a response that was so primal. I believe my 
armadillo-like curl, which I’ve never enacted while watching a film, resulted from a few 
instantaneous calculations combined with my psychological priming. I was too caught off guard 
to fight, and I’ve habituated myself through many haunts to passively endure any real or feigned 
threat that comes my way. (Waivers forbid attacking performers; forfeiting the possibility of 
fighting back enhances fear for the participant, enhances safety for the participant and performer, 
and differentiates haunts from the uncontrolled dangers of ordinary life.) Flight wouldn’t have 
helped because the narrow hallway cut off my options, and it would have taken too long to turn 
around. Freezing to avoid detection is no use when a threat is up close and has noticed you. And 
I wasn’t in the jaws of a predator, so going limp and fainting wasn’t likely. Instead, my body’s 
plan, carried out without my conscious decision-making, was to cover up against the imminent 
threat and then see what would make sense next. My conscious thinking caught up to my 
instincts in less than a second, so I straightened myself out, laughed, and continued walking.383 

In one sense the fictionality of the experience didn’t matter to me. I detected a threat, and 
some part of me initiated a threat response before my conscious mind could reassure me, “this is 
a minimally physical haunt in New Jersey.” In another sense I was aware of my surroundings, 
aware I was in a performance-based art space, and aware of the rules about attacking performers. 
Ndalianis nicely expresses this ambivalence with respect to contemporary dark rides:  

Yes, the participant knows that the technology that drives the rides is supposed to be safe 
(even though numerous ride-related deaths occur annually) but it does not feel safe when, 
in the Revenge of the Mummy ride, the dread of being swallowed by an enormous vision 
of Imhotep is replaced by a new horror: the ride buggy plummeting backwards and 
downwards at full speed.384  

In that ride, it was fictional that Ndalianis was going to be swallowed by a mummy, but it was 
actual that her body experienced an unexpected and alarming drop.385 Similarly, it was fictional 
that I was endangered in the Overlook Hotel, but it was actual that a man charged at me.  

Was I thinking through fear, or just reacting to fear? I would say both. Different brain 
regions and corresponding behaviors are activated depending on whether a threat is distantly 
observed or imminently attacking. Distant observation yields activation in the forebrain 
(including the amygdala), while imminent attack yields activation in the midbrain (including the 
periaqueductal gray) and depressed activity in the forebrain.386 Both of these channels can 

 
381 Wise, Extreme Fear, 71-72. 
382 LeDoux, Anxious, 55-56. 
383 Various brain regions process threats sequentially rather than simultaneously. For one account 
of this sequence, see Gray and McNaughton, The Neuropsychology of Anxiety, 96-97. 
384 Ndalianis, “Dark Rides, Hybrid Machines, and the Horror Experience,” 22, emphasis added. 
385 For this reason, Ndalianis argues we ought to expand our notion of “horror” (by which she 
primarily means fear) beyond monstrous characters to one that’s fairly content-agnostic in cases 
when bodily thrills are elicited in spectators or participants, such as in thematically unscary but 
somatically shocking dark rides. See Ndalianis, “Dark Rides, Hybrid Machines, and the Horror 
Experience,” 22-23. 
386 Mobbs et al., “From Threat to Fear,” 12241. 
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produce defensive fear responses, but thinking through fear in the moment is only possible with 
the assistance of the forebrain, which governs conscious thought. Haunts can create more 
convincing simulations of imminent attack to the viewer/participant than horror cinema; even 
three-dimensional horrors films like Friday the 13th Part III (1982), which features effects like 
meat cleavers being heaved toward camera, fail to elicit comparable full-body defensive 
reactions. It’s probably right to say I was not thinking through fear for a split second when 
mental activity outside of my volitional control selected the defensive curl. That was likely a 
midbrain-driven “decision.” I could not exercise conscious, deliberative thought. I was just 
reacting involuntarily. So the old fear-thought antinomy, which I rejected in the first chapter, has 
returned, if only in split-second increments. All the same, I was thinking through fear before that 
moment (wondering, afraid, how Brighton Asylum would rewrite the scene from The Shining) 
and immediately afterward (marveling, no longer afraid, how completely the scare had affected 
me and how quickly it evaporated). 

Non-extreme haunt scares often cluster into recognizable types of spatial and perceptual 
manipulation.387 As with spatial tropes in horror cinema, these haunt techniques are common 
enough that attendees can learn the patterns and recognize them in the moment. One technique 
specific to haunts is what we might call “threat multiplication,” in which there are too many 
possible dangers to keep track of, causing a paranoid ricocheting of attention. For instance, the 
2011 “La Llorona” maze at Universal Studios Hollywood’s Halloween Horror Nights featured an 
old chapel room. Numerous shrouded figures seated on wooden pews all faced forward, 
motionless. You entered from the back and had to walk up a center aisle, amidst the pews, 
uncertain which of the figures were dummies and which were performers waiting to leap up. 
There were too many possibilities to monitor. Frenetically scanning the space so as not to be 
caught off guard was instinctual but hopeless, because when you passed through the middle of 
the room, half of the figures were always out of your field of vision. 

Another standard technique, shared with horror cinema, is spatial misdirection, which 
presupposes haunts’ ability to make us look the wrong way. This can be done reliably, if not 
unfailingly. As David Bordwell says of film staging and cinematography, “we need not claim 
that directors determine where spectators look or when they look there…nonetheless, directors 
create the conditions under which spectators are prompted (cued, encouraged) to concentrate on 
specific parts of the frame.”388 Haunts often accomplish this through selective lighting 
(illuminating the “wrong” place to look before the real scare elsewhere) and through clearly and 
stably visible performers or animatronics (meant to distract from half-hidden performers or 
animatronics which produce the real scare). Utilizing the clearly visible performer strategy, the 
Shining scene from Brighton Asylum staged foreground/background misdirection, which almost 
always works best when guests’ attention is drawn into the distance and a threat is placed close, 
rather than the opposite. Maintaining the same axis of action, there can be in-front/behind 
misdirection. No-touch haunt Fear Overload (California) periodically featured a piped-in audio 
imperative to “look behind you,” violating the normal forward direction of movement but 
activating otherwise inert space. I obeyed the instruction, and no one was there, but from that 
moment I distrusted the area behind me. Later in the haunt, I turned around unbidden and beheld 
a performer I’d passed a while ago silently stalking me. The most typical configuration is 

 
387 Extreme haunts manipulate perception, but they rely less on spatially oriented “jump scares,” 
which are insufficiently extreme. 
388 Bordwell, Figures Traced in Light, 279n20. 
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left/right misdirection. It’s particularly common in big theme park haunts. Participants’ eyes will 
be drawn to a stationary performer or animatronic in a well-illuminated central area—often a 
bed, dining table, or operating table—but the real scare will be another actor emerging from a 
hidden door or black curtains to the left or right of the main scene. The rarest configuration is 
up/down misdirection. Lightly physical haunt Hex House (Oklahoma) staged a remarkable 
moment where attention was drawn to dimly lit furniture below eye level, yielding even greater 
shock when performers suspended by cables swung over the heads of the audience.389 

Although doors, hidden curtains, trick windows, and blind turns all collaborate in 
eliciting fear, other architectural features are never utilized for scare techniques: namely, stairs. 
At first blush this might seem odd. Lotte Eisner observes the significance of stairs in German 
Expressionism, which gives us iconic horror moments like Nosferatu’s looming shadow as he 
ascends toward a bedroom. After entertaining psychoanalytic interpretations (to wit, stairs 
represent sex), Eisner posits “the real reason for the importance of staircases in German films”: 
“the actor’s body ‘builds space’; flights of steps allow this dynamism to assert itself.”390 This 
dynamism of action and composition is precisely the risk in haunts. If a guest is scared at the top 
or middle of a staircase, they may fall and seriously hurt themselves. The compositional 
advantages of stairs on stage and screen are only viable when a scene is, in fact, composed. 
Haunts’ actions and bodily positions are undetermined in advance, so stairs are hazardous. As 
such, they’re one of the only haunt locations where guests are immune from scares.391 While 
haunts exploit our perceptual tendencies and habitual ways of being in the world, they can’t 
safely exploit the everyday reality of gravity on stairs. Otherwise they would risk recreating 
Father Karras’s deadly tumble in The Exorcist. 

Memories and half-memories of the spatiotemporal arrangements of prior haunts can play 
into your perception of later haunts. So can memories of aversive sensations within one haunt. 
The extreme haunt The 17th Door (California) has become notorious for its reliance on painful 
electrical shocks. But when I went through in 2016, I didn’t know that, and I was unprepared for 
the first shock. (In fairness, the waiver warned of the possibility.) I was sitting in a wheelchair in 
a grimy hospital setting, when all of a sudden a hidden wire in the seat jolted my thighs. It was 
very painful, and I hated the sensation, but the electrical shock itself was not a moment of fear. I 
didn’t know it was coming, so, as with Hitchcock’s classic example of a bomb suddenly erupting 
without anyone’s foreknowledge, the result was my surprise rather than suspense or fear.392 But 
for the remainder of the experience, I was obsessively vigilant about what might shock me. To 
reintroduce Wittgenstein’s distinction: I not only saw the space of the haunt; I saw it as a space 

 
389 The relational configurations above, below, left, right, in front, and behind correspond to Noël 
Burch’s six segments of cinematographic off-screen space, which in turn correspond to the six 
faces of a cube. Yet in cinema, both poles of the depth axis, even the unseen area behind the 
camera, remain “in front of” the viewer, while in haunts, there is real artistic space behind the 
participant. See Burch, Theory of Film Practice, 17-18. 
390 Eisner, The Haunted Screen, 122. 
391 Further safety precautions are often taken, like placing reflective tape on each stair. 
392 To complete the example: Hitchcock says suspense would arise if the audience witnessed 
anarchists place a bomb and then saw characters converse, none the wiser, at the site of the bomb 
implantation. Likewise, I would have been afraid if a performer had hinted that a shock was 
coming soon. See Truffaut, Hitchcock, 73. 
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that could harm me.393 My negative memory of being shocked caused me to fixate over avoiding 
every metal prop, to the detriment of my engagement with the narrative and performers—but that 
still didn’t prevent me from being shocked twice more. Although The 17th Door succeeded in 
frightening me, the thinking through fear it facilitated was repetitive and unproductive. 
Moreover, the memory of that haunt has lingered with me in subsequent experiences. Now when 
I read “high-voltage effects” in a waiver, I expect the worst, even though other extreme haunts 
like Scarehouse: Basement (Pennsylvania) only incorporate one surprising but painless little zap. 

Not all haunt moments are literal shocks or knee-jerks, however. They can be much more 
cognitively elaborate because at their best, haunts crystallize what John Dewey deems the very 
essence of aesthetic experience. Such experience, which encompasses but isn’t confined to art, 
makes disparate elements of our environment cohere and imbues them with meaning through our 
“multiplicity of doings and undergoings.”394 Dewey is sharply opposed to stimulus-trigger 
theories of art, one-way models in which art mechanistically causes us to feel a certain way.395 
Mechanistically elicited reactions are non-emotional for Dewey. He argues, 

We jump instantaneously when we are scared, as we blush on the instant when we are 
ashamed. But fright and shamed modesty are not in this case emotional states. Of 
themselves they are but automatic reflexes. In order to become emotional they must 
become parts of an inclusive and enduring situation that involves concern for objects and 
their issues. The jump of fright becomes emotional fear when there is found or thought to 
exist a threatening object that must be dealt with or escaped from.396 

Though Dewey here discounts spikes of physiological arousal that I would subsume under 
“emotion,” he isn’t discounting much, for those spikes almost instantaneously take an object or 
transform into another intentional state, like laughter at the situation.397 Even if they take no 
object, the spikes of fright become part of the warp and weft of “an inclusive and enduring 
situation that involves concern for objects and their issues.” Two central aesthetic operations of 
haunts are crafting situations that make meaning of attendees’ reactions and imbricating those 
reactions within a cumulative sequence of participatory actions and violated or fulfilled 
expectations. 

Haunts share with other arts the facilitation of our active “doings” and passive 
“undergoings.” Whether as spectators or readers or participants, there is always push and pull 
between the consumer of art and the art itself.398 When we read a novel, we actively manage our 
attention, formulate questions, and imagine things: these are our doings. But they’re inextricable 
from our undergoings: our pleasure or displeasure, our boredom or excitement, and the full array 
of our emotional reactions. But if the doing-undergoing interplay is present in reading, how 
much more would this be with haunts, an art form that is unfixed in advance and can respond to 
us. A performer lurches, and I cower. Or I confidently stride forward, and the performer slides 

 
393 Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 165-178 (§xi). 
394 Dewey, Art as Experience, 23. 
395 Dewey, Art as Experience, 44-47. For an update of this stimulus-trigger skepticism for an age 
of neuroscientific research into visual perception, see Noë, Strange Tools, 93-98, 120-133. 
396 Dewey, Art as Experience, 42. 
397 In that sense, he is discounting as emotional the momentary cognitive lacunae in which I 
could not think through fear. 
398 Dewey, Art as Experience, 14-17. 
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sideways since they’re not supposed to touch me.399 The experience changes with me, and I with 
it. 

In my waterboarding experience at The Shadows (New York), we may witness the doing-
undergoing interplay as well as the development of sustained conscious thought amidst a 
threat.400 I was being pushed in a wheelchair, with my arms duct-taped to the armrests and a 
black cloth sack covering my head. I couldn’t move. The wheelchair abruptly pitched back, and I 
was parallel to the ground. I felt a slight drizzle of water on the sack, and I realized what was 
happening. I couldn’t see, hear, taste, or smell anything. But I could feel the cloth absorb the 
water, and I could detect, just below my nose, a slight fold in the fabric, enclosing a miniscule 
pocket of air to sustain me. I was hyper-attentive to moment-to-moment persistence. I have never 
in my life paid so much attention to my own breathing—to taking shallow, life-preserving 
breaths. There wasn’t much fictional to this. Eventually the performers realized I wasn’t reacting 
as they expected, so they adjusted the cloth and eliminated the air pocket. I held my breath for as 
long as I could until I tried to inhale and got nothing—no air, no relief, just wet nullity. My body 
panicked, and my legs started convulsing. The performers sat the wheelchair upright, and I 
begged them to stop. However, I had the presence of mind to decide not to use the safe word just 
then. I wanted to complete the haunt, and I thought I might convince the performers to conclude 
that torment without terminating the experience. If they had insisted on more waterboarding, I 
am sure I would have quit, but I attempted to change the course of the haunt through my doing. 
They acquiesced, and we moved to a different trial.  
 I learned a few hard-won lessons. Apart from the classification of waterboarding as 
torture, I learned that if I were in were a scenario of nonelective and nonconsensual torture, I 
would pretty quickly give up every secret I had to make the waterboarding stop.401 That is, I 
learned my own weakness, and it was shameful. I was also surprised to discover that I wasn’t 
afraid mid-waterboarding while focusing on my breath. All my attentional powers were directed 
toward self-preservation. Moreover, I had no doubt the performers would waterboard me until I 
reacted, so there was nothing to fear: what I might have feared was already happening.402 Once 

 
399 For seasoned participants, knowledge of the level of physicality might impact how you 
approach a visible character. In no-touch haunts, performers must move out of your way to avoid 
contact, so if you can dispense with a defensive mindset and stride forward confidently, you can 
assert a measure of mastery over the space. In physical haunts, it’s much harder to stride 
confidently when you know you may be touched or grabbed at any point. 
400 Prior to the first show, The Shadows lost their insurance (a perennially tricky subject with 
extreme haunts). But I had already bought my ticket and booked a cross-country flight, so the 
company agreed to give me an off-the-books, extra-long, private haunt experience. I was the first 
person, of two, ever to go through that extreme haunt, which technically didn’t exist. 
401 Extreme haunts align with torture porn films and against real-life political implementations of 
torture insofar as haunts’ painful ordeals are “noninterrogational.” They aren’t a means to an end. 
They are the end. See Kerner, Torture Porn in the Wake of 9/11, 4. 
402 This supports Aristotle’s claim that fear requires uncertainty. Aristotle says hopelessness and 
certitude of doom (or their opposite, full self-confidence and comfort) do not inspire fear. 
Someone only fears when their situation is undetermined and they have thoughts of escape or 
productive response. I had no hope that the waterboarding would relent, so I was not afraid. 
Although I argued in the first chapter why fear doesn’t always require uncertainty, Aristotle’s 
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the waterboarding halted and I was positioned upright, I was uncertain whether it would 
continue. That’s when I felt fear. By doing and undergoing that experience, I achieved insights I 
couldn’t otherwise have attained. 
 The timing of haunt-related fear is unlike that of other fear-based media. Unlike with 
horror cinema, I feel a high degree of fear before a haunt starts. In the case of no-touch haunts, 
it’s usually in the moments before I’m allowed inside. In the case of physical and extreme 
haunts, it can last for hours before an event begins. I’m typically in an unfamiliar city, driving 
myself at night to a location I haven’t seen, mentally rehearsing the dire language of the waiver: 
“high-voltage effects,” “simulated kidnapping,” “victimization of individual guests.” This 
transportation prelude shares with the haunts themselves the unnatural behavior of approaching 
known danger.403 In this, haunts are unlike any other fear-based media apart from video games.  

Unique volitional demands also distinguish haunts. The frightfulness of the special 
effects, performances, and jump scares are exacerbated by the fact that you have to move toward 
them, and even after you’re scared and cowering you have to soldier on. A horror film viewer 
can always shut their eyes or plug their ears, and the film will continue on its own; in home 
screenings, they can also pause or rewind. But a haunt participant has to make the haunt continue 
by willing themselves forward. If they freeze for too long or repeatedly refuse to obey 
performers’ instructions, they will be ejected.404 Add to this the strict linearity of most haunts, 
and the attendee’s choice is reduced to continue enduring and moving forward or quit.405 The 
restriction of choices is another way haunts differ from frightening scenarios in ordinary life, in 
which there are often multiple choices but no option to “quit.” 

Films can compel a weak sort of action among audiences. Julian Hanich argues that 
scenes of active fearful suspense, such as chases, may elicit incipient tendencies toward motion, 
captured by the metaphor and action of “being at the edge of your seat.” But even if “the viewer 
‘runs’ with the character or the accelerated film” by moving toward the edge of their seat, there 

 
reasoning does account for cases such as this where avenues of escape would be possible but are 
foreclosed. See Aristotle, Rhetoric, 70-71 (Book II, Chapter V). 
403 This can be intensified by the uncertainty and danger of the setting. For the physical haunt 
BL4KM4SS: M90sN (a stylization and contraction of “Black Mass: My ‘90s Nightmare”), I was 
instructed to walk to a certain intersection in suburban Southern California, where I would be 
picked up by a stranger and driven blindfolded to a secret location, where the haunt would begin. 
Walking to that corner, I was uncertain if I was being watched or if I would be abducted at any 
moment. I was so afflicted with panicky thoughts that my body started to ache. 
404 Co-creator of Blackout Josh Randall explains his company’s protocol for offering participants 
numerous opportunities to comply. A performer in character will give an instruction, like “stand 
against the wall.” If it’s not obeyed, they repeat the instruction in character. If it’s still not 
obeyed, they repeat the instruction out of character. If it’s still not obeyed, they repeat the 
instruction out of character with the threat of ejection. See Taylor Winters, “Blackout’s Josh 
Randall Teaches Us About Physical Touch in Immersive Theater.” 
405 Occasionally haunts incorporate limited choices, like the option to take a left or right pathway 
(which usually converge shortly thereafter). More character-driven shows may include 
conversation-based decision points. A distraught character in Theater Macabre, an immersive 
show that wasn’t centrally concerned with fear, asked me if I would help her, but doing so would 
mean undermining another character I’d previously met. I chose to help her, but because I 
attended the show only once, I don’t know if both options resulted in the same outcome.  
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still exists “a strong discrepancy between the viewer’s motionless viewing position and his or her 
experience of filmic movement and acceleration.”406 With haunts, there is no such discrepancy, 
because there is no audience-character split. The haunt participant is the person spatially 
implicated by the scares. 

However, in no-touch haunts, one has the benefit of other guests who are also spatially 
implicated by the scares. More than once, a female haunt participant, a complete stranger, has 
become so terrified that she has grabbed me from behind and used me as a human shield. 
(Sometimes I’ve been temporarily uncertain whether this person is a performer “plant.”) The act 
of grabbing tends to mute the frightfulness of the experience for both of us. For my companion, 
it’s the nearest approximation to covering her eyes during a horror film. My presence must 
mitigate feelings of aloneness, and I can partially block sightlines, so perhaps she can hope 
performers will be less likely to see her. Furthermore, I assume responsibility for moving both of 
our bodies. I have to look where we’re going, and I decide the pace of movement. But my fear 
decreases, too, which is counterproductive to the experience I want to have.407 I also feel less 
alone, and being used as a shield elicits in me feelings of protectiveness and bravery rather than 
fear. I become responsible for another person and am cognizant of my role in reducing fear. 
 Just as fear reactions can be attenuated through behavior, they can be magnified. Because 
a natural inclination in a haunt is to hold your hands out in front or against your chest, to grope 
forward in the darkness and as a defensive gesture, the most counter-instinctual action is to place 
your arms behind your back, hands grasping elbows. That way your unprotected head and chest 
lead your body into danger. I’ve tried this in no-touch haunts, and the results are striking. Scare 
tactics that I can dispassionately assess as only mildly effective—like a poorly hidden performer 
jumping out and growling—hit me like a hammer. My degree of felt fear, the intensity of my 
physiological reactions, and the volume of my screams were all amplified far past what they 
would have been just because of where I placed my arms.  

This has underappreciated phenomenological implications for fear-based art—haunts 
most obviously, but horror films as well. For experiences that are predicated on eliciting 
emotional reactions, how we feel depends not only on the art but on us and what we do. Put in a 
Deweyan idiom, our reactions to haunts and horror films depend not only on our 
spectatorial/participatory undergoings but also our spectatorial/participatory doings. In the 
language of Vivian Sobchack, “Even at the movies our vision and hearing are informed and 
given meaning by our other modes of sensory access to the world: our capacity not only to see 
and hear but also to touch, to smell, to taste, and always to proprioceptively feel our weight, 
dimension, gravity, and movement in the world.”408 The qualification “even at the movies” 
should suggest how rich a field for investigation into perceptual and cognitive cross-modal 
influence we may find in experiences that more directly implicate our other senses. Although the 
primary sensory modes of fear elicitation in haunts, as in horror films, are sight and hearing, our 
proprioception affects how we see, which affects how we fear, which affects how we think.  

 
406 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 212. 
407 At times these gendered dynamics benefit me. There was a room in The 17th Door where a 
performer dressed like an evil Ronald McDonald held a tarantula. After surveying the five 
people in my group, he guessed that the most arachnophobic person was the short blond girl next 
to me, so he placed the spider in her hair and let it skitter. Though I was almost certainly the 
most arachnophobic, I tried my best to look nonchalant rather than petrified, so he ignored me. 
408 Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts, 60. 
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It’s not an exaggeration to say our arms can be tools for seeing and thinking. Alva Noë 
has argued that we must extend our conception of the boundaries of the sensory self and not 
conflate sensory experience with the rote actions of the customary sense organs. He offers the 
example of a blind person with a cane, who “feels the texture of the ground at the end of the 
cane.”409 The cane is a tool, and the use of the cane extends the person’s feeling self outside the 
limits of their flesh.410 Noë argues the same goes for the expansion of seeing beyond the eye-to-
optic-nerve-to-brain pathway.411 Seeing, for Noë, is something we do, not just something our 
eyes and optic nerves and brains do: “an achievement, our achievement, the achievement of 
making contact with what there is.”412 I found I could achieve what I wanted, more emotionally 
percussive “contact” and a way to see more fearfully, by using my eyes in the same way but 
changing the placement of my arms.  
 In this section I’ve endeavored preliminarily to offer for haunts what Sobchack calls, 
following Heidegger, an account of our medium-determined “ways of ‘being in the world.’”413 
Haunts allow us to fear relatively safely with our entire bodies. But beyond that, Sobchack 
argues each different creative technology “implicates us in different structures of material 
investment, and—because each has a particular affinity with different cultural functions, forms, 
and contents—each stimulates us through differing modes of presentation and representation to 
different aesthetic responses and ethical responsibilities.”414 At their most basic, haunts are so 
materially rudimentary that they could have existed thousands of years ago.415 Darkness, props, 
movement, and encounters with threatening figures: Plato imagines all of these in the Cave. Of 
course, as cultural and performative practices, haunts draw on a long media history, which I 
detailed. Yet the technological and behavioral simplicity of haunts’ essential materials matters 
because they invite us to reenact more of our quotidian and non-artistic ways of being in the 
world. This is one way of construing the actual-fictional tension I introduced earlier. To a greater 
degree than watching a horror film or reading a horror novel, the actual components of going 
through a haunt intersect with the actual components of our ordinary mode of being in the world, 
with its attendant environmental dangers: walking alone in an unfamiliar setting, or wishing to 
hide but being unable to.416 

 
409 Noë, Out of Our Heads, 78. 
410 As a further illustration, Noë discusses the “rubber-hand illusion,” wherein experimental 
subjects can be induced to “feel” taps on a rubber hand not connected to their bodies. See Noë, 
Out of Our Heads, 71-72. 
411 Noë, Strange Tools, 148-151. 
412 Noë, Strange Tools, xi. 
413 Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts, 136. 
414 Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts, 136. 
415 It’s not of particular concern to me whether we say haunts are a technology or an art form 
that employs technologies as disparate as animatronics and language, makeup and choreographed 
movement. Noë, however, argues for the subordination of technology to art: “Art works with 
technology because technology—in the guise of pictures, language itself, dress, building—
organizes us and holds us captive. Art is not technology. But art presupposes technology.” See 
Noë, Strange Tools, 221n, and also 19-28. 
416 As I’ve argued previously, however, horror films’ dissimilarity from the ordinary demands of 
being in the world are also a benefit for thinking through fear. 
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One important difference between our modes of being in haunts and in threatening 
situations in ordinary life—which palpably affects both our behavior and the possibility of 
pleasure—is that anyone in a haunt has chosen to be there and, so long as they don’t use the safe 
word, continues to choose to be there. Nevertheless, the ability to consent to haunts doesn’t mean 
that physical or extreme haunts are always pleasurable. Nor does it explain why anyone would 
consent to them in the first place. The question of pleasure in extreme haunts is related to though 
distinct from the modes of being they invite. 
 
IV. Extreme Haunts and Pleasure 
 To the question of why anybody would attend extreme haunts, we may answer extreme 
haunts are masochistic, yet that’s unilluminating without further qualification. Masochism may 
be the start of an explanation, but it leaves unaccounted for how this form of masochism differs 
from other artistic and non-artistic forms, and whether parts of the experience are purely aversive 
and not themselves masochistically pleasurable or desirable. To investigate extreme haunts’ 
promises of physical and emotional discomfort, let’s begin with a theoretical distinction from the 
scholarship on horror cinema. Noël Carroll says we can either take an integrationist or a co-
existentialist approach to the relationship of fear and pleasure in horror films. On an 
integrationist view, putatively negative emotions like fear are felt as pleasurable. Fear itself is an 
aspect of spectatorial pleasure, so fear is woven into pleasure. By contrast, on the co-
existentialist view, putatively negative emotions are felt as displeasurable. Fear and pleasure 
occur separately. On this view, the experiential pleasures require the “price” of the 
displeasurable elements, as the physical satisfactions of a tough workout require displeasurable 
degrees of exertion.417 

Carroll believes “average consumers” of horror are co-existentialists, while “certain 
audiences,” by which he means crude and coarse teenage boys, are integrationists who only take 
pleasure in the fact that they can withstand gross imagery.418 I believe this account is mistaken. 
People who like the horror genre well enough and watch it now and then, who I take to be 
Carroll’s “average consumers,” are broadly integrationists. The generic promise of a horror film 
to its audience is the elicitation of fear, and audiences watch horror knowing this.419 (I have in 
mind here something like Thomas Schatz’s idea of genre as a “tacit ‘contract’ between 
filmmakers and audience.”420) It beggars belief that on an integrationist or a co-existentialist 
account the central offering of a popular genre would be displeasurable by design—as though the 
central promise of a run, and the reason why so many people undertake it, were sore legs and 
side cramps.421 People can tolerate or enjoy running because the central promise is something 

 
417 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 191-194. Carroll adapts the terms integrationist and co-
existentialist from Gary Iseminger. 
418 Carroll, The Philosophy of Horror, 192-193. 
419 Carroll theorizes the pleasures of art-horror, a conjunction of fear and disgust, while I am 
concerned only with the pleasures of fear (which is sometimes conjoined with disgust). I argued 
in the first chapter why horror films are not centrally concerned with art-horror. 
420 Schatz, Hollywood Genres, 16. 
421 Carroll’s solution to this problem is to say the experience of fear or art-horror is not “our 
absolutely primary aim” as horror film viewers. Rather, for Carroll, our absolutely primary aim, 
or what I’m calling the central promise of the genre, is experiencing pleasurable fascination with 
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positive: a runner’s high, improved health, or a better figure. Fans of horror are integrationists in 
the same way as average consumers but to a greater degree. A successful scare elicits a 
considerable amount of pleasure for them: the film has made good on its generic promise, and 
the fan has felt what they wanted to feel. When I introspect as a horror viewer, I find 
integrationism, and not of the sort that merely revels in what I can withstand. There can be 
exceptions for individual films: I’m a co-existentialist for The Incredible Shrinking Man (1957) 
because of my strong fearful disgust toward a spider that dwarfs our miniature hero. But I 
wouldn’t love the genre if it ordinarily exacted so high an emotional “price” of displeasurable 
revulsion. The only reliable co-existentialists are the many people who dislike and avoid horror 
films generally. Feeling fear and pleasure as separate is what makes them dislike horror. 

The hedonic calculation works similarly for no-touch and lighter physical haunts—as 
well as roller coasters, horror novels, and horror video games. People who dislike them are 
generally co-existentialists, while people who like them or love them are integrationists. 
Although no-touch haunts may engender stronger fear or summon more elementary defense 
responses relative to horror cinema, the central promises, the elicitation of fear, are largely the 
same. The situation changes with rougher physical and extreme haunts. Extremity is what they 
promise. The experiences are defined by an increased amount of physical aggression and 
sometimes pain. Amplified fear normally follows, but fear alone can’t make a haunt extreme. 

For this reason, I contend we’re all co-existentialists when it comes to extreme haunts. 
The simplest proof is to consider the most physically extreme elements, like severe electroshock 
and waterboarding. I am confident in asserting there are few, if any, electroshock integrationists, 
and there are no waterboarding integrationists.422 Therefore, because it’s possible to feel pleasure 
from experiences incorporating those elements, the pleasures must be co-existentialist. (With 
respect to lesser pains, like slaps and chokes, audiences may divide between co-existentialism 
and integrationism; and painless fear can integrate with pleasure, just as in no-touch haunts and 
horror films.) An overall co-existentialist account for extreme haunts does not prescribe whether 
pleasure or displeasure wins out. It’s possible for displeasure to predominate even for an extreme 
haunt fan. And there are surely far more people for whom the negative prevails. Insofar as there 
are aesthetic benefits and cognitive insights to be gleaned, they come at a steep price. 

Uttering the safe word is one clear marker of the triumph of displeasure. I’ve called the 
safe word only once, during Heretic: Devil, an extreme haunt in San Francisco. Right at the start 
of the show, a woman tackled me and pulled me backwards in a large room. Once inside, I saw 
there were several well-dressed masked women and men strewn about. I was wearing a 
secondhand not-quite-matching suit; I had been instructed to dress formally but also prepare for 
my clothing to be destroyed. The woman who pulled me in kicked me in the back of the knee, 
forcing me into a seated posture. Then, unseen behind me, she whipped me several times on the 
back. It stung, but the pain was muted by my shirt and jacket. She circled around in front of me, 
and I saw she was holding a thin, flexible fiber. She snarled, then whipped the backs of my hands 
and my right thumbnail. Nothing blunted the impact, and the pain was quick and bright. I 
screamed, and she withdrew. After a moment, I sensed her behind me again. She put me in a 

 
monstrous form and with the gradual narrative disclosure of monstrosity. See Carroll, The 
Philosophy of Horror, 186, 190. 
422 That is why not even the most masochistic thrill-seekers undergo waterboarding by itself for 
fun. Contrast this with culinary masochists, who may consume hellaciously spicy hot sauces by 
themselves for fun. 
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chokehold and yanked me onto my back. All at once everyone in the room descended upon me 
and pinned me down. There was a blizzard of hands. Hands rubbed an astringent around my 
eyes. Hands roughly tore my dress shirt open. Hands ripped the left leg of my pants all the way 
up the seam. The lead female performer straddled my chest. She probed my eardrums with the 
whipping fiber. Then she eased it up my nostrils. I held myself still out of fear she would jam it 
into my nasal cavity. She didn’t. Instead she withdrew it and eased it down my throat until I 
gagged. And again until I gagged. And again until I gagged. I had the presence of mind to reflect 
that this haunt was not remotely fun or enjoyable, and it was more intense than anything I’d ever 
undergone before. I dimly heard a performer say this is how they worship my body. There was a 
strange vibration on the skin of my left thigh, exposed through the torn pant leg, and my left shoe 
and sock were wrestled off. Then my bare pinky toe was electrically shocked.423 I howled in pain 
and bucked under the restraining hands. As my spasms subsided, the next toe was shocked. The 
pain was intolerable, and I made a deal with myself that if I was shocked again, I’d say the safe 
word. The soft arch of my foot was jolted, so I yelled the safe word, “Oxford.” Immediately 
everyone released me, the lights came on, and the show was over. I had lasted less than ten 
minutes into what was supposed to be a 45-minute event. 

In the last chapter I discussed Carol Clover’s theory of the masochistic pleasures of 
horror film spectatorship. We can now see more clearly why it’s misleading to claim, as Clover 
does, that cinematographic shocks and abrupt edits “hurt in the most literal, physiological 
sense.”424 It is possible to be harmed by sights or sounds: the brightness of solar eclipses and the 
volume on airplane tarmacs can be damaging. And strong emotions can result in physical pain as 
well: muscular cramps or an acidic abdominal churning. But as a theory of horror spectatorship, 
it’s overstating the case to say horror films routinely hurt us physically. The purported pain of 
cinema shrivels next to the unmistakable pain of extreme haunts. Additionally, our responses to 
cinematic shocks remain largely intentional. That is, our reactions remain largely yoked to, or 
aimed at, the cinematic events that elicited them. On this count they differ once more from the 
physical pain of extreme haunts. Elaine Scarry argues a crucial aspect of physical pain is its lack 
of intentionality.425 I am afraid of the jarring cinematography, but I am not hurt of the electrical 
implement or the Heretic performers. I’m hurt by them, though the pain does not point me back 
to the assailant, but rather inward toward myself.  

The various arts do not address physical pain in equal measure. Scarry observes literature 
depicts emotional anguish overwhelmingly more than physical pain.426 But emotional anguish 
and psychological discomfiture can point you outside yourself toward someone or something 
else. While there is physical pain depicted in art and sculpture—Susan Sontag calls it “a 
canonical subject in art”—this belies the relative infrequency of depictions of ongoing pain.427 In 

 
423 Contemporary extreme haunts may have intensified electric shocks as part of fear-based 
attractions, but they didn’t invent it. Lisa Morton quotes a “Minneapolis Hallowe’en Fun Book” 
from 1937 that gives tips on how to create “trails of terror,” a name for early home haunts. In 
Morton’s words, the guidebook suggested haunters “include a chair wired to deliver a mild 
electric shock.” See Morton, Trick or Treat, 100-101, 206n30. 
424 Clover, Men, Women, and Chain Saws, 202-203. 
425 Scarry, The Body in Pain, 5. 
426 Scarry, The Body in Pain, 9-11. Scarry counts cinema as part of literature. 
427 Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, 42. 
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the case of Crucifixion paintings, for instance, the depicted Christ is often already dead.428 In 
these works, suffering is not happening. Suffering happened. Contrast these with extreme haunts, 
where there is always a period when physical pain or discomfort is happening. There is no art 
form (except the most transgressive horror cinema) that privileges ongoing physical pain or 
discomfort more than extreme haunts, and there is no art form that inflicts physical pain or 
discomfort to a remotely comparable degree.429 And so, following Scarry, we may say extreme 
haunts have a unique standing among the arts in their ability to utilize the nonintentional nature 
of pain and discomfort to drive the participant’s attention relentlessly back into their own mind 
and body. 

Of course it’s reasonable to ask what kind or amount of pleasure accompanies such an 
infliction of pain. In my case, there are pedestrian answers that have little to do with art as such. 
I’ve wanted to learn how much I can handle in the haunt world, and I’ve wanted to feel the 
accomplishment of doing and undergoing something challenging and extraordinary. Barbara 
Creed accounts well for a segment of haunt audiences when she observes shocking 
entertainments create self-perpetuating cravings for more and stronger shocks.430 After several 
years I stopped attending Halloween Horror Nights because the effect wore off. As time went 
on, once I came to think of myself as part of the haunt community, I didn’t want fellow 
enthusiasts to prove themselves tougher than me.431 And I enjoy accumulating strange stories to 
share. 

But other motivations lie within the sphere of the aesthetic. First and foremost, I seek out 
rougher physical and extreme haunts as unparalleled opportunities to fear and to think through 
fear. No horror film can elicit the pulsating terror I felt at the start of The Alone Experience: 
Absorption, when I had to walk by myself down a long, empty hallway lined with menacingly 
open doors, waiting to be grabbed or tackled. Additionally, certain artistic themes couldn’t be 
conveyed as viscerally through noninteractive means. For instance, at Heretic/Obscura: Sabbath, 
one of the motifs was the interrelationship of sexuality and violence, a subject familiar from 
many slasher films. But it was an entirely different experience to find myself lying half-clothed 

 
428 Van Eyck’s Crucifixion (ca. 1440) and Tiepolo’s (ca. 1750) feature Christ being lanced, and 
El Greco’s (1600) and Velázquez’s (1632) depict the lance wound in the side. But the Gospel of 
John 19:33-34 states the lancing occurred after Christ was already dead. Paintings of the 
Crucifixion capturing a moment when Christ was possibly still alive seem to appear less 
commonly and tend to be more recent; examples include works by Goya (1780) and Léon 
Bonnat (1880). This tendency in European painting may align roughly with a representational 
shift Sontag finds in Goya, of whom she says, “a new standard for responsiveness to suffering 
enters art.” That is, beginning with Goya, there is a burgeoning of art designed to elicit 
anguished emotional reactions from spectators by placing them into closer contact with 
unembellished and unromanticized depictions of pain and death. See Sontag, Regarding the Pain 
of Others, 45. 
429 Individual cinematic subgenres (New French Extremity and American torture porn) and 
auteurs (Takashi Miike and Greg McLean) may be said to privilege pain as much as or more than 
extreme haunts. Horror film as a whole does not.  
430 Creed, “Freud’s Worst Nightmare,” 196. The cycle of chasing the next high doesn’t continue 
forever, however. I found my limits with Heretic: Devil. Other experiences like waterboarding 
were worthwhile from a scholar’s and fan’s perspective, but I would not wish to repeat them. 
431 Some are, without question, and I’ve adjusted to that. 
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on a mattress with a very attractive actress in lingerie cuddling up next to me, only to have a 
hulking, black-clad man rush in, pick me up, and body-slam me numerous times. The two 
performers then each took a leg and pried me into a splits position. Although the haunt employed 
a shopworn horror film trope—initiating sexual excitation but substituting physical violence for 
an erotic climax—the effect was more nuanced. Sabbath was demonstrating the violence within 
sexuality and the sexuality within violence. At the start of the scene, my desire was elicited but 
not fulfilled, which caused frustrated aggression to build inside me. The subsequent attack may 
have served as a “punishment” for my desire à la Hitchcock, but I think the more incisive effect 
was the external mirroring of my internal condition, as physical manifestations of desire and 
aggression pulled my body apart. The power of the symbolic was underwritten with the power of 
the literal. Crucially, this was all happening to me, so the haunt could induce in me something 
cinema would have a much easier time depicting in a character.432 

The presence of other viewers has traditionally been a vital aspect of film spectatorship: 
encouraging certain behaviors, discouraging others, and offering the cover of the crowd for our 
noisy bursts of fear or laughter through what Hanich calls theaters’ “hiding effect.”433 The 
absence or near-absence of other participants is correspondingly vital for some physical and most 
extreme haunts.434 Beyond amplifying fear, isolation enhances the egoistic pleasure of the 
experience. Everything that occurs, every word spoken, is happening to me and for me. The 
corollary to this (and yet another pleasure) is the total inability to hide my reactions from the 
performers or from myself. What’s orchestrated is something like an “exposure effect”: no one 
else to cover for my emotional reactions, and the certitude that other people, the performers, are 
constantly watching me. I bear full responsibility and ownership of every resultant emotion. All 
the fear in the room is mine.  

This exposure effect applies to other emotions as well, even those that are less commonly 
elicited by horror cinema. Late in Blackout: Blackout10NYC, I was handed an empty dog food 
bowl, led into a new room, and told to face the wall and turn around only after I had counted to 
ten. The pause built suspense and discomfort. When I turned, I saw a huge mound of pillows and 
blankets. Nothing happened for a moment. Then the mound rustled and produced a tall, 
muscular, shirtless man wearing a goat skull mask.435 He scampered toward me, and I screamed. 
He stood up and caressed me. In a melancholy baritone he instructed me not to look at him. Then 
he took the dog food tray from my hands and knelt in front of me. As I craned my ahead away, 
he began to snort and snuffle at my groin, pressing the skull mask against my pants and holding 
the tray underneath his head. Periodically he would pause to moan that he was sorry. There was 
no pain in this scene, but I was intensely uncomfortable to be at the receiving end of a 

 
432 I don’t know if this scene played out identically for all guests irrespective of gender and 
sexual orientation, but I doubt it. I offered co-producers Heretic and Obscura a thorough personal 
profile in my responses to the pre-haunt questionnaire. With just a few dozen attendees, Sabbath 
was limited enough that certain scenes were likely tailored to me specifically. 
433 Hanich, Cinematic Emotion in Horror Films and Thrillers, 63-64. 
434 Some extreme haunts like Scarehouse: Basement allow participants to enter one at a time or 
in pairs. For physical or extreme haunts that permit small groups, there are almost always 
opportunities for individual guests to be separated and interacted with one-on-one. 
435 Even in the moment I caught the homage to the shirtless and goat-skull-masked killer in 
American Guinea Pig: Bouquet of Guts and Gore (2014); the film credits specify a “Baphomet 
mask,” referencing the goat-like Satanic god, but that connection wasn’t developed in the haunt. 
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nightmarish mixture of cannibalism and fellatio. At first I was afraid, but fear gave way to 
shame. That I was forced to look away from the act in which I was participating, that I didn’t 
want it to be happening, and that I wasn’t sure what was happening all contributed to the new 
emotion. Shame in an artistic context was unfamiliar to me; Carl Plantinga notes cinema is not 
adept at eliciting shame.436 Yet Blackout10NYC induced it powerfully. Although it was an 
unpleasant emotion, afterwards I was glad to have had the experience. The haunt exposed me. It 
exposed me to a novel emotion. And it exposed me to the question of why I felt ashamed. It 
afforded an opportunity, amidst the fear, to think through shame. 
 Since extreme haunts are co-existentialist events, one’s assessment of the experience 
depends heavily on how one feels after aversive moments have passed or after the haunt has 
concluded. Extreme haunts are object lessons in how physical discomforts, which in isolation 
might seem non-artistic or anti-artistic, can be folded into art experiences. Value theorist W. D. 
Ross offers helpful intellectual scaffolding for these considerations. He writes, 

There might be two patches of colour A, A′ exactly alike. Yet if one lay beside a patch of 
colour B which harmonized with it, and the other beside a patch C which clashed with it, 
it would seem natural to say that the one might be beautiful and the other ugly. The 
objection is, however, illusory. For strictly it is not the two like patches A, A′ that would 
be respectively beautiful and ugly, but the wholes A B, A′ C.437 

In this thinking, the aesthetic value of a whole cannot be reduced to the values of its constituents. 
The apparent value or beauty of a constituent can change when it is evaluated as belonging to an 
artistic whole. Beauty and value, for Ross, are each a “toti-resultant property” because they 
depend on all of their component parts and their interrelations.438 He contrasts toti-resultant 
properties with “parti-resultant properties,” which depend only on one attribute irrespective of 
the others: the size of a circle depends (almost tautologically) on its radius only, not on its color 
or texture.439 

Physical pain, psychological discomfort, and intense fear in haunts ought to be assessed 
as participating in the toti-resultant value (and toti-resultant narrative and pacing). To be clear, 
this attitude doesn’t justify in advance any disconnected, tedious, or abusive element. For 
instance, the physical haunt Asylum 49 (Utah), in an apparent effort to lengthen the experience, 
forced guests to circle through the exact same light-touch areas several times in a row. On my 
second and third trips through a séance room, once I knew which character was going to leap up, 
I sped through, not out of fear but impatience. The artistic whole did not absorb and elevate that 
repetition or boredom into any greater significance. Likewise, a series of safety mishaps occurred 
at Apartment 213 (California), a quickly shuttered extreme haunt I did not attend. One scene 
involved guests and performers moving on and around a bed. The prop was not properly tested, 
however, and more than once the bed collapsed, including one time guests were underneath. It’s 

 
436 He says when shame is elicited, it’s usually as a “meta-emotion” directed at our cinematically 
engendered first-order emotions. We might develop an affinity for a certain character later shown 
to be cruel, or we may be curious to see something perverse. In response to our affinity or 
curiosity we may feel a second-order shame. See Plantinga, Moving Viewers, 159, 164. 
437 Ross, The Right and the Good, 123. 
438 Ross, The Right and the Good, 122.  
439 Ross, The Right and the Good, 122. 
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through sheer luck that nobody died.440 Here as well, the artistic whole did not absorb and 
elevate creative irresponsibility and uncontrolled risk into any greater significance. 

But even if aesthetic value depends on the total assemblage of the parts, the tolerability of 
an extreme haunt is a parti-resultant property. All that matters for tolerability is whether a 
personal threshold is crossed at any point. In my case, it occurred with repeated electric shocks. 
For others, it would no doubt be waterboarding. It wouldn’t matter how brilliant and beautiful 
and value-rich the rest of the haunt would have been. Those elements would be inaccessible 
because uttering the safe word would bar their actualization.441 

This tradeoff was brought home to me months after I safe-worded out of Heretic: Devil, 
when I finally learned the plot. I was the Devil, and the tormentors in the room were acolytes 
performing a satanic ritual for me. That’s why one of them had said, “this is how we worship 
your body.” The pain, in the end, would have had a purpose, but because I needed to say the safe 
word, the pain was stripped of surrounding content that might have aestheticized it. I was left 
only with a decontextualized bout of aggression.442 I was disappointed that I hadn’t been able to 
experience the artistic and narrative pleasures the show had to offer. I also knew I would never 
have another chance. The show ran for three consecutive nights and would not be remounted. 
Immediately after I called out the safe word, I spoke with Adrian Marcato, the co-creator and 
artistic director of Heretic, and it was apparent he also felt a sense of loss—because when I quit, 
he lost the ability to imbue the physical hurt and mental disquiet with form and meaning.  

According to Dewey, artistic creation is intrinsically bound up with consumption. The 
attentive creator also consumes the art while they create it; the attentive consumer also 
(re)creates the art while they consume it. The creator must be undergoing their own art as they 
are doing the steps to create it; the consumer must be doing the process of (re)assembling and 
evaluating the parts and whole and their relations as they are undergoing the art.443 Uttering the 
safe word simultaneously terminates creation and consumption for the participant-consumer and 
for the creator, who is typically present behind the scenes. It also truncates thinking through fear. 
I don’t regret saying the safe word when I did, but I keenly feel the resultant losses. 
 

 
440 Nelson, “No Room for Errors: Safety Issues Mar One Extreme Haunt’s First Efforts.” 
441 Because tolerability can be scuttled at any moment, we have cause to nuance our co-
existentialist theory of pleasure, which in the original formulation functioned as a temporally 
static weighting of pleasures and displeasures. But displeasures come and go in time, so Haunt 1 
might be tolerable and Haunt 2 intolerable even if Haunt 1 featured more total displeasure—
provided the displeasure were distributed more evenly, or the peak level of displeasure were 
lower. It’s for this reason that tolerability is most often parti-resultant. Anecdotally, it seems that 
what makes people safe-word out of haunts or walk out of films is a moment judged to be 
unbearable or egregious, rather than a displeasurable accumulation of individually tolerable 
scenes. An exception to this principle is the intolerability of boredom, which is nearer to toti-
resultant. 
442 Dewey’s view of the aesthetic character of experience presupposes “a developing movement 
toward its own consummation…when the energies active in it have done their proper work.” It is 
decidedly inaesthetic, then, when the movement toward consummation is abandoned, when the 
energies have not run their course but are immobilized and forced to dissipate outside the bounds 
of the art. See Dewey, Art as Experience, 41. 
443 Dewey, Art as Experience, 46-48. 
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V. Hell Houses and the Consequences of Fear 
 Missing the plot of Devil was a regrettable consequence of my decision to quit. Had I 
stayed, I would instead have endured the consequences of further physical aggression. More than 
most fear-based art, haunts foreground the consequences of undertaking the experience and its 
attendant emotions. In the case of cinematically engendered fear, by contrast, the consequences 
are normally mild and confined to the duration of the screening: goosebumps, sweaty palms, 
mental disquiet. Insofar as the consequences may extend beyond the screening, they’re still fairly 
innocuous: nightmares or unpleasant memories. Setting aside unique exhibitors like William 
Castle, film audiences are impervious to the consequences depicted within the diegesis: 
mutilation, death, or zombification. Haunts, however, may inflict more intense psychological 
consequences and a broader array of physical consequences, some of which outlast the 
experience. I’ve received bruises and abrasions that have remained a few days. But again, the 
consequences of undertaking a haunt are predominantly confined to the experience itself and the 
fearful anticipation leading up to it.444 

Cinematic and haunt-based fear I’ve discussed to this point have been bounded in two 
key senses.445 They’re bounded physically, so that while extreme haunts may stretch notions of 
the “safety” of an elective frightening experience, they are nevertheless tightly controlled and 
choreographed. Blackout may push guests against a wall, but performers always place a hand 
between the guest’s head and the wall to prevent injury to the neck or head.446 They’re also 
bounded referentially or intentionally—that is, with respect to intentional object. In a weak 
sense, films may imply extra-cinematic consequences. If we pick up a hitchhiker in real life, we 
might get butchered like the characters we just saw. But such referentiality isn’t the main object 
or guarantor of our fear (which is why films about vampires and shapeshifters can frighten us, 
too). Likewise, with most haunts the fear does not point outside the event. Even if a haunt 
recreates a horror film scene and presumes knowledge of that reference, the fear remains 
anchored in the haunt rather than aimed outward toward the film. 

The stark exception to this tendency is Hell Houses, which are referentially unbounded. 
Hell Houses’ raison d’être is to aim fear outside the experience. Hell Houses presuppose and 
articulate an evangelical Protestant soteriology, or doctrine of salvation: people are sinful. The 
wages of sin is death. Jesus came to pay the penalty for our sins, once and for all, through his 
substitutionary death on the cross. Two options remain for people who have heard the Gospel: 
accept Jesus as their personal lord and savior and enjoy salvation in Heaven, or don’t and go to 
Hell. The straightforward goal of Hell Houses is to frighten people away from Hell and toward 
Jesus. I attended three Hell Houses in 2017: The Nightmare at Guts Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
the Hell House of Tyler Metro Church in Tyler, Texas, and the Hell House of Trinity Church in 

 
444 Haunts sometimes seek to enliven the anticipatory leadup and fold it into the experience. For 
instance, a performer from Heretic/Obscura: Sabbath called me in character a few weeks before 
the event to glean personal information about me and to introduce the narrative context. 
445 Pinedo proposes “bounded” fear as a necessary condition of pleasurable recreational terror. 
See Pinedo, Recreational Terror, 5. 
446 Blackout co-creator Josh Randall stresses such precautions in interviews, and I can confirm 
their successful implementation from experience. Realizing the performers are taking care of me, 
even in the midst of an aggressive encounter, enables me to fearfully engage with the experience 
rather than to fearfully disengage out of concern for my well-being. See Taylor Winters, 
“Blackout’s Josh Randall Teaches Us About Physical Touch in Immersive Theater.” 
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Cedar Hill, Texas. Although there were performative differences among the three, I will stress 
the greater emotional and theatrical elements they shared. 

Just as secular haunts reveal their debts to horror cinema, Hell Houses reveal their debts 
to secular haunts.447 In fact, Ann Pellegrini says Hell Houses “depend upon an audience’s 
familiarity with the horror genre and with the haunted attractions at secular amusement parks.”448 
For instance, the Tyler Metro Church Hell House began like a secular no-touch haunt. I was 
conveyed by hayride with about two dozen other guests to the edge of some woods near the 
church. We marched up a semi-lit path dotted with tombstones, fake animal skeletons, and a 
Michael Myers mannequin. Then a live performer wielding a chainsaw came roaring out of the 
woods and chased us down the path toward a shack. The fear in that moment was fully confined 
to the bounds of the haunt. It served to prime us emotionally with a light scare and to persuade 
reticent teenagers this wouldn’t be a boring sermon.  

Yet most scenes stress the real-world consequences of unbelief and of sin. To emphasize 
this, some Hell Houses brand themselves as “Reality Houses.”449 Real-world consequences are 
most tangibly and graphically present in the abortion scenes, which all Hell Houses share. 
Sometimes these are incorporated into cause-and-effect sequences. Take the case of a teenage 
female character in the Tyler Hell House. When we met her, she was in her second or third 
trimester, convulsing with tears because she was impregnated by her boyfriend who then 
abandoned her. A demon character standing beside her locked eyes with the young women in my 
group and dared them to try sex with their own ostensibly committed boyfriends. In the next 
room, the female character sat in a rocking chair, dark circles under her eyes, cooing insanely as 
she rocked nothing in her arms. As the demon in that room began to explain her unwillingness to 
raise the child, my eyes scanned left and beheld a revolting spillage of blood and viscera on the 
floor in front of a hospital bed. The demon narrated that the girl had decided to have an abortion 
and was now poisoned with guilt for the rest of her life. Variant portrayals of the abortion theme 
sometimes encapsulate the whole story in one moment, such as in The Nightmare, when I turned 
a corner and beheld a piece of bloody flesh dangling from a coat hanger held by a wailing girl 
sitting on a toilet. It was a coup of visual concision. The Cedar Hill Hell House paused the entire 
performance to show us close-up video footage of an actual abortion. Each effect was suitably 
nauseating in its present moment yet also effectively drove my thoughts and emotions outside the 
bounds of the Hell House. 

Certain scenes engender fear grounded in the moment but also prepare audiences for 
frightening real-world analogues. Early in the Tyler Hell House, we walked into a shed, where a 
burly, black-clad figure stabbed a young man to death. The murderer pivoted toward us and 
growled, “I killed this man because he said he was Christian! Well, what about you? Who’s 

 
447 The secular world in turn borrows from the religious. At least one town, Centreville, 
Maryland, designed a Halloween experience evidently modeled (without acknowledgement) on 
Hell Houses. It depicted the horrors of opioid addiction. Scenes included “a drug den, a 
frightening arrest, a court hearing, a jail cell, a wrenching family crisis, a harrowing overdose.” 
Fear was directed outside the experience toward real-world ramifications in order to set people 
on a better path. At the end there was even an opportunity to speak with counselors. See Dvorak, 
“This Town Turned Its Opioid Nightmare into a Haunted House. And It’s Terrifying.” 
448 Pellegrini, “‘Signaling Through the Flames,’” 913. 
449 See, for instance, Crissman, “Reality House, a Christian Alternative for Halloween,” about a 
Georgia-based Hell House. 
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going to admit they’re Christian?” Through a variant of the “exposure effect,” the setting was 
designed to challenge Christians to affirm their belief publicly even when it’s scary to do so. 
Everyone in the room but me raised a timid hand, and I felt a moment of panicked isolation as an 
(undeclared) agnostic-leaning-atheist. Because I felt singly exposed within the group exposure 
framework, the scene ironically proved to me its point about the difficulty of affirming 
unpopular belief.450 The intended function for the presumed audience of adherents was to 
demonstrate any fear they may endure in living or dying as Christians should pale in comparison 
to the fear of dying unsaved as non-Christians. The worst consequence of fear is not the 
aversiveness of the emotion, but the possibility of succumbing to it and forsaking salvation.451 

Hell Houses invite their audiences, especially the many adolescent and teenaged 
attendees, to think through fear. In response to the controversy that has attended Hell Houses for 
years (namely, the claim that they brainwash impressionable young people), Pastor Keenan 
Roberts of the Colorado New Destiny Christian Center Hell House asks, “Who decided that fear 
is not an effective teacher?”452 The accusation of brainwashing presupposes thinking through 
fear is infeasible in Hell Houses or that the deck is stacked against genuinely open thought. I 
think this line of criticism is misplaced. The main issue isn’t the use of fear as a teacher, in which 
I do align somewhat with Pastor Roberts.453 The issue is that fear-as-teacher is put in service of a 
worldview that is false (or so I am convinced).  

Suppose the world actually worked as portrayed by Hell Houses.454 Suppose everyone 
alive were condemned to infinite torture as a default condition; that premarital sex, abortion, gay 
marriage, pornography, drug use, Satanism in the guise of Harry Potter stories, and secularism 
were all rampant and that they drastically increased the likelihood of more people ending up 
infinitely tortured; and that if someone simply made the right commitment to Jesus, they would 

 
450 Morton says Hell House guests do not interact with the event as they would in secular haunts, 
but that’s an oversimplification. See Morton, Trick or Treat, 108. 
451 With respect to the possibility of forsaking salvation, there appears to be an incoherence in 
Hell Houses’ messaging. On the one hand, following Protestant tradition since Luther and 
Calvin, there is an emphasis on salvation through unmerited grace accepted by an act of faith—
decidedly not salvation “earned” through good deeds, closer to the Catholic conception. On the 
evangelical view, Jesus will accept any sinner, no matter how fallen, if they only accept him. Yet 
the wrenching scenes of people fallen into sin strongly imply they have effected an irreparable 
break with God. There is never a scene when Jesus explicitly forgives the women who have had 
abortions or the sexually active gay and lesbian people; that is to say, he forgives everyone and 
all sins, but he does not forgive by name the sins that the evangelical imagination can least 
countenance. Hell Houses want to present these sins as grave offenses to God and to present God 
as willing to forgive any sin—but they don’t want the theatrical or theological articulation of 
God’s grace and forgiveness to so outweigh the sins’ immorality that participants would think 
wrongdoing doesn’t matter so long as they affirm Jesus’s lordship. I decline to conjecture on 
whether this discordance rests in Hell Houses or evangelicalism. 
452 Quoted in Pellegrini, “‘Signaling Through the Flames,’” 917. 
453 Many critics of Hell Houses would presumably not balk at the use of fear to galvanize action 
against climate change, for instance. 
454 Millions of people do believe this, of course. 
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instead have incomprehensible and everlasting joy.455 In such a world, hosting a Hell House and 
offering fear as a teacher would be reasonable and humane behavior. Moreover, the fear 
generated by Hell Houses seems unlikely to convince non-Christians or even theologically 
liberal Christians to adopt an evangelical belief system. The fear is most effective at “preaching 
to the choir” or to noncommittal people already steeped in conservative Christianity who just 
need an emotional nudge to take their underlying beliefs more seriously.456 

It’s worth noting in conclusion two further distinctions between Christian and secular 
haunts. First, the referential unboundedness of Hell Houses makes it impossible to pinpoint what 
is being feared. Hell? One’s past sins? One’s future sins? Loved ones’ sins? Divine justice? God 
himself? After all, “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.”457 Hell House scenes, only 
some of which are frightening in themselves, are designed to generate superfluities of fear that 
gush in all directions outside the experience. That strategy accords the most power to fear-as-
teacher, even if it sacrifices precision of fearful pedagogy. Second, unlike secular haunts, Hell 
Houses neutralize the fear they elicit. Hell Houses always end with the same three elements: a 
Crucifixion scene, a Resurrection scene (or an indirect evocation thereof), and a post-haunt 
counseling room where members of the hosting church are present to talk or pray with the 
participants. No-touch secular haunts often end with a “gotcha” scare at the exit to make fear the 
final impression. In Hell Houses, the intended pathos, gratitude, triumph, and commitment of the 
concluding sequence of events are antithetical to the preceding fear. 

All the same, unmistakable similarities to secular haunts remain. Extreme haunts present 
guests with unpleasant sights and sensations, yet also offer an ironclad way to stop all the pain, 
fear, and uncertainty. So do Hell Houses. The safe word is “Jesus." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
455 John Fletcher discusses a Tallahassee Hell House that in 2003 featured a scene with a young 
girl who fell into sin by viewing a Harry Potter film. See Fletcher, “Tasteless as Hell,” 317. 
456 Fletcher concurs in “Tasteless as Hell,” 318. 
457 Proverbs 9:10, New International Version. 
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Conclusion: Fear and Freedom 
 
“Needless to say there is a happy ending to that journey through fear, else obviously I wouldn’t 
have brought the matter up.” 
 

William F. Buckley Jr.458 
 

I think often of a woman I met at Bane, a physical haunt in New York. When we crossed 
paths, she was cowering in a corner, moaning, “no, no, no.” I went to comfort her, figuring she 
was either a participant in distress, in which case I might help, or she was a performer plant, in 
which case I might trigger an interesting scene. It turned out she was a petrified haunt guest. She 
gave me a big hug and clung to my back. Onward we walked like that. At one point an actual 
performer dressed as a clown took notice of us. He forcefully pried the woman away from me, 
instructed me to keep walking, and cornered her. This threw her into fresh paroxysms. The clown 
broke character, reminding her she could say the safe word, “mercy,” if she was too frightened. 
As I proceeded, I heard her sobbingly refuse to quit. Since she was held back, I completed the 
haunt first, and I waited for her at the exit. When she emerged, she gave me another hug, and I 
saw she had been so terrified that spittle had accumulated at the corners of her lips. My first 
reaction was surprise that this haunt, which hardly affected me at all, elicited such an outsize 
reaction from her. Then I realized the deeper point: this woman suffered one of the most 
frightening ordeals of her life, but she muscled through to the end. 

Certain horror theorists like Noël Carroll and Robert Solomon have claimed that some of 
the pleasure of fear-based entertainments consists in the chance to demonstrate a tolerance for 
gruesomeness to one’s friends. I’d previously discounted these explanations, in part because of 
their dismissive and simplistic tone. Yet there’s a kernel of truth worth excavating. The pleasure 
of some fear-based entertainments, such as skydiving and many haunts, does partially consist in 
testing one’s mettle. But for adults, at least, it primarily involves testing one’s mettle for oneself. 
I’m not sure if my Bane acquaintance entered alone, but by the time I found her, she was 
unaccompanied and persevering for herself. The reward of completing such an experience is not 
peer approval: I’ve never met anyone in the haunt community who judges someone else’s 
tolerance for extremity. Instead, the reward is a feeling of personal achievement. It was evident 
my acquaintance took great satisfaction in conquering her emotion. She willingly placed herself 
in a frightening scenario and found she could overcome her fear. Though I’ve done the same 
many times myself, I don’t think I’ve ever felt as much aesthetically engendered fear as she felt, 
and I don’t know if I could have endured in such a state. I was impressed with her resilience. 

I’d like to expound my acquaintance’s achievement by way of reconsidering the epigraph 
to the second chapter, from William James, which I quote again in part: “The progress from 
brute to man is characterized by nothing so much as the decrease in frequency of proper 
occasions for fear.”459 My earlier interest was primarily in the first half of the line, the brute-man 
distinction, as complicated by the figure of Leatherface.460 Let’s now turn to the second half. By 
“proper occasions for fear,” James seems to mean authentic, nonpathological, lethal hazards or 

 
458 Buckley, preface to Up from Liberalism, xix. 
459 James, The Principles of Psychology, Volume 2, 415. 
460 However, it’s clear from context that by “brute” James means non-human primates or proto-
linguistic hominids. See James, The Principles of Psychology, Volume 2, 348-360. 
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assaults that trigger survival instincts. Only an interpretation in that vein makes sense of his 
subsequent claim: “In civilized life, in particular, it has at last become possible for large numbers 
of people to pass from the cradle to the grave without ever having had a pang of genuine fear.”461  

James well knows that everybody feels fear, no matter their circumstances. What not 
everyone experiences—what humanity has left behind to a degree—are authentic instances of 
attack by nonhuman predators or human assailants, and unprotected exposure to natural disasters. 
Of course such experiences still occur. That’s why James notes “the decrease in frequency of 
proper occasions for fear.” Long behind us are the days of incessant intertribal warfare and 
persistent threats from free-roaming tigers and bears.462 Simply lowering the day-to-day 
regularity of a certain kind of threat and threat response, James believes, is a precondition of 
basic cultural development. One can hear a note of triumph on behalf of humanity when he 
writes “it has at last become possible” for many people to live without pangs of genuine fear. 
Millennia of science, technology, conversation, education, and diplomacy have made it possible. 
This accomplishment is a kind of freedom, quite close to what Isaiah Berlin calls “negative 
freedom,” the absence of external human encumbrances that limit the sphere of our action.463 
This concept is often rendered as “freedom from.”464 Censorship and political repression limit 
negative freedom. If we expand Berlin’s term to include some external non-human 
encumbrances to our free exercise of action, then reductions of proper occasions for fear enhance 
our negative freedom. 

We celebrate our collective achievement and our collective freedom from fear by creating 
fearful art and entertainment. We might call these “improper occasions for fear” in the sense that 
they do not incorporate legitimate threats to our well-being or survival—either because they 
don’t have the capacity to harm us, as with films and most horror fictions, or because the 
capacity to harm is strictly calibrated and impeded, as with extreme haunts. In this dissertation 
I’ve concerned myself with haunts and fearful cinema in and out of the horror genre, but these 
exist in a sprawling ecosystem of fear-based entertainments, spanning horror literature and video 
games, dark rides and roller coasters, skydiving and bungee jumping. Our invention of 
recreational fear scenarios and our decisions to experience them are also expressions of freedom, 
what Berlin calls “positive freedom.” That term designates the self-determination and willpower 
to set and pursue our own ends, even if there is no external source barring our effective action.465 
This concept is often rendered as “freedom to.”466 Addictions and neuroses limit positive 
freedom.  

Unpleasant, undesirable, unfun occasions for fear are ineliminable. However, because we 
are freer of the exigencies of survival than our forebears, we are at liberty to reintroduce into our 
lives creative copies or defanged reimaginings of fearful scenarios. These can be pleasant, 
desirable, and fun. Doing and undergoing them can unleash the mental activity and bodily 
alertness proffered by our evolutionary endowment and molded by culture, education, effort, and 

 
461 James, The Principles of Psychology, Volume 2, 415-416. 
462 Similar claims in a contemporary context have been prominently defended by Steven Pinker 
in Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined. 
463 Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” 169-170. He uses the phrases “negative freedom” and 
“negative liberty” interchangeably. 
464 Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” 178, emphasis added. 
465 Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” 178-179. 
466 Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” 178, emphasis added. 
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experience—yet liberated of the need to ameliorate the fearful scenario. If the reduction of 
proper occasions for fear enables cultural evolution, then in like manner our negative freedom 
from fear enables a positive freedom to fear safely and electively. 

Freedom to fear may sound like Orwellian claptrap. Berlin believes fear is a chief danger 
to effective action and insists positive freedom requires keeping our fears in check.467 Certainly 
everyone has felt quotidian fears—walking home alone at night, anticipating a big presentation, 
contemplating chatting up an attractive stranger—as pernicious, constricting unfreedoms. But if 
I’m right that fear can be a form of thought or an aid to thought, then freedom to fear needn’t be 
paradoxical. Nor is it merely a bleak negative freedom, like the ability to commit suicide without 
interference. Volitionally chosen fear can exemplify positive freedom when it entails our 
capacity for creative and productive thought, as I’ve argued thinking through fear accomplishes. 
We have the freedom to think through fear, and thinking through fear is an exercise of freedom. 

What’s more, both volitionally chosen and nonvolitionally suffered fear may offer further 
opportunities for positive freedom—if the fear is felt as an unfree constriction that is navigated, 
managed, conquered. My Bane acquaintance achieved this. From a physical and mental position 
of not wanting to move, she moved. Once she had completed the haunt, the fear evaporated, and 
her evident delight at the exit was an expression of the freedom of self-directed action. This, I 
think, encapsulates Carroll and Solomon’s kernel of insight about proving one’s mettle. We can 
place ourselves into frightening situations that may temporarily induce feelings of fearful and 
constricted unfreedom; then we can find ourselves stronger than that emotion and, like a 
clenched fist unclenching, liberate ourselves from it. To return to a distinction from the previous 
chapter, seeking the positive freedom of conquering fear presumes there are pleasures in freedom 
that co-existentially exceed the displeasures of fear itself. Different people find that balance at 
different intensities. For some, successfully completing a horror film or a no-touch haunt is an 
accomplishment in its own right. But it isn’t a challenge for me to endure that fear, so it’s not a 
pleasurable triumph to overcome it, either.468 I have to seek out more unusual fear-based 
experiences, like extreme haunts and skydiving, to feel a sense of achievement. 

One last haunt recollection will illustrate this. At The Shadows, shortly after being 
waterboarded, I was lying on the ground. My shirt, socks, and shoes had been removed during 
previous scenes. I was having a probing discussion with a performer about my romantic life. 
Another performer entered and rested a bell jar with a wooden base on my bare chest. I asked 
what was inside because it was too dark to see. They told me not to worry and continued the 
questions about romance. I ignored them and repeated my question. Someone shined a flashlight, 
and my worst fears were confirmed: spiders. I had disclosed in a questionnaire before the haunt 
that my worst fear was spiders. (That would be the last time I answered that question honestly.) 
They said I had to face my fear, that the spiders had to come out and onto my body. Instinctively 
I gripped the jar as tightly as I could to keep the spiders inside. The performers attempted to pry 
my fingers away, but I would not let go. They insisted that I had to do it, that I was almost done, 
that the haunt was nearly finished. The only thought in my head was whether to say the safe 
word. Even though I knew I was close to the end, even though I realized I’d already survived an 

 
467 Berlin, “Two Concepts of Liberty,” 204. 
468 It’s also possible for the displeasures to outweigh the pleasures. Walking home alone at night 
functions this way. While there may be relief in arriving home safely, it’s not so great that 
someone would wander out again just to repeat the pleasure of return. 
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exceptionally long sequence of extreme haunt challenges culminating in waterboarding, I was so 
terrified that releasing the spiders seemed unimaginable, impossible. But I did not want to quit.  

Gradually I felt my thinking uncontract and widen. I realized the performers said the 
spiders had to go on my body, but they didn’t specify where. I decided to cut a deal. I told them 
the spiders could come out if I decided where they went. The performers agreed. I said they 
should go on my bare feet so they’d be as far as possible from my face. I released my vice grip 
on the jar, which a performer lifted up, carried down the length of my body, and then upended 
over my toes. The spiders scurried around, and that feeling was unpleasantly ticklish, but it 
wasn’t as bad as my prior fear of it. The spiders mostly slipped onto the ground. The performers 
tried to whisk them back in the direction of my feet, and the whole scenario seemed pretty silly 
to me. After perhaps fifteen seconds of this, someone helped me stand up. The lights came on. 
Everyone was standing in a circle, applauding for me. The tickling on my feet was gone. The 
spiders were gone. The fear was gone. The remaining sensation felt good. It felt like freedom. 
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(With Selected Immersive Theater) 

 
No-Touch Haunts 
The Dent Schoolhouse    Cincinnati, OH   2016 
Erebus      Pontiac, MI   2018 
Fear Overload Scream Park   San Leandro, CA  2016 
Haunted Hornet    Alameda, CA    2016 
HellsGate     Lockport, IL    2018 
Kaidan Project: Walls Grow Thin   Los Angeles, CA   2017 
Knott’s Scary Farm     Buena Park, CA   2014 
Scarehouse      Etna, PA    2016 
Ultimate Terror Scream Park   Sacramento, CA  2016 
Universal Studios Hollywood’s   Universal City, CA   2011-2013, 2015 

Halloween Horror Nights  
 
Physical Haunts 
The Alone Experience: Absorption  Los Angeles, CA  2015 
Asylum 49     Tooele, UT   2018 
Bane      New York City, NY  2019 
BL4KM4SS: M90sN    Lawndale, CA   2019 
Brighton Asylum    Passaic, NJ   2019 
Castle of Chaos    Midvale, UT   2018 
Creep LA: Awake    Los Angeles, CA  2018 
Creep LA: Entry    Los Angeles, CA  2016 
Delusion: Lies Within    Los Angeles, CA  2014 
Exit 13      Flint, MI   2018 
Fear Factory SLC    Salt Lake City, UT  2018 
Haunted Hoochie    Pataskala, OH   2016 
Hell in the Armory Presents: Inferno  San Francisco, CA  2015 
The Hex House    Tulsa, OK   2017 
I Can’t See     New York City, NY  2019 
Intruder Escape: Cult    Santa Clarita, CA  2019 
MurderCo: Hardcore    Upland, CA   2018 
Nightmare on 13th    Salt Lake City, UT  2018 
Niles Scream Park    Niles, MI   2018 
Pennhurst Asylum    Spring City, PA  2017 
Terror Behind the Walls    Philadelphia, PA  2017 

At Eastern State Penitentiary 
Terror Vault     San Francisco, CA  2018 
Theater Macabre    Los Angeles, CA  2018 
 
Extreme Haunts 
The 17th Door     Tustin, CA   2016 
Blackout: Blackout10NYC   New York City, NY  2019 
Heretic: Devil     San Francisco, CA  2017 
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Heretic/Obscura: Sabbath   Broken Arrow, OK  2017 
La Casa de Satanas: Sovereign  Chicago, IL   2018 
Scarehouse: Basement   Etna, PA   2016 
The Shadows     Buffalo, NY   2017  
 
Hell Houses 
The Nightmare at Guts Church  Tulsa, OK   2017 
Trinity Church Hell House   Cedar Hill, TX  2017 
Tyler Metro Church Hell House  Tyler, TX   2017 




